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E cquesto sperimento farai con vn vaso 
quadrato di uetro tenendo lochio tuo 
circa al mezo duna desse pariete e nell 
acqa bollente con tardi moto potraj 
mettere alquanti granj di panjcho 
perche mediante il moto dessi granj 
potraj speditamente cognosscere il moto 
dell acqa che con seco gli porta e di 
questa tale sperienza potrai investigare 
molti belli motj che accagiano dell uno 
elemento penetrato nell altro. 
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LEONARDIAN FLUID MECHANICS 
IN THE MANUSCRIPT F
INTRODUCTION
General Remarks
This is the thirteenth IIHR Monograph I have written on the Leonardian 
science of flow and transport phenomena. The Manuscript F contains a great deal of
I
notes and drawings on fluid mechanics and hydraulics and this is a volume requiring 
even more pages than the one for Ms I. I have decided to minimize this introductory 
remarks and refer the reader to previous IIHR Monographs for a number of topics 
that are more or less generally applicable as the methodology used by Leonardo in 
his studies and by the author in working with his manuscripts. Regarding the 
format and the history of the Ms F, the reader will find an excellent section in the 
transcription published by Prof. A. Marinoni [1988].
I have began my work on the Ms F in the same way as I did for the other 
documents, i.e., with a careful survey during which I constructed profiles of key 
concepts for each block of text and or figures that constituted a single thematic unit. 
This led to a multichannel summary of the manuscript stored in my computer [see 
Macagno 1987, as well as other monographs]. I continue to offer a map of each page 
of the manuscript which I include in my study, as well as a transcription in which I 
try to reproduce faithfully the selected original texts but disregarding the way in 
which Leonardo separated words, or joined parts of them. In this my transcription 
differs from the customary diplomatic transcriptions. As I have already explained
iii
in other introductions, I reluctantly offer a version in English only because I believe 
that by making the Leonardian fluid mechanics accessible in that language, there is 
a good chance of seeing one day a final synthesis of this important aspect of the 
works of Leonardo. To help in achieving such a goal, I have included my comments, 
as a fluid-mechanicist, whenever I felt that they were warranted
iv
METHODOLOGY USED IN THIS STUDY
Organization of this Volume
In this monograph, the reader will find the double page arrangement used in 
previous IIHR Monographs. This constitutes the second, and most important part, of 
this monograph. Each pair of pages is numbered with the same Arabic numeral. 
The page on the left-hand side contains selected texts from the Ms F in Leonardian 
Italian with my own separation of words, my version in English of such passages, 
and my critical comments. On the right-hand side page there is a succinct "map" of 
the corresponding page in the Ms F showing the approximate location of texts (T) 
and drawings (D); beside this map, I give the profiles for the topical blocks I have 
identified in that page. Also included are the drawings I have considered necessary. 
I have drawn the sketches myself, because I want to give them with my own 
interpretation and emphasis as a fluid-mechanicist. I had some doubts about giving 
the version in English of the texts , but finally brought myself to do it for those 
many colleagues who do not know Italian, whom I hope will take an interest in the 
fluid-mechanical work of Leonardo. I hope also that this material may be useful to 
other scholars ; they are undoubtedly useful in my own attempts at arriving at a 
synthesis of Leonardo's science of flow.
I have adopted an eclectic approach to translation, because each passage 
requires to be rendered as a unique piece. In some cases, I considered better to be 
as literal as possible, to convey what Leonardo was actually saying; in other cases, 
I thought that he was obviously not careful with his writing, but his intention was 
transparent, and I treated those passages as something to be explained as a matter 
of exegetical translation. I have had no hesitation to show my doubts whenever
vthey existed It is perhaps paradoxical, but it seems that the more one knows about a 
given field, the more difficult it seems to be sure of what Leonardo says concerning 
specific topics in such a field. Only generalists seem to make confident translators 
and not to be disturbed by doubts. In documents as those left by Leonardo there are 
many ambiguities and many obscure passages. It is quite probable that some points 
may remain for ever in doubt. There is still much work to be done before we can 
offer for the general public a truly coherent synthetical version of all the fluid 
mechanical work of Leonardo. However, consistent views in some areas are 
emerging and I would like to refer the reader to the synthesis papers I have already 
published [Macagno 1982, 1984/5, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991] .
Experiments
My investigation has led to the identification of 23 groups of experiments 
and experimental situations in the Ms F, which are presented in tabular form 
(Table I ). I must say once more that tables like this do not mean that I believe that 
Leonardo performed all the experiments listed. I am surveying documents and I 
report what I find in them that appears as experimental in one sense or another. By 
using the laboratory methodology I have developed to study Leonardo's scientific 
writings we have a rather objective procedure to examine and evaluate the work 
he did, but I believe that in many cases we will remain in doubt about what he 
actually performed in the area of experiments [Macagno 1989a].
Experiments and experimental situations in the Ms F belong to several areas: 
general mechanics, hydrostatics, discharge of water trough orifices or over weirs, 
jets, vortices, flow around bodies, stationary waves in channels, flows due to 
differences in density, erosion, transport and deposit of sediments.
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The sketches in Table I (many of which are simplified) are either based on 
Leonardo's drawings, or introduced when there was no drawing by Leonardo. In 
the latter case, I have indicated my intrusion by inscribing my initials in the lower 
right-hand-side comer of the corresponding box. I have summarily described each 
experiment or experimental situation; an analysis of these experiments is part of my 
ongoing investigation, consisting of a systematic analysis of experiments and 
experimental situations in all of Leonardo's extant notebooks, as a necessary step 
for the synthesis of his science of flow. Some preliminary critical comments are to 
be found together with my renditions of the fluid-mechanical passages in the Ms F, 
in the second part of this monograph.
Analogies
In this analysis of the Ms F, I was able to identify twenty analogies one of 
whose terms at least is fluid-mechanical. There are two analogies in which threes 
terms were included by Leonardo. In one the analogy relates blood flow with 
groundwater flow and flow in water channels. In the other, the zigzags of 
thunderbolts, of air bubbles rising in water and of sparks are considered.
I have presented already my ideas about the evaluation and classification of 
analogies [Macagno 1982,1986, 1989b]; I have found appropriate to divide the 
analogies in internal and external. Internal are those analogies which are totally 
within fluid mechanics, while external are those in which at least one term belongs 
to some other science, even if it implies some flow. For instance, in an analogy 
between the flow of water in canals and that of blood in the arteries or veins of a 
human being, I see an external analogy because one of the terms lies in the field of 
physiology, even if flow is the main concern in both terms. According to this
vii
criterion, the twenty analogies can be divided into thirteen internal and seven 
external.
As I have already done for other manuscripts, the analogies I have identified 
in the Ms F are presented in tabular form (Table II). For each of the analogies 
listed, I have included a summary description and a simplified sketch when there 
was a figure in the Ms F. The interested reader will find some comments about these 
analogies that I have included in the corresponding pages of the monograph.
viii
FUTURE WORK
I have found my thoughts about the future very much in the same status as 
three years ago when I was completing my study of the Ms I; therefore, this section 
will be very much a repetition of the section included at that time in IIHR 
Monograph No. 111.
Much work remains to be done to arrive at a satisfactory complete synthesis 
of Leonardo's science of flow and transport phenomena. I have attempted to do it 
for limited areas, like those of hydrostatics, basic fluid mechanics, analogies, 
paradoxes, experimentation, but many others remain to be thoroughly investigated 
and synthesized. I believe that Leonardo's methodology for his studies of fluid 
flow phenomena is clearly emerging, and I have written about this subject already. 
Of course, until all the documents are examined thoroughly, a final total synthesis 
must be postponed. I very much hope that all the analytical work that lies ahead can 
be accomplished in the years I have left, but most probably, this monumental work 
will have to be completed by others. My hopes of attracting co-workers for an 
appropriate and effective transfer are always there, but I may be overoptimistic as 
usually.
An area in which work is very much needed is that of other disciplines 
important to the historical development of fluid mechanics. I have tried to establish 
some criteria for the study of Leonardian fluid mechanics, which is my central 
interest, but I have come to realize that more than I initially envisioned is necessary. 
Without an analysis of geom etrical, kinematical and dynamical developments in the
ix
notes of Leonardo it is difficult to analyze thoroughly his work on flow phenomena. 
I have encouraged already the study of that part of his geometry that is very original 
and innovative and I am glad to report that a collaborator has responded in this area 
[Macagno M. 1990, 1992]. I have made some inroads myself into his kinematics 
and the history of kinematics in general [Macagno 1991] . I hope very much that 
interest in his dynamics entices some student or scholar, because this trilogy of 
disciplines is very important in the investigation of the science of flow in 
Leonardo.
Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research 
Iowa City, November , 1992.
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TABLE I
E X P E R I M E N T S  AND E X P E R I M E N T A L  S I T U A T I O N S
IN THE M A N U S C R I P T  F
.m e c h a n i c s
S t u d y  o f  th e  i m p a c t  o f  b o d i e s  o f  d i f f e r e n t  
s h a p e s  o n  a s o l i d  p l a n e  s u r f a c e .
2 2 V
H Y D R O S T A T I C S
C o m p o s i t e  b o d i e s  f l o a t i n g  e i t h e r  in 
i n f i n i t e  e x p a n s e s  o f  w a t e r  or  in v e s s e l s  
o n l y  s l i g h t l y  la r g e r  than the  b o d i e s .
4 8 V
4 9 R
H Y D R O S T A T I C S
T h e  e q u i l i b r i u m  s p h e r i c a l  s h a p e  f o r  la r g e  
an d  s m a l l  m a s s e s  o f  w a t e r  a c te d  u p o n  by  
d i f f e r e n t  f o r c e s .  A n a l o g y  b e t w e e n  o u r  
p l a n e t  an d  a l i q u i d  d r o p  w i t h  a s o l i d  
p a r t i c l e  i n s i d e .
2 7 R
6 2 V
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
B e h a v i o r  at r e s t  and  in m o t i o n  o f  s m a l l  
p o r t i o n s  o f  f l u i d  in the  m i d s t  o f  a d e n s e r  
f l u i d .
A ir  b u b b l e s  in w a t e r ,  f l a m e s ,  e t c . I n  the  
c a s e  o f  m o t i o n ,  i n s t a b i l i t y  w a s  






E X P E R I M E N T S  AND E X P E R I M E N T A L  S I T U A T I O N S
IN THE M A N U S C R I P T  F
FLUID MECHANICS
Water jets coming out from reservoirs. 
Studies of the axes of the jets. Studies of 
jets as three-dimensional phenomena. Two 









Studies of flow through orifices in the 
walls of reservoirs. Influence of water 
head on discharge. Details of flow 





Vortices generated in reservoirs as the 
water flows towards an orifice which is 
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TABLE I
E X P E R I M E N T S  AND E X P E R I M E N T A L  S I T U A T I O N S
IN THE M A N U S C R I P T  F
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
F l o w  a r o u n d  b o d i e s ,  t o t a l l y  s u b m e r g e d ,  
e i t h e r  h e l d  s t a t i o n a r y  in a m o v i n g  f l u i d  or  
m o v i n g  t h r o u g h  a s t a g n a n t  f l u i d .
4 1R
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
S t u d i e s  o f  b o d i e s  c a r r i e d  b y  f l o w i n g  
w a t e r ,  e i t h e r  f l o a t i n g  o r  s u b m e r g e d .
5 2 R
7 8 R
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
F l o w  a r o u n d  b o d i e s  p a r t ia l l y  s u b m e r g e d  
i m p l a n t e d  in r i v e r s  or  c a n a l s .  U s u a l l y ,  the  
F r o u d e  n u m b e r  w a s  r e l a t i v e l y  h i g h  
r e s u l t i n g  in a f l o w  pat te rn  q u i t e  d i f f e r e n t  
f r o m  that  o f  th e  t o t a l ly  s u b m e r g e d  b o d y .
8 V  
1 6 V  
1 8 V  
1 9 V  
2 0 R  
7 1R  
7 8 V  
8 9 V  
9 4 R  
9 5 R
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
F l o w  a r o u n d  p a r t ia l l y  s u b m e r g e d  b o d i e s  
i m p l a n t e d  in r i v e r s  or  c a n a l s .  T h e  F r o u d e  
n u m b e r  w a s  rath er  h i g h  r e s u l t i n g  in a f l o w  
pattern  w i t h  d i a g o n a l  w a v e s .
4 8 R  
8 9 R  
9 0 R - V  
9 1R  
9 2 R - V  
9 3 V
x v i i i
TABLE I
E X P E R I M E N T S  AND E X P E R I M E N T A L  S I T U A T I O N S
IN THE M A N U S C R I P T  F
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
S t u d i e s  o f  p a t t e r n s  o f  s t a t i o n a r y  w a v e s  in  
o p e n  c h a n n e l  f l o w .
1 9 R - V
2 0 R - V
4 8 R
8 9 R
9 0 R - V
9 1 R
9 2 R - V
9 3 V
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
V o r t e x  f o r m a t i o n  in a s h e a r  b o u n d a r y  
l a y e r  in f r e e - s u r f a c e  f l o w  an d  in  c r o s s -  
s e c t i o n a l  v a r i a t i o n s  in c h a n n e l s .
2 1 V
6 5 R
8 9 R - V
9 0 V
9 1 R - V
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
U n s t e a d y  r e g i m e  in a l o n g  r e s e r v o i r ,  the  
m o u t h  o f  w h i c h  is  s u b j e c t  to l e v e l  
v a r i a t i o n s  in a r i v e r  or  l a r g e  r e s e r v o i r .
6 V
16
B I O - F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
E x p e r i m e n t s  w i t h  the  i n f l a t i o n  o f  l u n g s  o f  
a n i m a l s . I N S I D E
C O V E R
x i x
T A B L E  I
E X P E R I M E N T S  AND E X P E R I M E N T A L  S I T U A T I O N S
IN THE M A N U S C R I P T  F
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FLOW VISUALIZATION





FLOW AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
Experiments in which the role of vortices 
is studied in one or more of the erosion, 
transport and deposit phenomena 






FLOW AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
Experiments in which currents and jets are 
the main agent of erosion, transport and 
















E X P E R I M E N T S  AND E X P E R I M E N T A L  S I T U A T I O N S
IN THE M A N U S C R I P T  F
HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
Studies of rotatory devices meant to 
lifting water by centrifugal effects. Some 
scholars look at this device as a 









Reflection of light on wavy water-air 









ANAL OGI E S  IN THE M A N U S C R I P T  F
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
1
M s  F I R  
T 2 - 5
A  t h r e e - p r o n g e d  a n a l o g y  
e m b r a c i n g  th e  i n n e r  
s u r f a c e  o f  th e  v e i n s  o f  the  
h u m a n  b o d y  an d  t h o s e  o f  
the  Earth a n d  the  l i n i n g  o f  
w a t e r  c h a n n e l s .
A C Q U A
T E R R A
F L O W
C A N A L
C O N D U I T
L I V  S Y S
P L A N T
2
M s F 2 R  
T3
A n a l o g y  b e t w e e n  p a t te r n s  
o f  l i n e s  in w o o d e n  p l a t e s  
an d  f l u i d -  f l o w  p a t t e r n s .
F L O W  
L I V  S Y S  
G E O M  
K I N E M
3
Ms F 1 1 V  
T l - 2  D I
A n a l o g y  b e t w e e n  e r o s i o n  
o f  the  earth e m e r g i n g  f r o m  
th e  o c e a n  a n d  that  w i t h i n  
r i v e r  b e d s .
T E R R A
S E A
F L U V
P L A N E T
E R O S
T R A N S P
4
Ms F 1 6 R  
T 3  D 2
T o  e x p l a i n  th e  v a r i a b l e  
e f f i c i e n c y  o f  a c e n t r i f u g a l -  
f o r c e  w a t e r - l i f t i n g  d e v i c e ,  
th is  i s  c o m p a r e d  to the  
e f f i c i e n c y  o f  w i n g s  as  
t h e y  bea t  the  air.
A C Q U A
A R I A
B O  M O
R O T A T





ANAL OGI E S  IN THE M A N U S C R I P T  F
FOLIO S K E T C H D E S C R I P T I O N P R O F I L E
5
M s F 1 6 V  
T 5  D 4
T h e  a c t i o n  o f  c u p p i n g  
g l a s s e s  i s u s e d  to e x p l a i n  
a t h e r m a l  m a c h i n e  w h i c h  
c o u l d  b e  u s e d  to l i f t  
w e i g h t s  b y  r a r e f a c t i o n  o f  
air in  a c y l i n d e r .
A R I A
F O C O
T H E R M
V A C
F O R C E
D E V I C E
6
Ms F 2 6 V  
T1
P h e n o m e n a  o f  e v a p o r a t i o n  
o b s e r v e d  at th e  i n t e r f a c e  
w a t e r  - air are e x t r a p o l a t e d  
to the  i n t e r f a c e s  air - f i r e  
and  f i r e  - q u i n t e s s e n c e  
( ? ) .
A C Q U A
A R I A
F O C O
V A P O R
I N T E R F
7
Ms F 2 8 R  
T 2 - 4  D 2
F l a m e s  are c o n s i d e r e d  as  
b e h a v i n g  s i m i l a r l y  to air  
b u b b l e s  r i s i n g  t h r o u g h  
w a t e r .
A C Q U A
A R I A
F O C O
F L O W
P R E S S
I N S T A B
8
M s F 3 4 V  
T1
H o t  w a t e r  b u b b l e s  r i s i n g  
t h r o u g h  w a t e r  are  
c o m p a r e d  w i t h  p o r t i o n s  o f  
v a p o r  r i s i n g  t h r o u g h  the  
air f r o m  th e  g r o u n d .
A C Q U A
A R I A
F O C O
V A P O R
F L O W
B O I L
T H E R M
V I S U A L
xxiii
TABLE II
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9
Ms F 3 4 V  
T 2 - 3
A n a l o g y  b e t w e e n  th e  c o l o r  
o f  m o l t e n  m e t a l  and  that  o f  
th e  S u n ,  in an e f f o r t  to  
f i n d  o u t  h o w  h o t  th e  S u n  
m a y  be.
F O C O  
M O L T E N  
P L A N E T  
F L  P 
T H E R M
10
M s  F 
4 1 V  T1 
6 2 V  T 2  D 2
A n a l o g y  b e t w e e n  th e  Earth  
and  the M o o n ,  b o t h  as  
c e n t e r s  o f  t h e ir  o w n  
e l e m e n t s .
L e o n a r d o  b e l i e v e d  that  
th e re  w a s  w a t e r  in the  
M o o n .
A R I A
A C Q U A
T E R R A
P L A N E T
C O N C E P
11
M s F 4 1 V  
T 4
A n a l o g y  b e t w e e n  the  
m e c h a n i c s  o f  th e  w i n g  in 
f l y i n g  an d  that  o f  th e  h a n d  
o f  a s w i m m e r .
A R I A
A C Q U A
F L Y
S W I M
A N I M A L
C O N C E P
12
M s  F 
4 5 R  T1  
4 5 V  D l - 3
B y  d e f i n i n g  an a n a l o g y  
b e t w e e n  th e  d i r e c t i o n s  o f  
w a t e r  j e t s  and  w i n d s ,  
L e o n a r d o  i n t r o d u c e d  a 
w a y  o f  s p e c i f y i n g  in w h a t  
d i r e c t i o n s  t w o  j e t s  c o m e  
t o g e t h e r .
F L O W
W I N D
J E T
G E O M
xxiv
TABLE II
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13
M s F 5 2 R  
T 2
A  t h r e e - p r o n g e d  a n a l o g y ,  
i n v o l v i n g  the  z i g -  
z a g g i n g s  o f  the  
t h u n d e r b o l t ,  that  o f  a 
b u b b l e  r a i s i n g  in w a t e r  
and  th e  r a n d o m  s p a r k s  o f  
a b u r n i n g  p i e c e  o f  c o a l .
F O C O
A R I A
A C Q U A
B U B B L E
M E T E O
K I N
I N P E T O
R E S I S
14
M s F 5 3 V  
T 2  D l - 2
T h i s  a n a l o g y  is  b a s e d  o n  
L e o n a r d o ' s  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  
o f  r e l a t i v e  m o t i o n .  H e  
p r o p o s e s  to  s t u d y  the  
m e c h a n i c s  o f  f a l l i n g  
b o d i e s  in air to  g a i n  
i n s i g h t  i n t o  th e  f l i g h t  o f  
b i r d s .
A I R  
B O  F A  
W I N D  
F L Y  
L I V  S Y S  
R E L  M O
15
Ms F 5 6 V  
T I
P r o p a g a t i o n  o f  s o u n d  in air 
i s  c o m p a r e d  w i t h  s o u n d  
w a v e s  in w a t e r .  T h e  g e n e r a l  
t o p i c  i s that  o f  th e  s u p p o s e d  
s o u n d  d u e  to the  r o t a t i o n  o f  
th e  c e l e s t i a l  s p h e r e s .
A C Q U A
A R I A
A C O U S
P L A N E T
16
M s F 
6 1 R - V  
6 2 R - V  
6 3 R - V
T h e  r e f l e c t i o n  o f  l i g h t  
b e a m s  in s o l i d  p o l i s h e d  
c y l i n d r i c a l  s u r f a c e s  i s  
s t u d i e d  in o r d e r  to g a in  
i n s i g h t  i n to  th e  a n a l o g o u s  
p h e n o m e n o n  o f  r e f l e c t i o n  o f  
l i g h t  in c y l i n d r i c a l  w a t e r  
w a v e s .
A C Q U A
W A V E
L I C H T
R E F L
XXV
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17
M s  F 6 9 R  
T I  D 2
A n a l o g y  b e t w e e n  h y d r o ­
s t a t i c s  at th e  l a b o r a t o r y  
s c a l e  and  that  o f  th e  Earth .
A C Q U A
H Y D R O S
P L A N E T
E X P E R
18
M s F 6 9 V  
T I
T h e  M o o n  an d  th e  Earth are  
c o m p a r e d ,  t r y i n g  s u r m i s e  
the  r e f l e c t i v e  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  
th e  Earth .
L I G H T
R E F L
P L A N E T
19
Ms F 8 7 V  
T 2
A n a l o g y  b e t w e e n  w a t e r  
w a v e s  and  w a v e s  i n d u c e d  
by  th e  w i n d  in w h e a t  f i e l d s .
A C Q U A
W A V E S
P L A N T
2 0
M s  F 9 3 R  
T I  -2
A n a l o g y  b e t w e e n  r e f l e c t i v e  
p r o p e r t i e s  o f  th e  M o o n  and  
t h o s e  o f  a g o l d e n  b a l l  in the  
n i g h t  w h e n  i l l u m i n a t e d  by  a 
d i s t a n t  l i g h t .
L I G H T
P L A N E T
R E F L
FLUID MECHANICS
IN THE Ms F
1Ms F INSIDE COVER Tl, T3, T6
Orario wrote about the velocity of the sky. orario scrisse della velocita del celo. (Tl)
Inflate the lung of a pig and see whether it 
increases in width and length or only in width 
while decreasing in lentgh.
Fa gonfiare il polmon dun porco e guarde se 
eresse in largezo e in lungeza overo in largeza 
e mancha in lungeza. (T3)
From maestro Mafeo, why during seven 
years the Adice swells up and for seven years 
it trickles down.
da maestro mafeo perche 7 anni ladice alza e 
7 abassa. (T6)
In Tl and T4 there are terse references to Vitruvius, Archimedes, Dante, Aristotle, 
Alberto, Albertuccio, Marliani [See Marinoni 1988]. Ravaisson-Mollien [1889] believed 
that Orano was, probably, the secretary of the pope Nicholas V.
In T3, I would say that Leonardo was thinking o f a dilation o f the lungs in cross- 
sectional area rather than in the three-dimensions. Perhaps ' largeza' should then be 
understood as cross-section.
I render ' adice ' as Leonardo wrote it, although it seems that it cannot be but the Adige 
river. I prefer to avoid renditions of which I am not sure. There are other Leonardists 
much better prepared to venture into such interpretations. [See Marinoni 1988, 
Ravaisson-Mollien 1889for information about the names included by Leonardo on this 
page].
1Ms F INSIDE COVER
T1 Tl T3 T6
T3 T2 BO MO ARIA ACQUA
D1 PLANET PRESS FLOW
T4 SOURCE LIV SYS FLUV
T5 EXPER SOURCE
T6
2Ms F IR Tl, T2-4, T5
Commenced at Milano the 12 September 
1508.
The death of old people, who die without 
fever, is caused by the thickening of the walls 
of the vessels going from the spleen to the 
'porta' of the liver and thus they do not 
allow any more the flow of blood that feeds 
them.
comjncato a mjlano ad di 12 di settenbre 
1508. (Tl)
La morte ne vechi sanza febre si causa dalle 
uene che uan dala miza alia porta del fegato 
singrossan tanto di pelle eh elle si richivdano 
e non danno piu transito al sangue che llj 
nutrichi. (T2)
The continuous flow of blood in their 
vessels leads to the thickening and stiffening 
of the veins in such a way that at the end 
they become occlusive and impede the course 
of the blood.
The inner space, or concavity, of the veins 
of the animals, with the long duration flow of 
the humor that feeds them, becomes hardened 
and, finally, ocluded.
Il continuo corso che ffa il sangue per le sue 
uene fa che ttali vene singrossano e ffansi 
callose in tal modo che al fine si riserano e 
proibisscano il corso al sanghue.
Lo spatio houer concaujta delle vene de li 
anjmalj col lungo corso dell omore che Ili 
nutricha sincallisscano e al fine si ri serrano. 
(T3)
The inner space of the Earth conduits 
becomes larger and larger due to the long and 
continual flow of water.
The roots of the willow trees prevent the 
erosion of the sides of canals and the 
branches fed transversely in the thickness of 
the sides and cut afterward lowly each year 
become a continuum of branches and thus 
you have a live side of one piece.
le concaujta delle vene della terra pe lungho e 
continuo corso dell acqua si uengano 
allargando. (T4)
Le radice de salci non lascan guastare 
lagine de canalj e Ili remj de salci notritj in 
traveso nelle groseze dell argine e ttagliatj poj 
bassamente onnj anno ingrossano e ffansi di 
broche continue e cosi aj vn argine viva e dun 
pezo. (T5)
In this page, Leonardo evidently presents an analogy between biological and hyraulic 
flow and transport phenomena. I f  one adopts the Keynesian approach to analogy 
[Macagno 1986], it seems plausible to assume that Leonardo’s view o f analogy was in 
fact Keynesian also.
From the study o f many other analogies in his notebooks this conclusion emerges 
naturally, but the above page offers a clear example o f treating analog phenomena as 
constituted by both similarities and differences. Even if these notes about behavior of 
blood vessels are rudimentary, and wrong in some aspects, and probably part of 
received knowledge, their most interesting aspect is that this is part of one of the first 
historical formulations o f bio-fluid mechanics, and of the power o f modeling one 
phenomenon by means o f analog phenomena.
InT4,I  believe that Leonardo wanted to describe the final occlusion of the lumen of the 
blood vessels due to the thickening of the walls. The same notion is already, more 















3Ms F 2R Tl, T2-4, T5
This vortex has no fixed position.
Because ab is lighter than cd, such ab 
cannot provide as much water as cd  
consumes, hence air necessarily enters in cd 
in place of the difference between the water 
that was before in cd relative to that in ab, 
and thus the weight of water in cd remains 
equal to that in a b .
questo retroso non a fermo sito. (Tl)
perche a b e piu lieve che c d esso a b non 
può dare tanta acqua quanto cd  ne consuma 
onde per necessita laria entra per c d in loco 
di tanta quantità dacqa quanto era Ila 
diferentia dell acqa che pa era in c d piu che 
in ab  e cosi resta lacqa cd  equale al peso 
dell acqua a b. (T 2)
It is possible to make thin wooden boards 
with waves that look like camlet or tabby 
with varied stable patterns .
puossi fare di legname tavole sottile ondate 
che paranno ganbellottj o ttabi e di diuerse 
machie stabili. (T3)
Of surface vortices and of those generated at 
different levels of the water; of those which 
occupy the entire height, and of those that 
move around and those which are stable (or 
stationary ?). Of linear and of circular 
(vortices). Of those of variable (or unstable ?) 
motion . Of those which divide themselves 
and of those transformed by joining together. 
Of those which are mixed with the incident 
and reflected water and impart rotation to that 
water.
de retrosi superfitiali e di quelli creati in varie 
altezze dell acqua e di quelgli che piglan tutta 
essa alteza e de mobili e dellj stabilj De 
lunghi e di tondi Delli scanbievoli di moto 
de di quelli che ssi diuidano e di quelli che si 
conuertano in qegli doue si congungano e di 
que che son mjsti coll acqua incidente e 
reffessa che uano agirando essa acqua. (T4)
Which ones are the vortices that impart 
rotation to light things in the surface, but do 
not submerge them. Which ones are those 
that submerge them and rotate them over the 
bottom and then deposit them on that bottom. 
Which ones are those who pick up things at 
the bottom and return them to the surface of 
the water. Which ones are the oblique 
vortices, and which ones are vertical or 
horizontal.
Quali son que rettosi che ragiran le cose lieuj 
in superflue e no Ile somergano Quali son 
quellj che Ile somergano e ragiranle sopra il 
fondo e poi le lascia in esso fondo Quali son 
quellj che spican le cose del fondo e Ile 
regittano in superflue dell acqua Qua son li 
rettosi obbliquj quali son li diritti e qua son li 
pianj. (T5)
See also Ms F 12 R D I-2 where similar vortices were sketched by Leonardo.
The situation described in T1 -2D 1 is a common problem in our times and one that has 
proven difficult to solve, by other means than physical models [See, e.g. MS Thesis by 
Fernàndez P. J. I do not understand Leonardo's explanation for the entrainment of air 
which, however, seems to contain an element that is correct regarding conservation of 
volume during the flow.
T3 seems unrelated to the rest o f this page unless one thinks that in a wooden board one 
can see sometimes patterns that may be reminiscent o f those o f water flow. The condition 








T1-2D1 T3 T4 T5
ACQUA FLOW ACQUA ACQUA
ARIA GEOM FLOW FLOW
VORT KINEM VORT VORT
TRANSP LIV SYS CONCEP BOFLO
EXPER ANAL BOOK BO SU
CONSER REFL
T4-5 is an enumeration of topics which should be revealing to a fluid-mechanicist familiar 
with the complexity of vortical flow and associated transport phenomena. Of course, to 
an uninformed person it may have appeared as an unnecessary repetitive long lis t. I 
think it shows that Leonardo had acquired a good insight into vortical flow at the time he 
made this list.
4Ms F 2V Tl-2 D1
When you put toghether the science of the 
motion of water remember to list below each 
proposition its applications, to avoid that 
such science be useless.
quando tu metti insieme la sscienza de motj 
dell acqua ricordati di mettere di sotto a 
cciasscuna propositione li sua gouamentj acco 
che ttale scientia non sia inutile. (Tl)
Of the advantage of the measures that the 
swimmer can take facing surface vortices 
and those which would submerge him. And 
if he is submersed, how must he maneuver 
to save himself and so on and so forth. At the 
end of each book include wonderful things 
like the breaking in all directions the stress of 
the vortices. Of the measures that one can 
take when swimming in rough seas, and how 
to handle boats to prevent them from hitting 
the rocks.
dell utilità de partiti che a appigliare il notatore 
colle reuertigine superfìtialj delle acque e co li 
sua rettosi che ssonmergano essi notatoli E 
poi che lui e ssonmerso come si de gouemare 
a ssaluarsi e cosi seguita e nel ultimo di 
scasscun libro sema cose piu mjrabili come 
del ronpere le grosseze de rettosi per 
qualunce verso De partiti che si de pigiare 
notando nelle fortune marine e dello scifa le 
percussion delli scoglj e de temonegare li 
navilj. (T2)
In Tl, Leonardo sounds very much like many engineers have sounded for a long time; it 
seems to them that a science is useless if we do not know how to apply it to practical 
endeavors.
In T2, some examples of possible applications are given for which I am afraid there is no 
supporting basic knowledge in any of the extant Leonardian manuscripts. Perhaps, such 












5Ms F 3R Tl-4
Of the objects transported by water, the 
smaller will rotate more. This happens 
because large vortical rotations are rare in the 
course of rivers, while small vortices are 
almost infinite in number, and the large 
objects are rotated only by large vortices and 
not by small ones. The small objects are 
rotated by small vortices and (also) by large 
vortices.
Delle chose portate dall acqua quella sara di 
magore revolutione la qual fia di mjnor figura 
Quessto achade perche le gran revolutionj de 
retrosi son rare ne corsi de fiumj e llj rettosi 
picholi sono quasi innumerabili e Ile cose 
grandi sol da gra retrosi son ragirate e non da 
picoli e Ile cose picole fien rivoltate da picoli 
retrosi e da grandi. (Tl)
Of the objects equal in shape and 
dimensions, the ones going deeper will turn 
less.
This happens because such revolutions vary 
strongly from the surface to the bottom of the 
water. At such depth, the turns that are 
generated are as many as the amount of the 
depth of their causes. Hence, by necessity, 
the descending object transported by water is 
attacked by many different heights of 
revolutions. Often, because of this, it remains 
unresponsive, and in the case it responds, it 
will do it to the more powerful (cause).
Of the objects of equal dimensions 
transported by water streams, those going 
deeper rotate less.
Delle cose portate dal corso dell acque le qual 
siano equalj in lungheza e llargheza quelle 
saran di men reuolutionj che piu si 
profondano. (T2)
delle cose equali in figura en quantità quella 
ce piu si profonda men obedisce alle 
revolution dell acqua. (T3)
Questo achade perche hesse reuolutionj forte 
si uariano dalla superfitie al fondo dell acqua 
nella qale profondità si genera tante 
revolutionj quante son le basseze delle lor 
cause Onde per necessita la cosa portata dall 
acqa che molto si profonda e conbatutta da 
molte varie alteze di revolutionj e per questo 
resta dubbiosa spesse son le volte chella non 
obedissce a nessuna e se pure obedira 
obedissce alla piu potente. (T4)
5Ms F 3R














There is a unity o f subject in this page: the role of vortices in relation to objects 
transported by the water of a river or a canal. For one who is familiar with the writings 
of Boussinesq it is fascinating to find that four centuries before there was already, at 
least in a qualitative form, a conception about turbulent flow like the one o f the famous 
French hydraulician. I find rather interesting Leonardo's notion o f response ( or 
'obedience' in literal translation) to be expected of a given object to the varied actions 
of a system of vortices.
Having seen in a recent interdisciplinary seminar how fascinated people in the 
humanities can be with what they believe to be the brand new science o f chaos, I 
wonder what they would have thought o f this understanding by Leonardo da Vinci, 
half a millenium ago, of the statistical behavior of an object under the action of a chaotic 
system of vortices (i.e. of turbulence ).
Dl-2 may be of interest to hydraulic engineers.
6Ms F 4R T2 Dl-2
The motion of this cart is double because ba 
goes in one direction and ac in another.
il moto di questa charretta e doppio con co sia 
che b a va per un asspetto e a c va per un 
altro. (T2)
As already done in other monographs, whenever I find a passage which is significant 
from the viewpoint of geometry related to motion, or of mechanics related to dynamics of 
fluids, I include it as part o f my survey and analysis of Leonardo's manuscripts. In my 
opinion, we see here an incipient notion about degrees o f freedom of one system as 
compared with another.
Ms F 4V T1
Book 10
Of the different depths and globosities, at the 
inside of vessels, which face the efflux , 
with different velocities, of water coming out 
of the vessels through orifices of different 
size, depth , width and shape; which may 
be tall or low, wide or narrow, in thick or in 
thin walls.
libro 10
delle varie profondità e globbosita poste 
dentro a bottinj dinanzi all uscite dell acqe for 
dessi bottinj con varie velocita grandeze 
profondità e llarghezze e figure dellj 
sspiraculi altj o bbassi larghi o sstrettj grossi 
di pariete o ssottili. (TI)
This passage can be related to a number o f other passages including detailed drawings 
showing a variety of geometric parameters that affect the efflux of a liquid from vessels 

















7Ms F 5R T1 D1
Book 9
Of the water flowing through a vessel whose 
walls are full of orifices of different 
dimensions, shapes and locations at different 
heights varied from the inlet to the outlet and 
viceversa. Also, of the vessels of different 
shapes, depth, width and length and with 
more or less power and velocity, large and 
small.
Libro 9°
dell acqa che passa per un bottino del quale le 
pariete son piene di sspiraculi di uarie 
grandeze figure e llochi con diverse altezze 
varie dall entrare all uscita scanbievolmente e 
cosi il bottino di uarie figure e profondità 
lungezze e con largheze e acqua piu o men 
potenti e velocj grosse e pichole.(Tl)
Perhaps this passage is related to an interest in decorative use o f an array of jets for 
fountains, while TI in MS F 4V is connected with a more technical aspect of water flow. 
Concerning books, see a list in Ms F 24V.
T2 is the beginning o f long considerations about the Sun, containing some criticism of 
Epicurus's opinions. According to Marinoni [1988], this passage continues on Folio 40. 
However, in my opinion, there we have a different question, which is directly related to 










8Ms F 6V Tl-Dl
The influx and efflux is double in a given 
reservoir because it comes many times to the 
mouth of the reservoir before the larger 
comes in the large reservoir. It so happens 
that the wave of the first influx runs rapidly 
in the reservoir, and during the time that such 
wave uses its 'inpeto' , the wave at the 
mouth effects its reflux. But before the wave 
that is penetrating the reservoir is reached by 
the reflux at the mouth, the influx at the 
mouth already returns. By that time, the 
penetrating wave, having had its 'inpeto' 
wasted, comes to rest, and the penetration of 
the second wave starts. Because of this, the 
reservoir receives a number of waves and its 
surface swells. Then the water moves back 
with "inpeto' and then the reflux does not 
penetrate in the third or fourth until such 
water does not discharge out
il frusso e refrusso e doppio nvn medesimo 
pelagho perche esso sara molte volte nella 
bocha di tal pelago inanzi che sia il grande nel 
pelago grande e cquessto acchade che
Honda del p° frusso corre forte in fral 
pelagho e nel tenpo che tale onda seguita il 
suo inpeto quella della bocha fa il suo 
refrusso e avantj che Honda che ssi ingolfa 
sente i refrusso di tal bocha di pelagho ga 
rinasscie il frusso in essa bocha e in quel 
tenpo londa ingolfata si ferma allentando il 
suo inpeto quando la seconda ingolfatione
della 2a onda rinassce e cosi se ne ingolfa 
tante desse onde chel pelago inalzato le sue 
acqe ritoman con inpeto indirieto el refrusso 
che ritorna indirieto da essa bocha non
singolfa piu nella 3a o 4a insino a ttanto 
chessa la pa acqa non e disgolfata. (Tl)
This seems to be the description o f an observation of unsteady motion in a pool 
connected to a larger expanse of water in which there is a periodic motion of the water. 
Depending on each particular combination of parameters, many different occurrences can 
take place. Although Leonardo's description is not very clear, it seems that he observed a 
periodic filling and emptying of the pool with a period longer than that of arrival of waves 
at the mouth o f the reservoir. He shows some understanding of the reasons for this to 
happen. He must have seen waves due to changes in water discharge, or in water level, 
generating waves that traveled along a canal. If the discharge, or the level, would vary 
with higher period than the time of travel of the wave to the end of the canal, we would 











9Ms F 7R Tl-3, T4
In vortices that are large and wide, the water 
picks up and uncovers the soil that is in its 
middle.
nelli grandi e llarghi retrosi lacqa alza e 
scopre il terreno ra bamontato nel suo 
mezzo. (Tl)
In water with small vortices, the water 
bores and scours in the middle of the vortex.
nelli picholi retrosi dell acqa essa acqua 
trivella e caua in mezzo desso retroso. (T2)
Of the objects carried by the water along the 
bottom, the lighter travels a longer distance 
in the same time.
delle cose portate dall acqa sopra il fondo suo 
la piu lieue jn pari tenpo fa piv lungho 
camjno. (T3)
A river does not remain the same because 
after a current (flood ?), gravel is deposited, 
and then a different current is generated 
whose flow will be either toward the bank, or 
to the middle or in different directions 
depending on the number of groins of the 
gravel piles which were left on the bed after 
the said currents.
none sta equale vn fiume perche dopo le 
corente si scarica giara e dopo quella si 
genera vn altra corrente la figura- il moto della 
quale si dirizera o llargine o al mezo o in tanti 
vari lochi quante fien vari li penellj de colli 
delle giare che son lassiati nel fondo dopo le 
predette corente. (T4)
In Tl, I interpret "grandi e larghi" as powerful vortices o f large dimensions as opposed to 
those in T2 which could perhaps be also strong but are of small dimensions. According 
to Leonardo, they perform quite different functions regarding erosion-transport-deposit 
phenomena.
In T4, we have what seems a clear description of the complex time-dependent behavior of 
rivers. I believe that 'corrente' means here the flow during floods. There is a word, 
'pennelli', that Ravaison-Mollien [1889] considered intractable, and thought that it must 
have been written inadvertently instead of 'pendii'. I think that Marinoni [1989] is right 
in assuming that Ravaisson-Mollien was wrong, but for the wrong reason. I do not 
believe this is a question of Leonardo meaning to use a metaphor ! I am amazed at the 
eagerness for appealing to metaphors in our times. I have some technical dictionaries in 
addition to some knowledge o f the technical terminology in hydraulics, and I confirmed 
in my old Schlomann-Oldenburg [1915] that 'pennello' stands for what Italian engineers 
introduced in Argentina, when I was a student of engineering, as defenses for bridges. 
'Pennello' means also a hydraulic constructive element.
For Ms F 7R, Marinoni [1988] included the following comment: ". . . Tuttavia da 
'pennelli' a 'pendii' la distanza sembra graficamente eccessiva anche per una 
distrazione. E se fusse una metafora dovuta alla forma di quelli 'colli' ? ". [ See 
Ravaisson-Mollien 1889].
In Ms F 7R, Ravaisson-Mollien transcribed correctly 'penelli', but then in French he 
used "'pentes' with a footnote saying: Pennelli, pinceaux, parait etre ici, par














Ms F 7V T l-2 DI, T3-4 D2-4
The farther the weight is suspended from the 
center of the wheel, the more difficult will 
become the rotatory motion of such wheel 
around its axis, provided the motor is not 
changed. .
quanto lobbietto il corpo graue sara 
appichato piu remoto dal centro della rota 
tanto piu si renderà dificjle il moto 
circunvolubile dessa rota ancora e in tomo al 
suo polo ancora chel motore non si uari. (Tl)
The same can be seen in the time of the 
clocks. Such time has the hours briefer or 
longer depending on the two weights being 
placed close or away from the middle.
Questo medesimo si uede nel tenpo delli 
orilogi che nel porre le 2 pesi piu vicinj o 
remotj dal mezo desso tenpo fa lore piu brieuj 
o piu lunghe. (T2)
If the soil is of uniform resistance, the hole in 
the pool that receives the water fall will have 
the shape of a quarter of a concave sphere..
senpre la profondità del pelago che riceve la 
caduta dell acqa ara figura dun quarto di 
sperico conchavo auendo il teren dunjforme 
resistentia. (T3)
This is deduced from a preceding 
(proposition) stating that the straight current 
of water is higher and faster in the middle 
than peripherally. The (water with) greater 
velocity goes farther in its fall than the slower 
water.
e nassce pella passata che dice chel corso 
retto dell acqa e piu alto e piu veloce in mezo 
che dai latj e Ila magore velocita manda piu 
auanti la sua caduta che non fa laequa piu 
tarda. E ttal si . (T4)
77-2 is significant in this study because it exemplifies a dynamic principle that recurs in 
many mechanical problems of concern to Leonardo.
The scour hole produced by a falling jet or nappe has been studied by a number of 
researchers [see, e.g. Rouse 1940]. In Leonardo's manuscripts this is an experiment 
reported in several places and for different conditions [See, e.g. , Macagno, IIHR 
Monograph 111, 1989J. I believe that he meant that the hole was part of a spherical 
surface only in the case of a jet rather than in the case of a nappe much wider than thicker. 
The work o f Leonardo concerning scour deserves an exhaustive study, including some 























Ms F 8R Tl, T2 Dl-5
Once the 'potentia' is disjoined, how will 
the body move, separated from its motor? .
dato la potentia disgunta e con che moto si 
mouera il mobile diujso dal suo motore. (Tl)
By pushing m forward, the small gate 
opens and the water does not pour anymore 
through the opening/from where it impacted 
the wheel of the mill. This way of taking the 
water from, or giving it to, the wheels of the 
mills is used in rivers or canals of 
continuous flow where there is lack of space 
to fit a drain or discharger of the excess 
water in mills.
sosspignendo inanzi m lussciuolo sapre e 
llacqa non versa piu per la boccha f doue si 
percotea la rota del molino e cquesto modo di 
torre e dare lacqa alle rote de molinj e ffatto 
ne fiumj o chanalj di continuo corso e doue 
carestia di spatio per dare loco allj esalatoj 
overo rissciacqatoi delle acque superchie de 
molinj. (T2)
Tl states a very important question not only for mechanics but also for fluid mechanics. 
One may very well imagine Leonardo pondering about the water particles that are close 
to an orifice in a tank, at one moment under the pressure of the surrounding water and 
then free into the air as part of a jet.
T2 Dl-5 may very well be a summary o f installations observed by Leonardo and not at 
all conceived or designed by him. It is much easier to establish originality in the work of 

















Ms F 8V T1 Dl?, T2 D2
Given the size of the water fall and its 
inclination relative to the 'potentia' of the 
wheel which is its 'obietto' (target ?), we are 
looking for the height of such water which 
matches the 'potentia' of the wheel that
dato la grosseza della caduta dell acqa e 11a 
sua obliqujta colla potentia della rota che lie 
sta per obietto si cercha lalteza della caduta di 
tale acqua a ffarsi equale alla potentia della 
rota che. (Tl)
The water impacting on objects sometimes 
bounces much and sometimes a little and 
sometimes it descends. This is due to the 
objects being narrow or wide or to a large or 
small descent upstream from the objects, or 
to the greater or lesser power of the current 
that impacts such objects.
laequa che percote nellj obietti alcuna volta 
risalta assaj e acuna volta pocho e alcuna 
volta discende e cquesto nasce dallj obbiettj 
strettj o llarghi o dalla disscesa magore o 
mjnore dinanzi a essi obbiettj o dalla corrente 
piu o men potente che percuote talj obbiettj. 
(T2)
In T l, Leonardo considers water acting upon a wheel, therefore the functional 
relationship between water and the machine is not such as to look at the latter as an 
obstacle to the first; they are supposed to work together. Hence, I have preferred to use 
'target' as a version for 'obietto'. Marinoni has suggested 'ostacolo' for 'obietto' . In 




















Ms F 9R Tl, T2-3, T4, T5-7
Why in the vortices in water there is scour in 
the middle of their circulation..
perche li retrosi dell acqa son cauati in mezo 
de la loro revolutione. (Tl)
Why the patterns ( or signatures) generated in 
the water surface persist for some time as 
they are transported by the water flow ?.
perche le inpressioni generate nella superfitie 
dell acqa si mantengano alquanto tenpo nell 
essere portate dal corso delle acque.. (T2)
Why the motions of the patterns on the water 
penetrate one into the other without 
modification of their initial figures ? .
perche il moto delle inpressionj dell acque 
penetran luna nell altra sanza mutation della 
lor prima figura. (T3)
Of the rule of the 'oncia' of water. What 
width, depth and flow velocity must it have 
to cover a given distance in a given time ?.
Reghola dell onca dell acqa e cqunta largheza 
e profondità e velocita di moto debbe avere 
nvn dato spado di corso nun dato tenpo. (T4)
Given the resistance of a wheel, and the 
inclination and the height of the water fall, it 
is asked what must be its size to match such 
resistance.
Dato vna resisstentia duna rota e dato 
lobbliqujta e bbasseza alla caduta dell acqa si 
dimanda quanto sara la sua grosseza a sstare 
equale alla data resisstentia. (T5)
Given the size of the water fall, its length and 
inclination, it is asked what is the 'potentia' 
of the wheel that matches the water 
'potentia'.
Data la grosseza della caduta dell acqa e Ila 
sua lungheza e obbliqujta si dimanda della 
potentia della rota equale a essa potentia 
dacqua. (T6)
Given the resistance of the wheel, and the 
inclination of the water and its size, it is 
asked what should be the length of the fall.
Dato la resistentia della rota e llobbljqujta 
dell acqa e Ila sua grosseza si dimanda la 
lungheza della cadata. (T7)
T2 refers, in my opinion, to what I have called the signature meaning a configuration on 
the water surface like the one left by a stone thrown onto it or by a passing boat or a bird 
taking off. In general, I believe that Leonardo was referring to a system of waves created 
by some local disturbance and being carried by the water flow. T3 seems to refer, 
precisely, to two stones thrown into the water and causing two intersecting systems of 
waves.
T5-7 include questions that one would ask today in terms of the main and secondary 
parameters in the determination of the power of a water fall in view of its utilization to 
drive a turbine or a water wheel. I think that " grosseza' may be associated to water 
rate o f flow or discharge. The influence of the " lungheza' and ' obliquità’ is not so 
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Ms F 9V Tl-2
Of the 'oncia' of the water and in how many 
ways it can be varied.
dell onca dell acqa e in quati modi si po 
variare. (Tl)
The water that flows through an orifice of 
given dimensions can be increased or 
decreased in (?) ways, of which the 1st is 
the high or low level of the water surface 
above the orifice through which the water 
flows. The 2nd is to pass the water with 
greater or lesser velocity by the side in which 
the orifice is made. The 3rd is to make more 
or less inclined the lower of the dimensions 
of such orifice through which the water 
flows. The 4th, the variation of the 
inclination of the sides of such orifice. The 
5th, the size of the lips of such orifice. The 
6th, the shape of the orifice, i.e. round, 
square, triangular or rectangular (?). The 
7th, the orifice is placed in greater or lesser 
inclination of the side ('argine') lengthwise. 
The 8th, the orifice is placed in greater or 
lesser inclination of the side heightwise. The 
9th, (the orifice) is placed in the concave, or 
convex, side of the 'argine'. The 10th, (the 
orifice) is located in greater or lesser width of 
the channel. The 11th, whether the water ( 
not alteza ! ) in the canal has more or less 
velocity at the height of the orifice. The 12th, 
whether the bottom of the canal presents a 
large or a small surelevation, or depression, 
facing the orifice. The 13th, whether the 
water flowing through the orifice is acted 
upon by wind or not. The 14th, whether the 
water discharging form the orifice falls in the 
air or is enclosed (by walls ? ) over one side 
or all except frontally. The 15th, whether the 
water that falls enclosed will be thick or thin 
in its conduit. The 16th, whether the water 
that falls enclosed is of long or short fall. 
The 17th, whether the sides of the canal, 
where the water descends, will be smooth or 
rough, curvilinear, or straight.
Lacqua che uersa per una medesima quantità 
di bocha. si po variare di quantità maggore
on mjnore per modi de qualj il p° e da essere 
piu alta o ppiu bassa la superfitie dell acqa
sopra la bocha donde versa il 2° da passare 
laequa con magore o mjnore velocita da
cquel argine dou e ffatto essa bocha 3° da 
essere piu o meno obbliquj i lato di sotto 
della grosseza della bocha dove laequa passa
4° dalla uarieta dell oblliqujta de lati di tal
bocha 5a dalla grosseza de labri dessa bocha 
6 per la figura de la bocha eoe a essere o
ttonda o quadra o triangulare o llungha 7a da 
essere posta essa bocha in magore o mjnore 
obbliqujta dargine per la sua lungheza
8a per eser posta tal bocha in magore o
mjnore obbliqujta dargine per la sua alteza 9a 
a esser possta nelle concaujta o convessi dell
argine 10a a esser posta in magore o mjnore
largheza del canale l l a se la alteza del 
canale a piu velocita nell alteza della bocha o 
piu tardità che altroue 12 sei fondo a 
globbosita o concaujta a risscontro dessa
bocha o piu alta o pi bassa 13a sellacqa che
passa per tal bocha piglia vento o nno 14a 
se llacqua che chade for dessa bocha chade in 
fra llaria o vero rinchiusa da u llato o da ttuttj 
saluo la fronte 15 se llacqa che cade 
rinchiusa sara grorossa nel suo vaso o
ssottile 16a se laequa che chade hessendo
o
rinchiusa sara lungha di caduta o brieve 17 
se i lati del canale donde disscende tale acqa 
sara solij o globbulosi o retti o curuj. (T2)
This is a long list o f factors that may influence the discharge through an orifice installed 
on one side o f a canal, which is one of the many hydraulic problems that concerned 
Leonardo. This, it seems had an especial motivation because he either was. or expected 
to be, a user o f water for irrigation. The list may be for a book, but I believe more 
probable that he was planning to investigate all such effects. There are other notes in 










In case 17, Leonardo considered the effect o f roughness and curvature. Ravaisson- 
Mollien read 'solli' where I read "sollij’ agreeing with Marinoni. In my paternal 
language ( piedmontese) 'solié' means to smooth, and this helped me in my 
interpretation, which coincides with that of Marinoni. I left 'oncia* untranslated, as I 
do with 'potentia'. I tend to agree with Ravaisson-Mollien that 'oncia' means most 
probably 'measurementThere are several places in which I ventured into some free 
interpretations, but in general, I felt that I could give a rather straightforward version of 
this page.
In further studies of this passage, I believe that it may be interesting to determine 
whether this list is really complete, and also whether there are repetitions. This passage 
should be studied together with a number of other passages dealing with the same and 
related subjects, and drawings representing all the situations mentioned by Leonardo 
should be composed.
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Ms F 10R T1
Of the size and shape of the first wheel 
receiving water for the aquatic instruments 
and of its bearings and details pertaining to 
such wheel.
della grandeza e ffigura della pa rota che 
riceue lacqa per li strumenti acquaticj e de 
sua poli e altre circunstantie apartenenti a essa 
rota. (Tl)
As in a number o f other cases, Leonardo wrote here a title for a topic, but then filled the 










Ms F HR Tl-2 Dl-2 , T3 D3
The different places of the influx and efflux 
of water, over the width of its channels, shift 
(?) the current of the water away from the 
universal (normal ?) middle of the width of 
the channel.
Li uari siti dell entrata e usscita dell acqa nella 
largheza de sua canalj cauan la corrente dessa 
acqua del unjuersale mezo della largeza desso 
canale. (Tl)
The (different) levels of the influx and 
efflux of water in its channel modify the 
universal (uniform ?) levels of the current in 
its channel, which should have been be all 
equidistant from the banks and bottom.
Lentia laltezza ella basseza dell entrata e 
usscita deLa e entrata dell acqua nel suo 
canale uaria lunjuersale alteza della corrente 
nel suo canale che douea essere tutta 
equalmente remota dall argine e del fondo. 
(T2)
When in a parallel channel, a quantity of 
water is taken out at the bottom, and a vortex 
is generated above such exit, it is asked what 
will be the nature of such vortex.
se nel canale paralello sara dato lusscita nel 
fondo a una quntita dacqua e ssi genererà vn 
retroso sopra tale vsscita dimandasi della 
natura di tale retroso. (T3)
When water enters or leaves a water course or a canal, we can expect changes in the 
water flow [see e.g. Ph.D. Thesis, Giaquinta 1974 ].
In T l and T2 , Leonardo tried to describe how the properties of the uniform flow in a 
uniform channel will be modified by an influx or efflux of water at certain locations.
In T3, he wondered about the characteristics o f a kind of vortex that still creates 
problems to hydraulic engineers today. In this page, /  felt that some interpretation was 













Ms F 11V Tl-2, T3-4 D1
If the earth below the ocean at the antipodes 
would emerge much above the sea and if it 
were almost smooth, in what way, given 
enough time, would mountains, valleys, and 
the rocks in the different slopes be formed ?.
sella terra delli antipodi che sostiene locceano 
sinalzassi essi scoprissi assaj fori desso mare 
essendo quasi piana in che modo sarebbe poi 
col tenpo a creare li monti e Ile valli e Ili sassi 
di diuerse falde. (TI
The mud or the sand (the sediments ?), 
where the water flows, that become 
uncovered after the floods of the rivers, teach 
us what is asked above.
Il fangho overo rena donde lacqa scola 
quando rimangano scoperti dalle innondationj 
de fiumj cinsegna quel che di sopra si 
dimanda. (T2)
Even if the earth that became uncovered by 
emerging much above the sea would be 
almost flat, due to the water runoff there 
would form diverse rivers in the lower places 
of such plain. Thus, by incipient erosion, 
there would appear receptacles for other 
surrounding waters and thus they would, all 
along their length, become larger and deeper 
with ever increasing water discharge taking 
as much as all the flowing water. These 
eroded courses become the torrents that 
collect the waters of the floods that would 
scour the banks o f----- [ —> T4]
Lacqua che sscolassi della terra scoperta dal 
mare quando essa terra sinnalzassi assai 
sopra del mare faf&ancora chella fussi cuasi 
piana comjncerebbe a ffare diuersi riuj per le 
parte piu basse desso piano e cosi e 
comjncando a cavare si farenbono ricetaculo 
delle altre acque circunstantj e a cquesto 
modo in ognj parte della sua lunghezza 
acquisterebon largheza gres e profondità 
senpre crescendo le sue acque insino a ttanto 
che ttutta tale acqua scolerebbe e cqueste tali 
concaujta sareno poj li corsi de torrentj che 
riceuano laeque delle piene e cosi andrebon 
consumando i lati di tal— . (T3)
----- those rivers to the point that in the
middle of such rivers steep mounds would 
form. When water drains from these 
mounds, they begin to dry and to form rocks 
and layers larger or smaller depending on the 
sediments that the rivers carried in that sea in 
their floods.
lj fiumj insino a ttanto che lj tramezi dessi 
fiumj si farebbono acuti monti e cosi scolati 
talj collj comincerebono a sseccharsi e creare 
le pietre a ffalde magori o mjnori seconde le 
grosseze de fanghi che Ili fiumj portorono in 
tal mare per li loro diluuj. (T4)
77 and T2 contain succintly the question and the answer to a problem that we find in 
several o f Leonardo's manuscripts.
Leonardo joined T4 to T3 with a line indicating that one is the continuation of the other. 
He explains here with some detail the processes o f erosion, transport, and deposit that 
were suggested only in Tl-2.1 have had no time to determine whether ideas like these 
are received knowledge or not. There are ideas about fluid flow and transport phenomena 
that bear some clear marks o f having being developed by Leonardo, but this page ( and a 
number of others) need - 1 believe - careful study, before they are considered as generated 
by Leonardo himself. One should take into account that he had most probably little 
access to writings in Latin and other languages, and that as in the case of hydrostatics, he 
could re-think by himself some areas o f knowledge already conquered by others. We 
must not forget that an important factor is the knowledge that Leonardo received in the 
narrative from the many contacts he made with persons with knowledge in different 



















Ms F 12R T1 Dl?, T2 D2
Of vortices in water that often reverse their 
vortical motion.
de retrosi dell acqa che spesse volte 
riuolgano indirieto il lor revertiginoso moto. 
(Tl)
Of incident vortices and of reflected vortices. 
A vortex sometimes increases its 'potentia' 
and decreases its diameter, and sometimes it 
decreases its 'potentia' and increases its 
diameter. The first alternative occurs when 
water discharges through the bottom, when 
the water that forms the vortex becomes 
faster as it goes down because more weight is 
then above it. Also, because water pressure 
is greater below than above, it reduces the 
void in the vortex. It bends because it moves 
towards the efflux of water from the 
reservoir.
de rettosi incidentj e de rettosi refressi 
il retroso alcuna volta cresce in potentia e 
dimjnuissce il diamjtro e alcuna volta 
dimjnuissce in potentia e cressce in diamjtro il 
p° modo e quando laequa versa per il suo 
fondo che laequa che conpone il retroso e piu 
veloce quant ella e piu bassa perche a sopra di 
se magor peso dacqua e pero si fa piu veloce 
e perche laequa spigne piu in basso che di 
sopra essa ristrigne piu essa vacuità al retroso 
piegasi perche si dirizza all uscita dell acqa 
del suo pelago. (T2)
I have examined many books on hydraulics and thus I have been able to find a sketch like 
D l in the Traiti d' Hydraulique by M.I.A. Graeff [1882]. What is interesting is that 
Graeff describes a vortex like this in a river in France.
D2 represents a situation similar to that ofD l in Ms F 2R.
I do not see much o f a connection between T3 and the title, neither in Tl or T2. This 
happens often in Leonardo's writings. His discussion in T3 is incomplete because one 
should expect the consideration of two cases, and only one is dealt with. As in many 
other passages, I have found relatively easy to understand what Leonardo wrote down in 
this case, but whenever I undertake to write about his studies of vortices, 1 will use again 
the laboratory methodology. I do not think one can discuss with authority these studies 
without observing first, as close as possible, the same situations he studied. The same 
comment applies to other flow and transport phenomena in this and other manuscripts. I 
















Ms F 12V T l-2 D1 T3 D2
Water over uneven bottom flows in opposite 
directions from the surface to the bottom.
Lacqua di fondo inequale fa contrari moti 
dalla superflue al fondo. (Tl)
The unevenness of the bottom of a river 
originates in the meandering of the banks or 
due to material from the banks dropping at 
their feet
La inequalita del fondo de fiumi nassce da 
piegamentj dargini o per materia da esse 
argine cascate alli sua piedi. (T2)
Earth falls from the bank and stays put under 
it at a. The water b impacts on a and 
branches out. One part of it flows backward 
and forms the vortex n, and the other part 
flows to c. The water be is of even velocity 
in its own current over c but is has two 
vortices one from above down and the other 
from here to there. In n light material rests 
and thus, under the current, water becomes 
slow from the middle on. At the beginning, 
because of small depth, the flow is swift 
above as well as below, and because of this 
uncovers the large gravel, and then the sand, 
and then the mud and then the leaves.
cade terra dall argine e ssi ferma sotto lacqa a 
lacqa b percote in a e ssi divide parte ne 
toma in dirieto e ffa il retroso n e parte ne va 
in c sette laequa b c e dequal velocita nella 
sua corente da lato c e due rettosi vno di 
sopra in gu e vn da la a qua in n si ferma 
cose lieuj e cosi sotto la corente si fa laequa 
tarda dal mezo inanti nel principio per essenti 
poco fondo la corente e veloce di sotto come 
di sopra e per questo scopre la giara grossa e 
poi la rena e po il fango e poi le fogle. (T3)
In DI we have a longitudinal cross-section o f a river, while in D2 we see a plan view. 
This must be taken into account by the reader, and o f course it has been taken into 
account by the author o f this monograph. One must not trust any Leonardist who has not 
taken carefully into account the meaning of the drawings in Leonardo's manuscripts.
I found T3 difficult to interpret. Both Marinoni and Ravaisson-Mollien seem to have had 
problems, although they do not say anything. I prefer to warn the reader that the original 
may have meant something else. D2 did not help me because I believe the vortex 
upstream from a is too big. In connection with T3, I am not sure if to consider D2 as a 
plan view or longitudinal cross-section. I have the feeling that Leonardo may be 
describing here a transient flow and transport phenomena due to a certain amount of earth 
falling into the stream. For further study, I believe that we must correlate carefully this 
passage with similar ones (see ,e.g., Ms H 29R, 87R) and rely on a second trial with 



















Ms F 13R T1 Dl, T2 D2, T3-5 D3-5, T6 D6
Of the driven vortex.
The hand that turns in circular motion in a 
vessel half full of water generates an 
accidental (forced ?) vortex which will 
expose to the air the bottom of such vessel. 
Once its motor stops, such vortex continues 
to rotate but continually decays until the end 
of the 'inpeto' transferred by its motor.
de retroso accidentale.
La mano girata voltata in moto circulare n vn 
vaso pieno mezo dacqa genera vn retroso 
accidentale il quale scopirra all aria il fondo 
desso vaso e poi chel suo motore sara fermo 
esso retroso sgujra il medesimo moto ma 
senpre dimjnuira insino al fin dell inpeto che 
Ili congunse il suo motore. (Tl)
When the reservoir in the month of June is 
empty, close the gates and divert the river that 
discharged in it, and make it flow toward the 
mill's fall.
quando lo stagnjo del mese di gugno e voto 
serra le boche e piega il fiume che ui uersaua 
dentro e dalli luscita nella caduta del molino. 
(T2)
Usefulness of the vortex. lutilita del retroso. (T3)
Container closed all over except the bottom, 
where the water coming from the reservoir 
enters conveyed by the siphon.
vaso serrato per tutto saluo nel sondo donde 
entra lacqa solamente per la cico portata li 
dallo stagno. (T4)
In (actual) construction build cover and 
walls for the secret of siphon and vortex and 
do it away from the sea..
abc be the sea shore, bm the mouth of the 
reservoir, fg  the river that feeds the 
reservoir, ohn a derivation channel for the 
mill, built upstream the river, which can carry 
the water of the river, fd  the (water) fall of 
the mill, cde the narrow channel between 
sea and fall, rt the mouth of the siphon, t 
the vortex. Close the mouth bm.
in opera sia coperto e murato il segreto di 
cicognola e retroso e ssia fatto discosto dal 
mare.(T5)
a b c  sia la riua del mare b m la bocha dello 
stagno m f lo stagno f g il fiume che fa lo 
stagno o h n vn canal tolto nel alto del fiume 
pel molino e tien tutta laequa del fiume f d la 
caduta del molino c d e il canale stretto dal 
mare alla caduta r t la bocha della cicognola 
t il retroso e serrisi la bocha b m.(T6)
In Tl, I  am sure that Leonardo meant that the hand is taken out o f the vessel at a certain 
moment, and a valid version would be to say ' After the motor is removed' instead of ' 
After the motor stops'. Note that in D l there is a rod that can be used instead of the hand; 
I have tried both and in fact the rod works better if not too thin. One can also verify 
experimentally the need to remove the 'motor'. After reading a number of manuscripts, 
I am sure that ' accidentale' means here forced upon the body that is moved.
In D3,1 agree with Marinoni that a part o f the drawing surely shows a flywheel, ' rota 
d'aumento'.
In T4, we must take into account that there should be a flow through this device; it must 












T1D1 T2 D2 T3-5 D3-5 T6 D6
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RESER ENG DEVICE FLU V
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EXPER EXPER W FALL
SIPHON
InT5  , /  am not sure o f the meaning of " il segreto di cicognola e retroso " . I wonder if 
Leonardo considered this an important invention to be kept secret, or wanted to have the 
connection with a siphon protected to avoid mischievous de-priming. D4 is really 
interesting because it is an early example of the combination turbine - centrifugal-pump. /  
doubt however that this "centrifugal pump' ever reached the stage of engineering design 
and trials beyond the phase o f an experiment "in the kitchen". /  do not mean to berate 
experiments in the kitchen; they have served me - and others - well. I remember Sir 
Geoffrey Taylor performing one here at the University of Iowa with a spoon under a faucet 
(see his studies of thin liquid films).
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Ms F 13V Tl-6 Dl-3
Of the concavity and the usefulness of 
vortices in water.
della concavita e vtilita de retrosi dell acqua.
<TD
1.- That vortex will have the deepest 
concavity which is generated in the fastest 
moving water.
That vortex will have lesser concavity which 
is generated in larger water not moving in the 
same direction, slower and-with other course, 
or without motion.
pa Quel retroso ara piu profonda concaujta il 
qual si genera in acqua di piu veloce moto.
E cquel retroso sara di mjnor concauita che si 
genera in piu grossa acqua ce non e del 
medesimo moto ma piu tarda e volta a altri 
corsi o san za moto. (T2)
2.- In water with the same velocity that 
(vortex) will persist which entrains larger size 
of water together with its own motion.
This is said because frequently the vortices 
develop in a narrow current in water of great 
width and slow flow. Because this leans in 
part on the vortex full of air, a thin 
circulating layer is produced which turns 
between the (current) and the air of the 
concavity. That lateral ( or peripheric ?) 
water, being of great weight, exerts pressure 
on the sides of the vortex on which it leans 
and finding it weak it comes to constrict it.
2a e nell acua di pari velocita quel si 
manterrà colla piu colla con la sua concauita 
che magor grosseza dacqa rivolta insieme col 
suo moto
Questo e detto perche molte volte li retrosi 
generan nuna stretta corrente in gran largeza 
dacqa di tardo moto La quale essendo in 
parte apogata al retroso pien o daria si gene 
lacqua-del di sottile revolutione che ssi 
revolge infra lej e llara della concaujta essa 
acqa esse laterale essendo di gran peso 
spinge ne lati desso retroso doue sapogia e 
trovandolo debole lo uiene a riserrare. (T3)
Vortex generated by a narrow current in a 
large reservoir of slow motion.
Turn over the page and note the forced vortex 
and its advantages.
retroso generato da stretta corrente in gran 
pelago di tardo movimento. (T4)
volta carta e nnota il retroso accidentale e ssua 
govamento.(T5)
Vortex generated by a great current in a great 
reservoir of slow motion.
retroso causato da grossa corrente in gran 
pelago di tardo moto. (T6)
In T2, I agree with Ravaison-Mollien in preserving the stricken-through words. 
Marinoni also preserved them, perhaps because he overlooked the cancellation. Instead, 
in T3,1 disagree with Marinoni; it seems better to preserve the stricken words to achieve 
a better sense to this passage.
I found T3 somewhat difficult. This is in part due to the way in which it was written, but 
also to the fact that Leonardo is trying to explain a phenomenon for whose dynamics he 
does not have a basic sound knowledge. Many vortex phenomena are still difficult to 




















Ms F 14R Tl-3 D1
On how to convey soil from mountains to 
marshy valleys and make them fertile and the 
local air healthy.
come coll acque corenti si debbe condurre il 
terren de monti nelle vallj padulose e ffarle 
fertile e sanare laria circundante. (Tl)
The branching of channels, which will 
be traced on high hills along natural courses, 
are those which with their changes carry the 
soil from those hills to the low marshes and 
render them fertile.
Le ramjficationj de-fiu de canali che per alti 
colli saran per naturai corso condottj son 
quelle che colle lor mutatione portano li 
terrenj dessi coli alli bassi baduli e cquelli 
rienpiano di terren e fanolj fertilj. (T2)
a be the main river that becomes swampy in 
bfS . Then let us dig the channel acn up in 
the hills from which we let different branches 
come down which we change in several 
places where (the terrain ?) is consolidated 
(?). Thus their erosive power will scour the 
terrain and at the end of their course they will 
discharge in the low marshes. In this way, by 
playing with the dumping of the whole 
channel with abundant water, you can make 
even the soil emerging from such marshes.
a sia il fiume maesstro che ssinpadula in b f 
S sia adunque tirato il canale per lalteza de 
collj a c n  e di quel sia lassciatj cadere 
diuersi ramj e doue tutto insieme mutandolo 
in diuersi lochi e cosi le sue mine diriperano 
il terreno e dopo il lor corso lo sscariceranno 
nel basso padule e cosi potrai tanto mutare la 
caduta di tutto il canale doujtioso dacqua che 
ttu araj raguagliato il tereno scoperto fori di 
talj paduli. (T3)
According to Enema [1992], Leonardo's idea appears to be a novel one; it could be 
designed as 'hydraulic reclamation o f marshes". Of course, it is always necessary to 
compare a technique with the others available, of which drainage o f the marsh seems to 
be the obvious one to consider first. We should consider always that techniques that 

















Ms F 14V Tl-4 DI, T5
If the water higher than air acquires weight as 
shown by the 7th of the 9th, what is the 
cause that makes the sides of the vortex to be 
higher than the bottom of the vortex, which is 
full of air down to that (bottom).
se llacqa piu alta che llaria acqujsta peso come
mostra la 7a del 9° qual causa la llacqua de 
latj de retrosi stare piu alta chel fondo desso 
retroso che insin li e pien daria.(Tl)
You have the 4th of that 7 th that shows that 
each 'grave' only weighs along the line of its 
motion and nothing outside it. About this, 
see the vortices with deep hollows in which, 
all over, the water is higher than the air inside 
the vortex. In fact, such sides of water do 
not weigh anything except along the line of 
their motion during the time in which they 
possess the 'potentia' that they receive from 
their motor.
Tu aj la 4a desso 7° che proua che ognj raue 
sol pesa per la linja del suo moto e njente 
altrove e di quj uedi li retrosi profondissimi a 
uso di gran pozi de quali le lor lati e acqua 
che per tutto e piu alta che llaria desso retroso 
e ttale arginj dacqua njente pesano se non per 
la linja del suo moto nel tenpo eh elle 
possegan la potentia che Ile da il suo motore.. 
(T2)
Why do vortices generate and why some are 
hollow in the middle and some not.
perche si generano li retrosi e perche son 
cauati in mezzo alcunj e alcuni no. (T3)
Whether the water that would be poured in 
the concavity of vortices would fill them up 
or would escape at the bottom and become 
peripheral.
Which of the natural (free) vortices that 
become quite deep and which ones little. 
Which ones change position and which ones 
are stationary. Which ones deposit in their 
middle and which ones erode. Which ones, 
in their evolution, turn in contrary sense. And 
which ones rotate in only one sense. Which 
ones become double and which ones not. 
Which ones of opposite motion merge.
se llacqua che ssi versassi nella concavita de 
retrosi li rienpierebbe o no over si fugirebbe 
pel fondo o enterebbe nel corso della 
laterale. (T4)
Quali retrosi naturali son quellj che si 
profondano assaj e cqualj pocho qualj mobili 
di sito e cquali stabili quali pongano in verso i 
loro mezo e cquali leuano quali ne lor proceso 
si uoltano in contrari moti e cquali oseruano 
il moto per un sol uersa quali si radopiano e 
quali no quali di contrari moti si congungan . 
(T5)
In other monographs, I have tried to use some English word for  "grave', but never 
without mixed feelings. I  have decided not to do it anymore. More and more, I have the 
feeling that Ravaisson-Mollien was right in not giving a French term for some words. I 
have done it systematically for 'potentia' and some other terms.
In Tl, Leonardo poses a question that must have puzzled him. In the vortex with an air 
core, he could see water climbing into the air and air moving down into the water sphere 
without apparent reason, and violating the physics of his time ( see Ms F 13R Dl), 




















Ms F 15R Tl-5 Dl-5
It is possible, in the same reservoir, to make 
the water surface at the bottom of a vortex 
lower than that which is impacted by the fall 
of some other water.
possibile he nu medesimo pelagho far piu 
bassa La superflue dell acqa che a il fondo 
dun retroso che quella che perchote la caduta 
dun altra acqua. (Tl)
Device to drain the pools that border with the 
sea.
gouamento da ssechare li stagnj che 
confinano col mare. (T2)
Let us have a vortex in the sea whose bottom 
surface be twice as low as the surface of the 
lowest place at the bottom of a pool 
contiguous to, that sea and of the same level.
se-llo-sta e profondo sia dato vn retroso in 
mare del quale la superfitie del fondo sia 
dopia in profondità alla superfitie del piu 
basso terreno che abbia il fondo dello stagnjo 
ujeino-a-ttal-m-- contigente a esso mare in 
liuello.. (T3)
aomn be the pool of level equal to the level 
of the contiguous sea ah. I will make the 
forced vortex efdg twice as deep as ao and I 
will move the siphon a b e d , which 
necessarily will pass through the gear without 
axis, and go over the bank of the pool and 
enter the bottom of the vortex to convey there 
its (water).
a o m n  sia lo stagnjo di superfitie equale alla 
superfitie del mare a lluj contingente a h Io 
faro il retroso accidentale e f d g  profondo il 
doppio piu chel a o e movero la cicognola a 
b e d  che passera per necessita per la rocha 
sanza polo e passera sopra largine dello 
stagno e enterra nel fondo del retroso e llj 
condura la sua. (T4)
Instead, the siphon nmopr is good for the 
case in which the gear had axis as shown 
here. However, the other is better because 
the impact of the water hits the bottom and in 
addition its motion weighs (on it ?).
ancora la cicognola n m o p r  e bona quando 
la rocha avesi polo come qui e figurato ma 
meglo e laltra perche la percussione dell acqa 
bate il fondo e 1 suo moto ancora pesa. (T5)
The device described by Leonardo in Ms F15R seems well adapted for transfer of water 
from one pool o f water into the sea, assuming that the two have initially the same level 
and the depth of the pool is relatively small. If in all the devices shown the rotation of the 
water must be accomplished only by friction it seems that the device would not be very 
efficient. Further study is surely needed for all the passages on this method o f raising 



















Ms F 15V Tl, T2-4 Dl-2
Of the water falls.
Write first about the simple concavities dug 
by water in bottoms of uniform material, and 
then, in bottoms of non-uniform material. 
Then, introduce obstacles to the water dow- 
flow; then on the impacted place, i.e., on the 
bottom; then to the reflected flow; and first of 
all at the beginning of the water fall. Then 
describe in what part of the lips (banks ?) of 
the reservoir the water will resume its 
course, and what matter is eroded and which 
is deposited in different parts of such 
reservoir and where in the different parts of 
the surface will the water be swift or 
sluggish, and also from surface to the bottom 
at different levels and over the width. This 
you will do down to the bottom.
delle cadute dell acqa
scriuj prima le concaujta senplice fatte dalle 
senplice cadute dell acqa E po sopra fondo 
dunjforme materia E poj sopra fondo di uaria 
materia. E poj ponj Impedimenti nel discenso 
dell acqua poi Impedimenti ne loco percoso 
eoe sul fondo e poi nel suo moto refresso e 
prima nel principio della caduta poi descriuj 
in che parte de labbri del pelago la qua 
pigierà suo corso E che materie fien leuate o 
lassciate in diuerse parte del fondo di tal 
pelago e che velocita o ttardita di moto ara 
laequa in diuerse parti della superfitie e cosi 
dalla superfitie al fondo in diuerse altezze e 
llargheze e cosi faraj insino al fondo. (Tl)
A moving body ascends driven by its 
'inpeto' against an inclined plane. The 
inclined plane moves with its own 'inpeto', 
without descending, against the body. That 
body will reach a height which, if left alone, 
would not have reached.
dorando Linpeto del- mobile-in ve. eleuandosi 
vn mobile portato dal inpeto contro al locho 
obbliquo e tale loco obbliquo con suo inpeto 
si moua contro al mobile sanza discendere 
esso mobile si leuera in tale alteza al loco che 
mai per se non uj sarebbe salito. (T2)
This is how: if the segment ab is the rise of 
the moving body b and its 'inpeto' were to 
be exhausted, at the precise moment, at the 
height r , I say that if the oblique line Sc 
comes against with 'inpeto' exerted along the 
line cnSt, the body, that was to stop at the 
height r, will rise to the level nc.
come se Ila linja a b fussi la elematione del 
mobile b e ffussi per finire in dato tenpo il 
suo inpeto in nella alteza r dico che sse 
lobbliqujta S c  se li fa incontro con inpeto 
fatto per la linia c n S t che esso mobile che 
ssi douea fermare all alteza r si leuera alla 
linia nc. (T3)
Do your test with a bucket made of iron 
sheets and have made a small bucket.
fa questa tua pruova nuna sechia con tola di 
ferro e ffa fare vna sechia picola. (T4)
In T2, Leonardo considered the motion of a body with some momentum of its own 
sliding along an inclined plane that is moving also in opposite direction. This makes the 
body reach a higher point.
In T2-3, Leonardo deals with relative motion of a body sliding along a plane that is itself 
in motion. His subdivision of the explanation in two parts occurring in a sequence instead 
of simultaneously seems to me very ingenious, although I am not sure it is original with 
him.
I believe T4 is related to T2-3, although I do not see yet exactly how. In T4, we find a 
















Ms F 16R TI DI, T2, T3-4 D3-4?
The measures of the 'once' delivered at the 
water ports, are larger or smaller depending 
on the more or less velocity of the water that 
flows through such ports. Double velocity 
gives double water in the same time. 
Similarly, triple velocity in the same time will 
give triple quantity of water, and so on and 
so forth.
Le mjsure dell once che si danno nelle boche 
dell acqua son maggori o mmjnori secondo le 
magori o mjnori velocita dell acqua che per 
essa bocha passa Doppia velocita da doppia 
acqua nun medesimo tenpo e cosi tripla 
velocita in un medesimo tenpo dara tripla 
quantità dacqua e cosi sucesiuamente in 
ettemo seguirebbe.(Tl)
Make a frame in the narrow channel coming 
from the sea to be able to close it during 
storms and the ebb of the tide and to open it 
during the flow.
fa uno incastro al canale stretto che ujen dal 
mare per potere serare nelle fortune e nella 
crescete e aprire nel reflusso. (T2)
amn is the vessel of the driven vortex whose 
diameter is one 'braccio' and a half at the 
mouth and two thirds at the bottom through 
which enters the mouth of the siphon along 
ab, cd. The axis that turns at e (can be ?) 
faster than the inflow of water in this vessel, 
or of the same velocity, so that the flow of 
water matches the motion and contributes to 
it. If, however, you want to make the axis (or 
water ?) faster than the motion of the axis h, 
this will increase the resistance, i.e., the axis 
will present more resistance to the motor. So 
much so, the larger one velocity is than the 
other. If the velocities of the axis and the 
water were equal, the axis will experience 
little or almost no resistance as I show in the 
fifth of "de volatili" , "Di potentia e 
resistentia", (i.e.) , 'potentia' of the wing' 
beating, and resistance of the air impacted by 
such wings.
a m n  e il uaso del retroso accidentale che a 
di diamjtro -vn-br-e- 1/2-e-profondo 4 a b—e 
dee in bocha vn br e 1/2 in bocha e 2/3 in 
fono nel quale entra la bocha della cicognola 
per Ila via a b c d e llase che gira sul polo e 
piu veloce chel corso dello introito dell acqua 
in esso vaso over di pari velocita acco chel 
moto dell acqua laconpagnj e aiutj in tal moto 
e sse pure tu voi fare lasse piu veloce chel 
moto dell asse h tu dureraj piu faticha eoe 
lasse dara piu fatica al suo motore quanto 
essa sara piv veloce che lasse essa durerà 
tanto pliu fatica e sse Ila velocita dell asse e 
dell acqua fussi equale lase setirebe poca o
quasi nente di fatica come mostro nel 5° de 
volatili di potentia e resistentia potentia del 
battimento dell alie e resistentia dell aria 
percossa da tale alie. .(T3)
The siphon must drive its water following the 
motion of the axis h . This thrust must be 
exerted up along the line of the obliquity of 
the vessel. Between such vessel and the axis 
allow one 'dito' and not more, so that no 
excess of water weight can hinder the motion 
of such axis. The cut of it must be oblique as 
shown in the drawing.
la cicognola debbe spignere la sua acqua 
dirieto al moto dell asse h he ttal sospignere 
ancora debbe essere fatto in su per la linia dell 
obliqujta del uaso e fffa esso vaso e llasse sia
j°  dito di spatio e non piu accio chel tropo 
peso dell acqa non jnpedissi il moto di tale 
asse il taglo della qual debbe essere obbliquo 
co come mostra il disegno. (T4)
/  found difficult to fully understand the drawings and the text for all the passages 
referring to these devices for lifting water (See also Ms F 13R, 15R-V). I would like to 
see a study that involves experiments using the laboratory methodology which l found so 
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Ms F 16V T4, T5 D4, T6
The ascending jets of water from the bottom 
of a reservoir to its surface do not ever fall 
back toward the bottom because, by not 
entering the air, they do not acquire weight. 
By not acquiring weoght, they cannot reach 
the bottom because of the seventh of the 
ninth.
Li surgimentj dell acqa factj dal fondo alla sua 
superfitie del pelagp non ricagian maj in 
verso il fondo perche non acquistan peso non 
entrando infra llaria e non acqujstando peso
non posan penetrare al fondo per la 7a del 9° 
(T4)
To raise a 'grave' by the use of fire in the 
way of a cupping-glass. The vessel be of one 
'braccio' of vacuum and long 10 ('braccia' ?) 
and strong. Give the fire from below as in a 
bombard and quickly close the upper 
opening; this will raise the bottom which has 
a leather bellows very strong. This is the 
way to snatch any big object.
per leuare vn grave col fo a uso di cornetto o 
di coppetta e vole essere il vaso di uacuita 
dun br e llungho 10 e sia forte e diesi il focho 
di sotto a uso di bombarda e subito si serrri 
esso boso poj inmediate si serri di sopa allor 
motera il fondo di sotto il quale a vn corame a 
uso di mantace fortissimo e cquesto e vn 
modo da ssuegliere ognj gran cosa. (T5)
The water always raises and falls with a 
motion of discontinuous velocity, and this is 
because of the air that it penetrates and the air 
that it has mixed with it.
senpre laequa surge e discende con moto di 
discontinua velocita e cquesto nasce dall aria 
che essa penetra e dall aria eh el a mjsto con 
seco. (T6)
In T4,1 have rendered "li surgimenti' as 'ascending je ts ', because to me these are 
jets o f water within water o f the same density. That is why Leonardo states that 'non 
acquista peso'.
In T5, 'cornetto' and "coppetta' offered no difficulty thanks to my experience as a 
child o f an Italian family with applications of cupping glasses whenever I had a bad 
cold. I have no idea o f how effective the device at industrial scale can be. I wonder if 
Leonardo actually described at this point some device he saw being used. I do not 
understand the role o f the bellows. Perhaps, the bellows were part of a water-lifting 
device [Macagno 1982].
In T6, I do not see what discontinuity of the velocity is Leonardo referring to. He 
seems to consider here a water jet going up in the air and falling down, perhaps he 
meant an exactly vertical jet. I f  so, he may be referring to a phenomenon that makes 
interesting fountains with exactly vertical jets. But air seems to have little effect in this 
case as I have observed in my experiments at Karlsruhe University [Macagno 1974-85j.
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Ms F 17R TI DI, T2-3 D1
Of vortices and their usefulness 
The water that flows through the channel 
hdn, impacts in g and divides itself so that 
one part turns back and rotates along the line 
gfe, while (the other ?) continues the initial 
flow along the line ebg , but it is full of small 
vortices which penetrate down to the bottom 
because there it is the entire body of water 
that rotates in such revolution. Those small 
vortices are generated because there the water 
gfe encounters the current dn. I will prove it.
de retrosi e lloro uvtilita 
Lacqa che ppassa per lo canale h d n  percote 
in g e ssi diujde in modo che vna parte si 
uolta in dirieto e gira per la linja g f e  e per 
la linja e b g  ancora seguita il principiato 
moto ma e pieno di mjnutj retrosi li qualj 
penetrano insino al fondo perche ella he la 
intera grossezza dell acqua che ssi mvove per 
tale revolutione e generansi essi mjnuti retrosi 
perche in tal sito lacqa g fe  si scontra colla 
corrente di d n pruovasi .(Tl)
Why do they move to the periphery? Why ( ? 
) the water is slower in the core of the 
vortices than in the sides, and where it is 
more slow, more the light things are 
abandoned ? .
perche si fano in fori perche laequa e piu 
tarda nel mezo de retrosi che da i lati e dove 
essa e piu tarda piu lasscia cose lieuj. (T2)
Of the bottom
In the part gef of the bottom nothing stays 
because there the current of the vortex is 
greater. Along the course ebg little (?) stays 
and only that of intermediate lightness 
because here the flow is slow and the small 
vortices do not pick up much from that 
bottom. The monticle a receives all the light 
things because there the flow is very slow. 
In the monticle e settle heavier things, 
because such monticle is originated by the 
flow in the canal as it is retarded by the 
encounter with the small vortices.
del fondo
nella parte del fondo g f e  non ressta alcuna 
cosa perche qui uj e Ila corrente del retroso 
magore nel corso e b g  ressta pocha chosa e 
cquella he di mediocre leujta perche quj il 
corso tardo di mjnuti retrosi poco leuano di 
tal fondo nel colle a si scarica tutte cose 
lieuj perche li e il moto tardissimo dell acqua 
nel colle c si lasscia cose piu grauj perche 
esso colle e creato dalla corrente del canale 
che ssi tarda nello scontro de dettj retrosi 
mjnuti. (T3)
In T l, the title is about the use o f vortices, which can also be found in other folios, 
e.g., in 13R, but Leonardo gives here an account of either observations in a river or 
canal or of findings in an experiment he set up. I experimented in Karlsruhe with this 
situation by mounting an experiment in one of the flumes of the Hydromechanics 
Institute. In general, I could confirm a number o f Leonardo's results [Macagno 1974- 
85.]
In T2, Marinoni saw a question and its answer. Instead Ravaisson-Molien saw two 
questions. I am not sure, but tend to agree with the second.
Concerning the interaction between a main flow and a recess, R. Ettema consider that 
this is a problem still of much interest today both in diverse applications ( e.g. silting of 
harbors) as a theoretical questions of hydraulics lEttema 1992]. I
I  have myself observed many natural and man made flows, and played by introducing 
all sorts o f improvised tracers; perhaps Leonardo did the same when finding favorable 
conditions. Regardless o f how he did it, there is an authenticity that seems to me 















Ms F 17V T1.3 DI, T2-4 D2, T5-7 D3.
Of vortices in water.
It is possible that under a current the depth be 
less than in front of it or laterally.
de rettosi dell acqa.
Possibile e che sotto la corrente sia mjnore 
profondità che in fronte o dai latj. (Tl)
Useful in cleaning and deepening a channel. utilità di nettare e profomdare vn canale. (T2)
ocn be the current and a a complex vortex 
of double 'potentia’ according to the ninth of 
'de rettosi", because, in addition to its own 
circulation, it impacts the bank ( or bottom?) 
and jumps into the air and falls back into the 
other water.
That one (flow ?) penetrates and impacts, 
and digs the bottom with fast developing 
depth, because to the percussion it adds the 
perforation due to the aforementioned 
circulation, which eradicates and carries away 
what is loosened by the percussion. This is 
the more powerful the more turbidity is 
gained. This is the most powerful way of 
loosening and carrying away soil and of 
creating a deep hole.
The vortex b will be of wide but not sudden 
depth.
o c n sia la corrente he a e vn retroso
compossto di doppia potentia per la 9a de 
rettosi perche oltre alla sua revolutione esso 
percote nell argine e risalta nell aria e ricade 
sopra dell qltra acqa e penetra 
quella penetra e percote e cava il fondo con 
subita profondità perche ontre alla 
percussione vi sagugne il triuellamento fatto 
dalla predetta revolutione il qua (pe) isueglie 
e porta via co che la percusione ismove e 
ffassi tanto piu potente quanto eli e piu 
torbida e cquesto e il piu potente modo che 
far si possa inn fare ismovere e portare via 
terreno e llassciare gran profondità che-ffai s^i 
possa.
Il ritroso b sara di largha e non subita 
profondità. (T3)
Go to 23 'carte' and you will find how to dig 
a channel.
va a 23 carte e ttouerai da votare vn canale. 
(T4)
The bottom will rise when the course of that 
current dies down amidst the dead water.
Sotto la corrente salzera il fondo quando 
dessa corrente il corso (della) more (eerre) in 
fra llacqua morta. (T5)
That is, if the river a f would pour into the 
dead-water of reservoir fnmb - taking into 
account the 6th of the 9th - where the water 
velocity slows down the material carried by 
the water (settles ?) i.e., af will be deposited 
in fb.
come sei fiume a f versassi nel pelagho
morto f n m b  che per la 6a del 9° doue 
mancha il corso dell acqua qujuj rimane co 
che llacqua condusse adunque la materia 
portata dal corso a f fia lasciata in f b. (T6)
Device to fill with earth a marsh and make the 
air healthy and make the soil cultivable.
govamento datterrrare e rienpiere vn padule e 
purgare laria e ffare terren laurorativo. (T7)
In this page, Leonardo included several topics. The title given in Tl does not apply to 
the entire page. T2, D2, T4 seem to form a unit that should be related to Ms F 23. T5- 




















Ms F 18V Tl-2 DI, T3 D2-3, T4 D4
Such convolutions of the flow are effected by 
the ’inpeto’ of the water under the remaining 
water.
tali ravoltamenti di corsi son fatti dal enpeto 
dell acqua sotto laltra acqua. (Tl)
Over the thickness of the water that impacts 
an obstacle, the lower part is the first that 
impacts the bottom, and immediately is 
reflected toward the surface. That one in the 
middle above does not descend toward the 
bottom, but as it meets the first, being 
reflected, it impacts over it and because of the 
percussion, it is also reflected and flows 
along the same line and eddying motions.
And the two waters, the lower encountering 
the upper one, become merged and through 
their contacts spiral together.
della grosseza dell acqa percossa nell obietto 
la parte di sottj e prima che percote il fondo e 
jnmediate refrette alla superflue quella meza 
di sopra non discende al fomdo ma 
isscontrandosi nella prima che refrette percote 
sopra di lei ed e urtata e cosi refrette ancora 
lei per le medesime linje e reuertiginj.. 
e Ile due acqe nello scontrarsi la inferiore 
colla superiore suniscano e ssi ragirano 
insieme ne lor contattj. (T2)
Of the water that falls into another water, the 
one closer to the center of the fall is more 
oblique while the one closer to the edges is 
more vertical.
dell acqua che chade infra laltra acqa quella eh 
e piu vicina al mezo della caduta e piv obliqua 
e ila piu vicina stremj e piu diritta. (T3)
In ab there is more scour of the bottom than 
in the opposite part, because where there is 
the larger current of the river in ab greater 
waves and vortex are formed, as can be seen 
above for the obstacle /  . In n, there is 
damage to the bank.
in a b scava piu 1 fondo che dall oposita 
parte perche diuerso la magor corrente del 
fiume fa magore onda e retroso in a b che di 
la come mostra di sopra lobietto f e in n si 
ronpe largine. (T4)
In my opinion there are two related questions in this page. One topic is covered in Tl,4 
Dl,3.; the other in T2,3 D2,4. Perhaps T2 is a general statement applicable to the two 
other flow phenomena. These topics are also discussed in several Leonardian 
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Ms F 19R Tl-4 Dl-2, T5-6
There are as many longitudinal (diagonal ?) 
water waves that are generated in canals as 
globosoties exist in their banks.
tante son le onde longitudinali dell acque che 
essi crea ne calalj sua quante sono le 
globbosita che ssono nelle sue arginj. (Tl)
The waves of square shape in plan view are 
due to the intersection of diagonal waves 
originated in the banks of the rivers. See the 
diagonal waves ac and be that intersect at 
cd and ce.
Semicolumnar ( diagonal ?) waves.
generansi londe di base quadrate per la 
intersegatione dell onde longitudinali nate nell 
argine de fiumj come londe a c he b c 
longitudinali che ssintersegano nella nella 
qutita cd  he ce  
onde semjcolunnali. (T2)
The valleys of the square waves are also 
square as it is shown by the square wave 
abed and the surrounding valleys on four 
sides of the square wave which is as shown 
in ebfd .
le concavita dell onde quadrate sono ancora
loro quadrate come si mostra londa cP a b c d 
e llan concaujta circundante in 4 lochi londa
r f  e ffatta come vedi a bed.  (T3)
The square waves become disturbed in the 
curvature of the diagonal waves which, far 
downstream the common course of the water, 
become longitudinal. They are also disrupted 
and destroyed by the many different 
amplitudes of the diagonal waves which 
originate at the banks or in obstacles of the 
river.
confondasi londe ne nella incuruation de 
londe colunnalj che a llungo andare si 
convertano nella rettitudine del comvn corso 
dell acquan e ancora si confondano e 
distrugano per le molte varie grosseze dell 
onde colunale che nascann e largine o obietti 
di tal fiume. (T4)
The motion of water on water takes as many 
reflected courses as it is the number of 
obstacles of varying obliquity which receive 
the incident motion of that water.
Il moto dell acqua in fra llacqua muta tanti 
corsi refressi per qualunche verso quante so li 
obietti vari in obbliqujta che riceuano il moto 
incidente di tale aeqa. (T5)
The obstacles in water are of (3  ?) kinds. 
Either the water is impacted by water or by 
objects, deformable or rigid.
sono li obiettj dell acqua d i . . . sorte eoe o 
dacqua percorssa ne dall acqa o da obietto 
piegabile o stabile. (T6)
Two trains o f waves propagating at right angles form the pattern sketched by Leonardo in 
D2, which can be considered as a study with some detail of a small portion of D2 at the 
place where the diagonal waves meet. I have rendered both 'longitudinali' and ' 
colonnali’ as diagonal, when I considered that such was the sense in this passage. I f  one 
studies the drawings and not only the text, this appears as justified.
The curvature o f the waves is not shown in this page, but it appears in other passages, 
including some in this manuscript (see e.gMs F 93). I have interpreted 'confondansi le 
onde' as meaning that they suffer changes and modification. In such sense, I say that 
they are disturbed. I do not hesitate to use modern terminology when I am convinced that 
I know the sense o f Leonardo's statements. This is the reason for rendering ' grosseze 
dell onde’ as amplitude of the waves. And 'obietti' some times as obstacles and some 



















In T4,1 believe that Leonardo is describing a more or less stationary pattern, 
and not thinking that there is propagation of waves really. On an otherwise 
quiescent water, wave patterns may change as they continue to propagate, but 
here I believe that Leonardo is referring to spatial changes when he says 'a 
lungo andare'.
In T5-6,1 see a general statement about generation of waves (' il moto dell 
acqua in fra llacqua' ). In other contexts, the same sentence has meant a jet of 
water within otherwive stagnant water, for which meaning I have then said 
'the flow of water within water'. I believe that this is an example - among 
many - that show the futility o f having professional translators doing a 
rendering of Leonardo's notes. Beware of anthologies by the Leonardists that 
cover all themes.
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Ms F 19V Tl-2 Dl-3, T3 D4
Surface waves.
Of the water that impacts another water with 
great obliquity, the first to impact is reflected 
and slowed down while the one coming over 
covers it with a thin layer. Thus it runs 
swiftly over the first that was retarded. In 
turn, it is reflected and then slowed down at 
the same place than the preceding one. The 
subsequent water does the same and so one 
after the other successively follow their 
course.
onde superfitialj
laequa che con molta obbliqujta percote laltra 
acqa quela che prima percote inmediate si 
refrette e ssi tarda e cquella che sopraviene la 
copre con sotile vesta e corre veloce sopra 
quela che prima si tardo e cosi lei poi refrette 
e ssi tarda nel medesimo sito della 
antecedente e Ila
laequa che sucede fa il simile sopra di lej e 
cosi sucessiuamente segue suo corso. (Tl-2)
The turbid flowing water, if it is originally 
high and enters high into the reservoir, it 
keeps running up above with the initial 
'inpeto' before plunging down or mixing 
with the other water.
laequa corrente torbida sella nasce alta e entra 
alta nel pelago essa core assai per lalteza dello 
incomjncato inpeto auanti chella si profondi o 
misti col altra acqua. (T3)
DI seems to be a drawing o f flow around an obstacle. I do not see its relation to Tl. I 
believe T2 is an explanation for D2. I do not see much connection with D3, unless it is a 
schematic view of the flow pattern; Leonardo gave a detailed notation to D3 but did not 
refer to any of these letters in his text. Compare D3 here with D4 in Ms F 20 R.
D4 seems to represent a layer of turbid water entering a reservoir in that phase in which 





















Ms F 20R TI DI?, T2 DI?, T3 D2-4
Definition of the diagonal wave.
What part of its width is more or less oblique; 
how it begins and how it ends; where it is 
more or less wide or high, i.e., large, and the 
varieties due to its being large or small, fast 
or slow.
dlfinition dell onda semjcolunnale e qual 
parte della sua largezza e piu o men obliqua e 
com ella comjnca e finjse e dove le piu o men 
larrga o piu o men alta o vuo dire grossa e le 
uarieta chella fa a essere grande o pichola o 
veloce o ttarda. (Tl)
The waters will flow one over the other over 
a long distance without mixing. This occurs 
when, of the inflows into the 'pelago', one is 
higher and faster than the other.
Lacque coreran luna sopra dell altra sanza 
misciarsi per lungo spatio delle quali lo 
ntroito lor nel pelagho e piu alto e veloce lun 
ce llaltro. (T2)
Here the water close to the surface plays the 
role that you see, jumping up and backward 
and falling over the angle of the current and 
under, it behaves as you can see in abcdef.
quj laequa vicina alla superfitie fa lufitio che 
vedi risaltando in alto e in dirieto nel suo 
percotersi e llacqua che risalta in dirieto e 
cade sopra lancolo della corente v sotto e fa 
come vedi di sopra in a b c d e f .  (T3)
In T l, we find once more one of those long enumerations o f the variations to be 
considered in a given phenomenon; most o f the items in the list are obvious, but, for 
waves fairly stationary as the ones discussed here, it is not clear to me what Leonardo 
meant by 'veloce o tarda'.
T2 and T3 contain much more interesting comments. Particularly worth of further study 
are the lines in D4 describing the flow pattern. I consider this one of the many questions 


































Ms F 20V T1 Dl-3, T2 D4
Where the water is of low velocity the 
diagonal waves have a rectilinear pattern. 
Where it is faster they will become 
curvilinear.
Where the velocity is non-uniform, the 
curvature towards the end will be variable.
dove laequa sara di picol moto londe 
semjcolunale sara di retta intersegatione 
e dove essa fia piu veloce esse sincurveranno 
e doue la uelocita sara inequale esse lor 
curuita fian uariate in verso il fine. (Tl)
The water that descends from p to K and 
rebounds in d will pass under the dead water 
md without mixing or entraining any part. 
The water that descends from p to K 
rebounds in d without leaving any part of 
itself in K, provided the width of such 
channel is uniform.
Lacqa che discenderà di p in K e risalterà 
in d passera sotto laequa morta di m d 
sanza mjsciarsi chon lej o portarne con seco 
parte alcuna Lacqa che discende di p in K 
risalterà in d sanza lasciere di se parte 
alcuna in K essendo tutta la largeza di tale 
corso equale. (T2)
In D4, we may have a sketch of an existing hydraulic installation. It reminds me of some 
'sauts de ski' I saw when visiting high dams in France. In D4,1 have failed to identify 
what Leonardo calls 'acqua morta'. A similar expression is used by engineers in 
Spanish, and French.
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Ms F 21R Tl-3 Dl-2, T4 D3-7
Among vortices some are slower in the 
middle than on the periphery, some are 
swifter in the middle than on the periphery, 
and some reverse the original sense of 
rotation.
de retrosi alcuno e piu tardo in mezo che dai 
lati alcuno ne piu veloce in mezo che dalli lati 
altri ne sono che riuoltano in contrario in lor
p° moto. (Tl)
The vortex of great (area of ?) circulation is 
slower in the center than on the periphery and 
accumulates much material in the middle of 
its circle and deposits it there in the form of a 
mound.
quel retroso e in mezo piu tardo che dalli latj 
il quale e di gran circuitione e cquesto pone 
assaj materia in mezo del suo cerchio e Ili la 
lasca a modo di colle. (T2)
The vortex that is swift in the middle of its 
circulation takes air and water to its bottom 
and it scours and digs there in the form of a 
hole.
Il ritruso che veloce in mezo della sua 
circulation porta aria e acqua nel suo fondo il 
quale caua e ttriuella a modo di pozzo. (T3)
The water falling from m in h will carry 
with itself the water that falls from K in h 
due to the reflected motion h n. It would not 
do this if the impact by K h on the bottom 
would not break the course of the water in h.
Lacqa che cadera del m in h porterà con 
seco laequa che chade del K in h per el 
moto refresso h n il che non farebbe sella 
percusione che fa K h sopra il fondo non 
ronpessi il corso dell acqua in h. (T4)
Compare Tl-3 with, among others, the notes on vortices in Ms F 12 to 17. Compare 

























Ms F 21V T1D1?, T2 D2, T3
Any shape of the water (surface ?) persists 
over a long distance and so much so the 
faster it flows.
ongnj inpresione dell acqua si mantiene per 
lungho spatio e ttanto piu quant e piu veloce. 
(Tl)
Alternating vortices in a b.
Right and left vortices generated by the 
friction of two rivers that come together.
retrosi scanbiati in a b. 
de retrosi destri e ssinjstri fatti dalla 
confregatione di due fiumj che insieme si 
gungano. (T2)
Write (about) bodies of different shapes 
floating in water and their rotations as 
affected by different vortices in that water.
scriuj le cose notante infra laeque che 
revulsione esse fanno essendo di uarie figure 
in varie reuolutionj dacqua. (T3)
In 77, the statement is about a signature, or a wake, impresseci onto the water surface. I 
believe this applies, among other things, to a boat that passes before us in a river, and 
leaves a system o f waves that dies down only long after it has gone by.
In T2,1 considered that ' right and le f t1 was a way, for Leonardo, o f designating 
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Ms F 22V TI DI, T2 D2-4
Displace the Earth as you wish, the surface of 
the water will never move outside its own 
sphere. It will instead always remain 
equidistant from the center of the world. 
Given that the Earth would move away from 
the center of the world, what would the water 
do?
It will stay around that center with equal 
mass, but a lesser diameter than when it had 
inside the Earth.
movasi la terra da che parte si voglia maj la 
superfine dellacqa vsscira fori della sua spera 
ma senpre sara equjdistante al centro del 
mondo
dato che Ila terra si rimovessi dal centro del 
mondo che ffarebbe laequa non-si resterebbe 
intorno a esso centro con equal grossezza Ma 
mjnore diamjtro che quando ella auea la terra 
in corpo. (Tl)
Of the bounce.
The ’grave' that descends vertically on a 
plane and does not impact that plane with a 
part trough which passes the central line of its 
gravity will not (hit and) bounce with equal 
angles.
The 'grave' that impacts an inclined plane 
even if it falls on the plane along a direct line 
it will rebound from the plane with equal 
angles relative to the plane but not to its own 
motion.
del balzo
Il graue che discende perpendiculare sopra vn 
piano se non percote esso piano con parte 
nela quale passi la linja centrale della sua 
gravita el balzo non fia in fra angoli equalj 
Il grave che percote il piano obbliquo ancora 
che esso cagia sopra di quello per linja diretta 
esso risalterà in fra angoli equali da esso 
piano ma non dal suo moto. (T2)
To us it may seem sheer phantasy that the Earth ( or better, the solid part of our planet) 
could be snatched away somehow while leaving the water and the air spheres sitting there 
around a fixed center of the world. Or, less dramatically, just move it away over a few  
feet or a few miles from its central position relative to the hydrosphere.
I wonder whether Leonardo is reproducing in Tl received knowledge , or is being 
facetious, or preparing an argument with the 'avversari. Because of the accepted dating 
of the Ms F, I believe that he probably did not believe any longer in the notion of a fixed 
center o f the world. Here is a passage that needs further study and comparison with other 
passages on the same and related topics (See, e.g. Ms F 27R). I
I am giving a version ofT2 that takes into account D2-4. Renditions that do not include 
careful reading of the figures together with the corresponding text have been given many 
times, but it seems to me a totally unacceptable service. Even so, sometimes it is not 
easy to interpret a passage in these notebooks. It appears to me that Leonardo is 
considering in T2 D2-4 the vertical fall of solid (elastic ?) bodies o f different shapes on a 
rigid plane. One can easily need experimental information when considering impact. The 
phenomena involved may be much more complex than one would think if guided only by 
the usual treatment o f impacting bodies in books and treatises on mechanics. In D2, the 
direction o f the reflection seems unlikely. The line a b in D3 is not explained by 
Leonardo. In D4,1 believe that what Leonardo meant is that the central line does not play 














Ms F 23R TT1.4 DI, T2
How to deepen a canal.
Do this in the book on applications. And 
when you justify them, use the propositions 
supported by existing proofs. This is the 
right order because if you would try to 
demonstrate the, usefulness for each 
proposition you should yet develop new 
instruments in order to show such 
usefulness. This would mar the order in forty 
books and the order of the configurations. 
This is so because you would mix practice 
and theory which would mean confusion and 
dislocation.
da profondare vn canale. (Tl)
fa eque sto nell libro de govamenti e nel 
provarlj allegha le proposionj prouate e 
cquesto e il uero ordine perche se ttu volessi 
mostrare il govamento a ognj propositione ti 
bisognerebbe ancora fare novi strumentj per 
prouar tale utilità e cosi confonderesti lordine 
de quaranta libre e cosi lordine nelle 
configuration] eoe aresti a mjsciare pratica 
con teoricha che sarebbe cosa confusa e 
interrotta. (T2)
Install the dam S o and open the orifice a, 
the water will impact the bottom from where 
the water will rebound upward and will 
impact in b, and because of the seventh of 
the ninth it will fall back on the bottom and 
will incide in the vortex due to the fifth (of 
the) seventh, and it will scour twice as much 
and it will fall back and do something similar. 
Such dam can be moved along the length of 
the canal; thus, two men instead of hundred, 
can move the dam and open new orifices 
according to the need.
fa il serraglio S o e apri la cateratta a e 
llacqa percotera il fondo e risalterà in alto e
percotera in b e per la 7a 9° ricadera al 
fondo e sconterassi per la 5 7 nel retroso e 
cauera dopiamente e risalterà in ci e 
ricadera in dirieto e ffara il simile e tal 
seraglio poj mutare dirieto alla lungza del 
canale e cquesto fara 2 omjnj per 100 li quali 
mutin la seraglia e aprino nuove cateratte 
secondo il bisogno. (T4)
In Tl DI, we have a description, not too clear, o f how to proceed to make deeper an 
existing canal with minimum use of manpower. In Ms F 14R we have another idea about 
the use o f water to do the work o f hydraulic engineers. Earth dams have been built in 
this century using the "hydraulic-fill" method; this technique would have interested 
Leonardo very much. I have serious doubts that Leonardo acquired practical experience 


















Ms F 23V Tl, T2 Dl-2
Of the velocity variation in streams from the 
water surface to the bottom.
Of the variation in transversal inclination 
from the surface to the bottom.
Of the various currents on the water surface. 
Of the various currents over the bottoms of 
the rivers.
Of the variable depth of rivers.
Of the various figures of the mounds 
covered by the waters.
Of the various shapes of the mounds not 
covered by the waters.
Where the water is swift at the bottom and 
not above.
Where the water is slow at the bottom and 
swift above.
Where the water is slow below and above 
and swift in the middle.
Where the water is slow in the middle below 
and swift below and above .
delle uarie velocita di corsi dalla superfitie del 
acqa al fondo
delle varie obbliqujta traversalj tra Ila 
superfitie al fondo
delle varie corrente in superfitie dell acque 
delle uarie corrente sopra il fondo de fiumj 
delle uarie profondità de fiumj 
delle varie figure di colli coperti dall acque 
delle uarie figure de colli scoperti dall acque 
doue laequa e veloce in fondo e non di sopra 
doue laequa e tarda in fondo e veloce di sopra 
doue e ttarda di sotto e di sopra e veloce in 
mezo
doue e ttarda in mezo e veloce di sotto e di 
sopra
doue laequa ne fiumj sallargha e doue si 
restrigne
Where the water in the rivers becomes wider 
and where narrower. Where it meanders and 
where it runs straight. Where it has uniform 
depth over its width and where is not 
uniform. Where it is low in the middle and 
high in the sides. Where it is high in the 
middle and low in the sides. Where the 
current flows straight in the middle of the 
river and where the flow meanders leaning on 
one side or another.
Of the various inclinations in the water falls.
doue si piegha e doue si diriza doue si 
profonda equalmente nelle largheze de fiumj e 
doue inequale doue bassa in mezo c alta dai 
lati doue aitata in mezo e bassa dai lati dove 
la corente va diritta per mezo del fiume doue 
la corente serpegga buttandosi in diuersi lati 
delle uarie obbliqujta ne disscensi dell acqa.
(Tl)
This ball must be of half a 'braccio' or one 
third in dimater, of clear glass, full of clear 
water. It has a lamp in the middle with its 
light in the middle near its center. If hung in 
the middle of a room it will give much light.
questa palla debbe essere di diamjtro vn mezo
o vn 3° di br e debe essere di vetro chiaro e 
piena dacqua chiara e vna lanpade in mezo col 
lume circa al centro dessa palla e apicata nel 
mezo duna sala fara gran lume. (T2)
In Tl we have another o f the several lists most probably prepared for one of the books 
Leonardo dreamt of writing. It is very revealing of his knowledge of flow phenomena. I
I have included this passage because it may be o f interest in examining Leonardo's 
knowledge o f the optical properties o f water. Probably, the idea o f such an enhancement 














Ms F 24R Tl, T2, T3
Of the waters that come across each other 
under different angles. Of the waters coming 
across each other under different angles in 
reflected motion and in the summit of waves, 
in the slope of waves and in the valley of 
waves.
Some come across under diverse angles. 
Reflected motion large with reflected motion 
small, and also large wave with small wave, 
and incident motion with valleys or with 
reflected motions small and large.
Some times reflected motion with incident 
(motion). When valley with waves, when 
incident with reflected motion, small and 
large and under different angles.
Some times swift water with slow, when 
vortices with wave (crests ?), or valleys or 
reflections or incidences, of waters flowing 
across each other along different lines.
Dell acqa che ssintraversa luna laltra per 
diuersi angoli dell acqua che per diuersi 
anguli sintraversa nellj moti refressi e di uella 
che ssintraversa nelle somjta dell onde equal 
sintraversa nel discenso dell onda e qual nela 
valle dell onde.
Alcqune sintraversano per diuersi angoli 
moto refresso grande con moto refresso 
picholo e cosi onda grande con pichola e 
moto incidente con ualle e con moto refresso 
picoli con grandi.
Alcuna volta moto refresso conjcidente 
quando valle con onda quando moto incidente 
con refresso picoli e grandi e per diuersi 
angoli alcuna volta acqua veloce con tarde 
quando retrosi con onde o ualle o refressi o 
incidentie dacqua corrente per uarie linje 
intraversate luna laltra corsi per diuerse linje 
luno sopra laltro. (Tl)
Different opposite motions and inter­
penetrations of vortices. Lengths of vortices 
of different curvatures, from the water 
surface to the bottom of the water. 
Intersections of one with another. 
Intersections of incident vortices with 
reflected vortices.
retrosi per diuersi motj contrarsi e entrare 
luno nell altro lungueze di diuerse curuita di 
retrosi dalla superfitie dell acqua al suo fondo 
intersegarsi lun laltro
intersegatione di retrosi incidenti co li 
refressi. (T2)
Of the waters standing in different directions 
between the afore-mentioned accidents 
(phenomena ?) of the waters.
Dell acque interposste per qualunche verso 
infra li detti accidenti dell acque. (T3)
See DI in Ms F 20 R, which appears to indicate the intersection of two water streams. In 
24R, he seems to refer to wave patterns rather than to streams. Because of other 
discussions in Leonardo's notebooks [Macagno 1982], it seems that he might have 
believed, at an early time that water jets could behave similarly to beams of light and 
intersect with negligible interference. In this folio, I would not take the terms 
'intraversare' or "intersegare' literally. Here Leonardo might be referring to 














Ms F 24V Tl, T2
Book 9 of the configuration of vortices. 
Book 10 of the 'kinematics' of vortices. 
Book 11 of the utilization of vortices. 
Book 12 of the damages from vortices.
Libro 9 de le forme de retrosi 
Libro 10 delle operation de retrosi 
libro 11 delti gouamenti de retrosi 
libro 12 delti nocimenti de retrosi. (Tl)
Book 13 of the mutual impacts of the water 
jets of different-velocity raising in the air. 
Book of the water jets raising in the air with 
different inclinations but with the same 
velocities.
Book of the water jets raising in the air with 
different inclinations.
Water with more inclination impacting in 
water with less inclination, but more 
'potente' and of less size.
Water of less size and with more inclination 
and more 'potente' (impacting water ?) of 
greater size and with more inclination.
Thin water sustained in the air with greater 
'potentia' than the water of larger size.
Libro 13 delle percussionj dell acque infra
lloro surgenti infra laria con diuerse velocita
Libro dell acque surgenti infral laria con
uarie obbliqujta e ppari velocita
Libro delle acque surgente infra laria e uarie
obbliqujta
acqua piu obliqua percotere nela meno 
obbliqua e piu potente e men grossa 
acqua men grossa e piv obliqa e piu potente 
che Ila piu grossa e piu obbliqua 
acqua sottile sospinta infra llaria da magore 
potentia che llacqa piu grossa. (T2)
In T l, I rendered 'forme' as configuration because it seems to represent better the overall 
notion one has o f Leonardo's understanding o f vortices. It is a term that may be 
understood only by fluid-mechanicists, but I must give versions that are as representative 
as possible of the work of Leonardo in the area of flow phenomena.
In Tl, I rendered 'operation' as "kinematic . The other choice I considered was 
"dynamics", but that would have been going to far; Leonardo never reached the point of 
formulating a dynamics free from the received knowledge he had. But if Book 9 was 
about the geometry o f vortices, I am sure he could write another book about the 
kinematics o f vortices; we should not forget that he established, among other things two 
velocity distributions for a rotating fluid: that o f a rigid-like motion and that o f an 
irrotational vortex. In the case o f Books 11 and 12, I found easy to deal with 
'gouamenti' and 'nocimenti'.
At this point, a comment on these four "books" seems warranted. I think that five 
hundred years ago, Leonardo could very well have written the four books, had he been 
able to leave aside for a while his many other interests. In contrast, I believe that today 
we do not have, in just one person, the ability to write such books. We have not paid 
enough attention to vortical motion within the mechanics o f flow and transport 
phenomena, but a team could surely fill hundred o f pages of extremely interesting 
material according to the above outline of Leonardo. A well-written treatise including 
the geometry, kinematics, dynamics, usefulness and negative aspects of vortices would 













Ms F 25R T l-2  D1
Of the waters falling in the air that intersect 
each other with different sizes, lengths of 
motion, and 'potentie'.
dell acque cadente infra laria che 
ssintersegano con uarie grosseze lungeze di 
moto e potentie. (Tl)
The reflected motion will never be of the 
height of the initial level of the incident 
motion if it does not impact like the wave 
against the breakwater.
Il moto refresso. non sara mai dell altezza del 
principio del moto incidente se no perchote 
come fa londa nello scoglio di mare. (T2)
Tl maybe related to a number o f other notes on impinging jets and nappes [See, e.g. 
Codex Hammer 23 V, Ms H 69V. For analyses of the question, see Macagno 1982, 
March 1988, 1991] .
/  have rendered 'scoglio di mare' as breakwater, but taking into account Dl, we should 
bear in mind only those with a vertical plane side. The wave should satisfy certain 
conditions also, not only the wall. The determination of the meaning o f 'altezza del 
principio del moto incidente' could constitute an interesting problem for further study of 
T2 D2. /  have given a hint of my interpretation by rendering 'principio' as initial level; the 



















Ms F 25V Tl, T3 Dl-2
The higher above the ordinary (average ?) 
level of the surface are the sea waves, the 
lower are the bottoms of the valleys in 
between those waves.
And this is because the great fall of great 
waves leads to great depth of the valleys.
Quanto piu alte son londe del mare che 
lordinaria alteza della superfitie della sua acqa 
Tanto piu basse son li fondi delle valli 
interposte infra esse onde 
e cquest e che Ila gran caduta delle grandi 
onde fa gran concaujta di ualle. (Tl)
Let a be the Earth; ndm, the surface of the 
air that is adjacent to the sphere of the fire; 
hfg, the path of the Moon, or that of the Sun 
if you wish. I say that, when the Sun appears 
at the horizon g, we will see its light beams 
going through the air under different angles; 
i.e., only which is not (equal to ) dK. In 
fact, it goes through greater thickness of air, 
em is more thickness of air.
sia la terra a nd m  sie la superfitie dell aria 
che confina colla spera del focho h f g sia il 
corso della nuna o uoi del sole dico che 
quando il sole aparisce al orizonte g che le 
ueduto li sua razi passare per la superfitie 
dell aria infra angoli inequali eoe o m il ce 
non e in d K e acora passa per magore 
grosseza daria tutto e m e aria piu spessa. 
(T 3 )
Leonardo seems to ignore in T l a knowledge about the shape o f sea waves that is 
exhibited by artists many centuries before him [see Macagno, M. 1992].
In T3, in spite o f the clumsy description o f the phenomenon, I have no doubt that 
Leonardo meant that the length of the path o f the light beams coming from the Sun is 
much longer, in the atmosphere, when the Sun is at the horizon than when it is at the 
zenith. In fact, by assuming an atmosphere o f a thickness o f the order o f the diameter of 












Ms F 26V T1
Of the water element.
Here continues the proof of what is said in 
the opposite page.
I say that no part of the water surface does 
not by itself move unless it descends. Hence, 
for the water sphere, having nowhere 
surface such that it could descend, it becomes 
necessary not to move by itself, on account 
of the first conception. If you consider 
carefully any minimal particle of that surface, 
you will find it surrounded by other similar 
particles, all of them equidistant from the 
center of the world, and that particle 
surrounded by these ones being at the same 
distance from that center. Hence, according 
to the third conception, it will not initiate 
motion because it is surrounded by 
boundaries of equal height. And thus each 
circumference of such particles becomes a 
container of the particle enclosed by such 
circumference, inside which it is enclosed; 
such container has its rim of equal height. 
Because of this, such particle, and all the 
others that form the surface of the water 
sphere, will be necessarily without motion. 
The necessary consequence is that, being 
each (particle) of equal height relative to the 
center of the world, that surface must be 
spherical. Below it is not necessary that it 
(the water surface) be spherical, as it is 
shown by reason and by experience. What is 
said of the water surface bordering with air is 
understood to be valid about the air surface 
bordering
Qui si segue la proua di chel che detto nella 
opposita facca
Dico che nessuna parte della superfitie dell 
acqa per se non si mvove sella non discende 
adunque la spera dell acqua non avendo 
superfitie i nessuna parte da potere discendere
e Ili e necessario per la pa conceptione che 
per se essa non si mova e sse ttu ben 
consideri ongnj mjmjma particula di tal 
superfitie tu Ila troverrai circundata daltre 
simjli particule le quali sono dequal distantia 
infra lloro dal centro del mondo e della 
medesima distantia da esso centro e cquella 
particula che da queste e circundato adunque 
per la terza conceptione tal particula dell 
acqua da sse medesima non si muovera per 
essere circundata da sponde dequale alteza e 
cosi ognj circulo di tal particule si fa uaso alla 
particula che dentro a ttal circulo si rinchiude 
il qual vaso alla circuitione de sua labri 
dequale alteza e per questo tal particula 
insieme chon tutte le altre simjle di che e 
composta la superfitie della spera dell acqa 
per necesita sara per se sanza moto e per 
conseguenza essendo ciascuna dequale alteza 
dal centro del mondo necessita fa essa 
superfitie essere spericha e di sotto non e 
necessario essere sperica come mostra la 
ragone e Ila sperientia
Qel che detto della superfitie dell acqa che 
confina coll aria sintende esssere deto della 
superfitie dell aria
with the fire. Evaporation that originates 
clouds could often occur there due to the heat 
of the Sun in the same way that the same heat 
pulls water in the form of clouds into the air. 
The same does the fire pulled up by heat 
greater than itself; i.e. the Sun. As proved in 
the sixth, it (the Sun?) is by essence rather 
than by 'virtu' as many want it to be.
Hence, having proved the truth of the spheres 
of the fluid elements to be spherical, my plan 
is to go down now to the nature in general 
and in particular of each element beginning 
with the fire, then the air and finally the 
water.
che confina col focho la qual potrebbe essere 
che sspesso vaporassi a uso di nuvolj tirata 
dal caldo del sole si come fa lacqa tirata infra 
laria dal medesimo caldo in forma di nugoli el 
simjle il focho tirato da magor caldo di luj eoe
dal sole come provato nel 6° lui esssere caldo 
per essentia e non per virtu come vogliamo 
moltj
Adunque auendo provata la uerita di queste 
spere de li elementi flessibili essere sperici La 
mja intentione e di disendere alla natura in 
vnjversale e in particulare di ciasscuno 













Tl is the continuation of T5.7 in Ms F 27R. I find interesting that the 
argument is mainly one of geometrical symmetric arrangement. Of 
course the reference to the center of the world may imply an interplay of 
forces. I believe that further investigation of these passages - and of 
many others - is warranted. In this case, perhaps it would also be 
interesting to see whether this kind of argument is not much older than 
Leonardo.
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Ms F 27R Tl.3-4 DI, T2, T5.7 Dl-2, T6
The form of the elements.
Of the form of the elements. First, against 
those who negate the opinion of Plato by 
arguing that, if the elements would cover 
each other with the forms assigned by Plato 
to them, vacuum would appear between 
them. This is not true and here I will prove it, 
but before I must present some conclusions.
figura de elementj
della figura delli elementj e pa contro a chi 
njegha lopennjone di piatone che dicano che 
sse essi elementj vesstissin lun laltro cholle 
figure che mette piatone che si cavserebe 
vacuo infra luno e llaltro il e non e vero e quj
lo provo ma pa bisongja proporre alcuna 
conclusione. (Tl)
The ratio of weight of air in fire is the same 
as the ratio of water in air. The impact of air 
falling through air is the same as that of water 
that falls through air.
tal prone a il peso dell aria quando fussi nel 
foco quale a llacqua essendp nel laria e ttal 
percusione darebbe laria cadendo del foco 
infra laltra aria Qual da laequa che chade dell 
aria infra laltra acqua. (T2)
It is not necessary that any element that 
covers another be of equal thickness in all the 
interface between what covers and what is 
covered. We see the water sphere manifestly 
being of different thickness from the surface 
to the bottom. And even if it is not covering 
an Earth of cubical shape, which has eight 
angles as conceived by Plato, it covers an 
Earth with innumerable angles of rocks that 
are covered by water in addition to a variety 
of globosities and concavities. In spite of 
this, no vacuum is generated between water 
and earth. We also see air that covers the 
water together with hills, mountains and 
valleys that emerge over the (water) sphere, 
there is no vacuum between earth and air. 
Who would say that there is vacuum would 
speak nonsense.
Non e neciessario che nessuno elemento che 
veste lun laltro sia dequal grosseza in tutta la 
sua quantità infra Ila parte che ueste e cquella 
che uestita Noi uediano la sspera dell acqa 
manjfestamete essere di uarie grosseze dalla 
sua superfitie al fondo e che non che essa 
vestissi la terra quand e fossi di figura cuba 
ce e di 8 angoli come vole piatone essa veste 
la terra che a innubjlj angoli di scogli coperti 
da llacqa e varie globosità e concavita e non si 
genera vacuo infra laequa e Ila terra Ancora 
laria che veste la spera dell acqua insieme 
cholj monti e valli che superano essa spera e 
non rimane vacuo infra la terra e llaria si che 
chi disse generarsi vacuo ebbe trissto 
discorso. (T3)
To Plato the answer is that the surface (the 
shape ?) of the figures that he proposes 
cannot exist.
a platon si risponde che Ila superfitie delle 
figure che arebon li elementj che llui pone 
non potrebono stare .(T4)
In Tl, Leonardo takes the position that the different elements are made each of particles 
o f definite geometric shape. The subject is treated extensively in several folios, a 
circumstance that is rarely found in Leonardo's manuscripts.
In T3, Leonardo obviously assumes that the laws o f the microworld o f the particles are 



















Ms F 27R Tl.3-4 DI, T2, T5.7 Dl-2, T6 (cont.)
Each fluid or liquid element necessarily has 
its surface spherical. This is proved with the 
surface of water but before it is necessary to 
present some conceptions and conclusions.
Ognj elemento flessibile o liqujdo per 
necessita a Ila sua superflue sperica Provasi
colla spera de llacqa ma pa bisognja porre 
alcuna conceptionj e conclusione. (T5)
How the winds could be due to motion of air 
within air like that of water within water. The 
two are motions of an element within itself. 
This (motion) is generated by the fall of the 
lighter element, as it would be the air falling 
down from the fire, from which it would rain 
down.
come li uentj potebono nasce dal moto dell 
aria infra laria come il moto de llacqa infra 
lacqa che lluno e laltro e moto dell elemento 
in se medesimo il qual nase dal cader dell 
elemento piv lieve come farebe laria caduta 
del foco dode piovessi.(Tó)
That object is higher which is more distant 
from the center of the world. That object is 
lower which is closer to the center of the 
world.
Water does not move by itself unless it 
descends and in moving it goes down.
These four conceptions taken two by two 
help me to prove that water by itself does not 
move; it has the surface equidistant from the 
center of the world (speaking not of the drops 
and other small quantities that attract each 
other, like the filings of steel, but of great 
quantities).
uella cosa e piu alta che piu remota dal centro 
del mondo e cquella e piu bassa che piv 
vicina a esso centro
Lacqua per se non si move sella non 
disscende e movendosi essa discende Queste 
quattro conceptionj poste a due a due mj 
seruano a provare che llacqa che da sse non si 
muove a Ila sua superfitie equjdistante al 
centro del mondo ( non parlando delle 
goccole e altre pichole qntita che ssi tjran luna 
lantra come la aciaio la sua limatura ) me de le 
gran quantità
Conclusione a riscontro .(T7)
In T6, there seem to be some errors which may be due to momentary distraction. I think 
that Leonardo began by referring to air or water moving respectively within air or water 
of the same density. The existence of jets of air within air can easily be observed when 
one exhales (note that when one inhales, however, there is no jet !). The remark about air 
falling through fire is what seems not to belong into T6. Marinoni tried here to ",save the 
phenomenon" by assuming that Leonardo wanted to ask a question like " Since the 
motion is due to the difference in weight, how does one explain the motion of air in air or 
water in water". [Marinoni 1988]. Ravaisson Mollien gave a literal French version 
without comments. Perhaps what Leonardo had in mind is that given enough 'inpeto' a 





























Ms F 28R T2-5, D2.5-6.
Always in the fluid elements the descent of 
the 'grave' in the lighter is done along the 
shortest line.
In the fluid elements the ascent of lighter 
element in the heavier is along a long and 
winding line.
senpre in nelli elementi flessibili il discenso 
del grave nel piu lieue e ffatto per linja 
breuissima
delli elementj flessibili la eleuatione delle 
lemente lieue del piu grave e ffatto per la linja 
lunga e revertiginosa.(T2)
water air
Proof of the cause of such motion, a be the 
air that rises from the bottom of the reservoir 
and would want to go up along the shortest 
line, but the weight of water on top of it 
would want to go down while the water from 
the sides would want to fill such place. Of 
this lateral (water) all is of equal 'potentia' , 
i.e., of equal height. It follows that the 
higher one over the center of the enclosed air 
is the one which weighs more. Hence such 
air is always becoming thinner with varied 
shapes, and always running away from the 
water more 'grave' because in the figure in 
which we find cfg , the water cegf puts 
more pressure than the water abcf or dacf, 
hence it will move to cf.
acqua aria
provasi la causa di tal moto a sia aria che si 
leua del fondo del fèehe-pelagho e vorrebbe 
andare per la linja breussima alla superfitie 
dessa acqa ma il peso che Ile sta di sopra dell 
acqua vorrebbe discendere e llacqua laterale 
vorre ancora lej riempiere dale sito e 
ciasscuna e dequal potentia eoe della laterale 
dequale alteza sequita che Ila piu alta che 
risponde sopra il centro dell aria inclusa e 
cquella che piu pesa onde essa aria senpre va 
assottigliandosi con uarie figure senpre 
fugiendosi dalla acqua piu graue perche nella 
figura che ssi truova c f g  lacqa c e g f  la 
prieme piu che llacqua a b c f  o che d a c f  
onde si muovera al c f. (T3)
The flames of the fire in the air behave 
similarly.
el simjle fan le fiame del foco in fra laria.
(T 4 )
The air n is subjected to contrary 'potentie' 
because one part (of water) presses 
downward and the other part upward; ecnm 
upward and edab downward.
Laria n e conbattuta da contrarie potentie 
perche vna parte la spingne in su e vna parte 
in su e e c n m in su c d a b in gu.(T5)
In T2 we have a double statement about the behavior of a fluid that is placed in the midst 
of another. I f  it is heavier than the surrounding fluid, Leonardo states than it will follow 
the shortest path downward. A simple experiment in which we carefully release salt into a 
tank with fresh water can visualize this phenomenon very well, but we would also learn 
(if we perform the experiment with some variations of the parameters) that there may be a 
much more complicated behavior.
Leonardo did not perhaps study the full range o f possibilities with falling plumes, 
because he considered that ascending ones had a more complex behavior. In fact if the 
reader would continue the experiment with salt water, it would be easy to discover that 
there is some symmetry to be observed in these phenomena. Of course, if we release air 
under water we are not dealing with two miscible liquids, and surface tension makes the 
phenomenon at least one order of complexity higher. We can also experiment with 
nonmiscible liquids, where surface tension again has a role.
The explanation o f the behavior o f air bubbles we find in T3-5 is very interesting and 
revealing concerning hydrostatic pressure [see Macagno 1987 for a discussion o f the 
understanding by Leonardo of the pressure distribution in water ]. We will find more on 























Ms F 28V T1 Dl-3
The beam of light from the Sun that passes 
through bubbles on the water surface projects 
on the bottom of such water an image of the 
bubble which has the form of a cross. I have 
not investigated the cause yet, but I believe it 
is due to other small bubbles collected around 
the larger bubble.
Il razo del sole passato per li sonaglj. della 
superflue dell acqa mada al fondo dessa 
acqua vn simulacro desso sonaglio che a 
forma di croce nonn o ancora invesstigato la 
causa ma io stimo che sia per cagon daltri 
picolj sonaglj che sien conguntj intorno a 
esso sonaglo magore. (Tl)
I have placed bubbles o f different sizes on the surface o f water otherwise at rest, and I 
could not observe the shape given in D l by Leonardo. I f  one attaches smaller bubbles to 
a large one five images are obtained of a given light source. In the Codex Atlanticus 
556R, Leonardo discusses bubbles floating on the water surface from a mechanical rather 
than an optical point o f view. See IIHR Monograph 110 by E. Macagno [1989 ] where 
photographs o f such bubbles are included on p. ii, showing some reflective rather than 
refractive properties. The text for CA 556R begins on p. VU-ll, the figure of the hemi­




















Ms F 30V T2, T3, T4
Conception.
The water with a surface of uniform height 
does not move by itself.
conceptione
quella da sse acqua non si move della quale 
la sua superfitie e dequale altezza .(T2)
It says here that, in the case that the water 
pours through the bottom, the surface will be 
of equal height and, however, it is in motion. 
To this, one can answer with the seventh 
which states that the surface of water 
discharging through the bottom will be lower 
around the vertical of the pouring (orifice).
dice qui che sse llacqua. verserà pel fondo 
che la superfitie sara dequale altezza e pur si
moverà al quale si contradice colla 7a che 
diche che quella superfitie dell acqa che 
verserà pel fondo sara piu bassa che ssara piu 
vicina al perpendiculare del suo versamento. 
(T3)
Water by itself does not have stability, but 
by itself it does not move unless it descends. 
Water by itself does not stop (moving) unless 
it is contained.
Lacqua da sse non a fermeza e da sse non si 
muove sella non discende 
Lacqua per se non si ferma sella non e 
contenuta. (T4)
Leonardo studied the problem of an orifice in the bottom o f a water vessel with more 
detail - in general aspects - than a number o f hydraulicians after him. The usual 
assumption is that the free surface is horizontal and at rest; this is not true unless the 
vessel is o f infinite diameter. In some cases, Leonardo has indicated a dip just above the 
orifice, failing to correlate it with the circulation in the water [see Macagno 1982], but that 













Ms F 33V Tl-4 Dl-2
How to experiment with the light beams that 
penetrate the liquids.
modo di sperimentare come li razi penetrano 
li corpi liqujdi. (Tl)
Have two 'zanine' made of the same height, 
so that each is cylindrical and and one about 
4 or 5 'tanti' less than the other. Then fix one 
inside the other, as you see in the drawing, 
and cover externally with color except for a 
strip through which send a light beam from 
the Sun coming from a slit in a door or a 
window. Then observe whether the beam that 
passes through the water in between the two 
'zaine' maintains the straight path it follows 
outside, or bends. From this make your rule.
Observe, with your eye at the center of the 
sphere, whether the light of a candle 
maintains its size or not.
fa fare due zanine che ciasscuna di loro sia 
paralella e ssie 4 o 5 tanti mjnori luna ce laltra 
e dalteza equale poj ferma luna dentro all altra 
come quj vedi il disegno e copri fori di 
colore e llascia scoperto quant e vna lenta e di 
quj vi fa pasare vn razo solare il quale essca 
dun atro spiraculo dussco o di finestra poi 
guarda sei razo che passa dentro all acqa 
inclusa infra Ile 2 zaine osserua la sua 
retitudine chelli a di fori on no e quj fa tua 
regola.. (T2)
guarda stando co lochio in centro de la palla, 
se vn lume di candela osserua la sua grandeza 
on no. (T3)
To see how the light beams from the Sun 
penetrate the curvature of the air sphere, 
have two glass spheres made, one twice the 
size of the other and as well round as 
possible. Then cut them in the middle, put 
one inside the other, put a cover and fill (the 
space ) with water. Then have a solar light 
beam passing through as you did above. 
Observe whether any such ray bends or 
curves and make your rule. And like this one, 
you can make innumerable experiments.
per uederi come li razi solari penetran quest 
qurujta. della spera dell aria fa fare due palle 
di uetro magori 2 volte luna che llaltra e che 
sien piu tonde si può po le taglia per mezo e 
cornetti luna nel altra e ciudi le fronti e enpi 
dacqa e fali passar dentro il razo solare come 
di sopra facesti e guarda se ttal razo si piega o 
ssincurua e ffauj su regola e cosi poi fare 
infinite esperienze.(T4)
In DI, Leonardo shows clearly what he meant in T2: two dishes like those that some of 
us have used in chemistry or in biology courses in high-school. The term ' zanina' 
seems to me a diminutive of 'zana', a word that I learned from my Lombard mother. I 
have preferred to leave the original word, and give an explanation, rather than venture 
into the use of some English word on shaky ground.
Even if we find out that this experiment was inspired in some ancient writings, the fact 
will remain that Leonardo favored the methodology o f relying on experiments, on 

















Ms F 34V Tl, T2-3
Book 32: of the motion of the fire when it 
penetrates in the water through the bottom of 
the cauldron and flows in boils towards the 
water surface along different paths and the 
motions of the water under the impact of such 
fire. With this kind of experiment you will be 
able to investigate the hot vapors that come 
out of the earth and pass spiraling through the 
water, because water hinders their motion. 
After that, those vapors penetrate the air with 
more direct motion. You will perform this 
experiment with a rectangular glass vessel 
with your eye close to the middle of one of its 
walls. And in the boiling water with slow 
motion you will be able to put some grains of 
millet. Through the motion of such grains 
you will be able expeditiously to determine 
the flow of water that carries them. By means 
of this experiment you will be able to 
investigate efficiently many beautiful motions 
that occur as one element penetrates the other.
Libro 32 del moto che ffa il foco 
penetranto al acqa pel fondo della caldara e 
scorre in bollori alla superfitie dessa acqua 
per diuerse vie e Ili moti che ffa laequa 
percossa dalla penetratione desso foco E 
con questa tale sperientia potrai investichare li 
uapori chaldi che essalan dalla terra e ppassan 
peli acqa ritorcendosi perche lacqa inpedisce 
il suo moto e poi essi vapori penetra peli aria 
con piu retto moto E cquesto sperimento
farai con vn vaso !° di uetro tenendo lochio 
tuo circa al mezo duna desse pariete e nell 
acqa bollente con tardi moto potraj mettere 
alquanti granj di panjcho perche mediante il 
moto dessi granj potraj speditamente 
cognosscere il moto dell acqa che con seco gli 
porta e di questa tale sperienza potrai 
investigare molti belli motj che accagiano dell 
uno elemento penetrato nell altro. (Tl)
Of the Sun.
They say that the Sun is not warm because it 
does not have the color of the fire but it is 
much whitier and clearer. To them one can 
answer that when the brass is molten and 
heated up it becomes more similar in color to 
the Sun. Moreover, when less hot has more 
the color of fire.
del sole
Dicano chel sole non e caldo perche non e di 
colore di foco ma e molto piu biancho e piu 
chiaro E a cquesti si po rispondere che 
quando il bronzo liquefatto e piu caldo elli e 
piu simile al color del sole e quand e men 
caldo a piu color di foco. (T2)
Fire makes the molten brass much hotter 
than the fire.
il foco fa il bronzo fonduto assai piu caldo cel 
foco. (T3)
In Tl, Leonardo describes one o f the ways of visualizing flow that he mentions in several 
of his notebooks. He also used the addition o f smoke to the air, o f dye to water, etc. 
[Macagno 1982].
In this folio Leonardo uses analogy - perhaps with little justification - to develop some 
way o f understanding a phenomenon. I am not sure I understand what he meant in T3. 
Did he mean that being burned by molten brass was more serious that a burn by direct 
















Ms F 35R Tl, T2
Book 42: of the rains.
Sometimes, the water coming down from 
clouds becomes so light, due to the friction 
with the air, that cannot go on penetrating the 
air and seems to be converted itself into air. 
Sometimes, as it falls, it increases as it 
encounters small water particles falling 
slowly because of their lightness and 
coalesces with them, and thus in all its 
descent acquires a quantity of water. 
Sometimes, the winds bend the rain and 
make the descent oblique; thus the descent 
becomes slow and long; often times it (the 
water) splits in very small particles and thus 
ceases to descend and stays in the air.
Libro 42 delle piogge
Lacqa che chade del nuvovo alcuna volta si 
risolue in tanta leujta per la confregation che 
essa a coll aria chella non po poi diujdere 
laria e par convertirsi in essa aria Alcuna 
volta nell disscendere si multiplicha nel suo 
discendere perche trova le mjnute particule 
dell acqua che per la lor levita eran di tardo 
discenso e con quelle sincorporano e in ognj 
parte di discenso acqujsta quantità dacqua 
alcuna volta li uenti piegano la piogga e 
ffanno il discenso obbliquo onde per4a per 
tal causa il discenso si fa tardo e llungho e 
sspeso si converte in si mjnvte particule che 
essa non po disscendere e cosi si resta in fra 
llaria.(Tl)
Write about the way in which the clouds 
develop and dissolve, the cause that lifts the 
vapors of the water from the earth into the 
air, the cause of the mist and the thick air. 
And while it (the air) appears more blue or 
less blue one time than the other. Write also 
about the regions of the air, the cause of 
snow and hail, the contraction of water and 
its becoming solid in form of ice. Also about 
the creation in the air of new figures of snow, 
and in trees of new shapes of leaves in the 
cold countries. And about the little grains of 
ice and frost composing new figures of herbs 
of diverse leaves, almost making of the frost 
a dew ready to nourish and form the 
aforesaid leaves.
scriuj come li nugoli si conpongano e come si 
risoluano e che causa leua li uapori dell acqa 
dalla terra in fra llaria e Ila causa delle nebbie 
e dell aria ingrossata che-ssi dim e perche si 
mostra piu azzurra e meno azzurra vna volta 
che vnaltra e cosi scriuj le regioni dell aria e 
Ila causa delle nevi e delle grandinj e del 
restrignjersi laequa e ffarsi dura in diaccio e 
del creare per laria nuoue figure di neve e alli 
albeij nuove figure di foglie ne paesi freddi e 
per li sassi diacciuoli e di brina conporre 
nvove figure derbe con uarie foglie quasi 
facendo tal brina come sella fussi rugada 
















Ms F 37V T1 Dl-2, T2, T3
Book 43: Of the motion of air enclosed under 
water
Whether air escapes from under water due to 
its nature or to its being under pressure and 
expelled from the water. The answer is: 
because the heavy cannot be sustained by the 
light, the heavy will be falling and seeking 
what can sustain it, because any natural 
action ( movement ?) seeks its rest 
(equilibrium ?). Hence all the water that 
surrounds that air from above, the sides, and 
below is resting on the air that encloses. All 
the water which is above, demn, pushes the 
air downward and would hold it there, but 
the water that surrounds laterally the air, i.e. 
abe f and ab ed , leans on its sides and 
becomes more total weight than the water 
above. Hence such air escapes along the 
angles (comers ?) nm , one way or the other, 
and moves up zigzagging.
Libro 43 del moto dell aria inclusa sotto lacqa 
se llaria si fugge di sotto laequa per sua 
natura o per essere premuta e sscacciata dall 
acqa Rispondesi perche il grave non po 
essere sostenuto dal lieue che esso graue 
andra caden e cerchando chi Ilo sostenga 
perche ognj ation naturale cerca suo riposo 
onde quell acqua che di sopra dal latj e di 
sotto circunda tale aria tutta si troua essere in 
fra- fondata in sull aria in lei rinchiusa e ttutta 
quella cheli e di sopra d e n m spigne tale 
aria in gu e perche li pesi dessa- e Ila terrebbe 
sotto se non che Ila laterale a b e f  he a b e  
d che circunda tale aria e ssi posa ne sua lati 
e viene a essere pi somma di peso che llacqa 
cheli e di sopra onde essa aria fugge per li 
angoli n n o da una parte o dal altra e ua 
serpegando nella sua eleuatione. (Tl)
It is the same thing to move an object through 
the still air than the air around the immobile 
thing.
Tanto fa a mouere la cosa contro all aria 
inmobile quanto a mover laria contro alla cosi 
inmobile. (T2)
I have seen motions of air so furious that they 
carried together with their course the greatest 
trees from the woods and entire roofs from 
great palaces. The same fury made a hole 
with vortical motion and dug out from the 
river bed gravel, sand and water which 
carried over half a mile up in the air. The 
same weight will be held in the air without 
motion; falling through it (air) with inclined 
motion it will then be able to move up with 
reflected motion.
ho veduti movimenti daria tanto furiosi che 
anno aconpagnjati e mjsti col corso suo li 
grandissimi alberi delle selue e li tetti interi de 
gran palazi e cquesta medesima furia fare vna 
bucha con moto reuertiginoso e cauare vn 
giareto e portare giara rena acqua piu du mezo 
mjglio inn aria II medesimo peso sara 
sostenuto nell aria sanza moto cadente per 
quello con moto obliquo potrà poi rileuarrsi 
assai in alto con moto refresso. (T3)
/a 77, we have an example of the transitional thinking in the mind o f Leonardo, as he 
deals with a problem of hydrostatics using old notions and what the experiments are 
telling him. An air bubble released in a water vessel finds its way up along an unstable 
path because there is an upward hydrostatic force acting on it. Leonardo does not mention 
here explicitly the upward component, but this may be due to the semi-spherical shape of 
the base o f the air bubble. Of course the motion of the bubble is a problem of dynamics, 
and Leonardo does not really consider this aspect in this passage; he only notes that the 
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In T2, we find a statement which is at the base o f modern experimental 
techniques in wind tunnels designed to predict forces acting on bodies 
moving through air.
T3 consists of several parts. We have first a statement about the power of a 
storm and then another about a big weight ( that of gravel, sand and water) 
held in the air. Then Leonardo seems to shift to a combination of downward 
current which somehow is converted into upward motion. Deciding on the 
possible relationships between these parts needs further study.
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Ms F 38R T1 Dl, T2 D2
Whether the water surface of rivers (and) 
streams is spherical or not. Or whether it is 
necessary given equal water flow that the 
(water) surface be straight or curve.
It can be straight or curved, given that in its 
motion acquires proximity to the center of the 
world. Because if if would not do so, such 
water would stay immobile, unless it would 
be already a reflected motion of which I do 
not care because it is a violent motion.
To prove it, ocr be a mountain from which 
summit a river comes down flowing toward 
the low level of its sphere. Such water can 
descend along the straight line eoa and along 
the curve eba, because its elevation relative 
to the center of the world is more along the 
line cn than either on or an. Similarly for 
the curve, that is higher in cn than in bn or 
in an. Hence there is no more need for the 
water flow to be curved than straight.
se la superfitie dell acqa de fiumj corentj e 
sperica o nno o sse Ili e neciessario in equal 
moto dacqa che Ila sua superfitie sia diritta o 
ccurva.
po essere retta e curua purché nel suo moto 
accqujsti vicinjta al centro del mondo perche 
se cosi non faciessi essa acqa resterebbe 
inmobile se ga non fussi corso refresso e di 
questo non tengho conto perche moto 
violente.
provasi o c r  sia vn monte da la cima del 
quale discende vn fiume e corre insino alla 
baseza della sua spera e essa acqua po 
disscendere per la retta c o a er per la curua c 
b a perche lalteza sua dal centro del mondo e 
piv lungha per la linja c n che per o n ho a 
n el simile fa la curua che piu alta in c n che 
in b n ho a n si che si conclude non sia 
neciessario al moto dell acqua lessere piu 
curuo che retto.(Tl)
The water of the arc is of more slope at the 
surface than at the bottom because it is not of 
equal depth.
The water flowing over convex bottom will 
be slower than the one that flows over plane 
bottom. Provided that they have common 
beginning and end, the curved (flow) will be 
slower the longer the arc of the curve is than 
its chord.
Water flowing from a beginning to an end 
will take longer along the arc than along the 
chord in relation to how much longer the arc 
is than the chord.
A propos, the adversary says that the flows 
in question take equal times because, in spite 
of the flow along ad being slower than that 
along ab , the water supplies the motion 
(difference?) in dc which is steeper than be. 
Here one answers that the water dc is thin 
and swift while the water ad is slow and 
thick, and that although the waters from d 
and b concur at c, the water dc is thinner 
and less water than that coming from b in the 
measure that the line dc is less inclined than 
the line cb. Thus, over equal times, the water 
dc is less than that of b.
lacqa dell arco e cpiu declinante in superfitie 
che in fondo per non essere dequal grosseza 
lacqa che ssi move per fondo convesso sara 
piu tarda che movendosi per fondo piano in 
se e ffia- tanto piu -tardo- auendo-una-comune 
v- e ancor chella provasi bian vn
principio e ffìne comune sara tanto piu tarda 
la curua quanto eli e piu lungho il suo arco 
che Ila sua corda.
laequa che da u suo principio si move al fine 
sara tanto piu tarda per archo che per corda 
quanto esso e piu lungho larcho che la corda, 
dice quj lauersario che motj saranno- er 
propostj saran fatti con equal tenpo inperoche 
se ben laequa corre piu tarda per a d che per 
a b chella ristora il moto dal d c che piu 
repente che b c. Quj si risponde che llacqa d 
c e ssottile e veloce e che lacqa a d e ttarda e 
grossa e se ben gugne al fine tante dell acqua 
in c dal d come in c dal b quella del d c 
he tanto piu sottile e meno accqa che llacqua 
che viene dal b quanto la linja d e e  meno 
obbliqua che Ila linia c b si che in pari tenpo 
laequa d e e  men che del b .(T2)
The problem discussed in T I, T2 requires much more knowledge o f hydraulics of open 















Ms F 38V T l-2  Dl-2
Perspective of solar rays.
The solar rays that are reflected on the wavy 
water surface make the image of the Sun to 
seem continuous over all the water which is 
between the universe and the Sun.
Proof, a be the body of the Sun, be be the 
surface of the wavy water, dt be the 
universe which sees the water between itself 
and the Sun. By the second of the first, the 
image of the Sun coming from it to the wave 
m, is necessarily reflected in t and nowhere 
else. Similarly, the image of the Sun that 
comes from the Sun to /  is reflected in (<d ) 
and nowhere else. This happens to each wave 
in between these two so-called extremes; 
hence necessarily all the line d t , facing such 
images, is seen and illuminated by all those 
images, where the reflected rays become 
longer. It will lack brightness over certain 
distance as it will be shown here.
perspectiua di razi solari 
Li razzi solari refresi dalla superfitie dell acqa 
ondosa fanno parere il simulacro del sole 
essere contjnuo per tutta quell acqa che in fra 
lunjverso el sole
pruovasi a sia il corpo del sole b c sia la 
superfitie dell acqa ondora d t sia lunjverso 
che vede essa acqua in fra se el sole per la
2a del p° il simulacro del sole che ujene da 
esso sole all onda m per necessita refrette in 
t e non altroue e ssimjmilmente il simulacro 
del sole che uien dal sole al f risalta in e 
non altrove e cosi fa ciasscuna onda 
interposta in fra queste 2 dette streme onde 
per necessita tutta la linja d t interposta 
antiposta a ttali simulacri e veduta da-ttutti e 
allumjnata da ttutti essi simulacri doue li razi 
refressi sallargano e ssara in alcuna distantia 
ini- discontinuata di splendore come quj si 
dimosterra.(Tl)
Sun
The image that is reflected from the wave to 
the 'obbietto' over a given length acquires 
width.
The image /  bounces in cd and the image 
of the wave e bounces in ab. These two 
impacts of reflected rays superimpose 
alternatively one on the other in cb and at 
such place there is more luminous light, twice 
as much than in ac or bd.
sole
il simulacro che ssi refrette dall onda all 
obbietto in ognj grado di lungeza acquista 
largheza.
il simulacro f risalta in c d el simulacro dell 
onda e risalta in a b queste 2 percussion 
di razi refressi si soprapongano 
scanbievolmente luno all altro in c b e quiuj 
e il lume piu lumjnoso il doppio che in a c 
ho b d. (T2)
In Tl, ' 'universo' seems to indicate any observing eye , or area, in any place above the 
sea. Tl and T2 may be interesting from the point o f view of fluid mechanics because of 
optical observations of water waves in nature or in laboratories. An interesting method, 
called 'le ciel etoilé, was in use in French hydraulic laboratories four decades ago. In the 
ceiling of a room in which a model o f a harbor was run, many individual lights were 
installed; as the waves were going through their motion, the images o f lights were 
photographed over the time of a period of that motion. Such photographs were used to 
determine the relative efficacy of different designs of the harbor.
To illustrate different views of this passage , the comment o f Marinoni about Tl is: 
'Prospettiva. In fatti si considerano le distanze in larghezza e lunghezza.' Probably, 
Leonardo considered this question as a painter rather than as a hydraulician.
In T2, I was not sure of what to use in English for 'obbietto' in this context; perhaps 
Leonardo meant ‘observer' or the 'eye'. I am not sure either of how the first paragraph 
in T2 relates to the second and to D2. Comparison between DI and D2 is very telling, 

















Ms F 39R Tl-5 D1
Sun. Ocean water.
Why the image of the Sun is all over all the 
water sphere that sees the Sun and all on each 
part of the said water ?
All the sky that sees the part of the water 
sphere seen by the Sun sees all that water 
occupied by the image of the Sun and each 
part of the sky sees all.
sole acqua dello occeano 
perche i simulacro del sole e ttutto per tutta la 
spera dell acqa che vede il sole e ttutto in ognj 
parte dell acqa predetta. (Tl)
Tutto il celo che vede la parte della spera dell 
acqua veduta dal sole vede tutta essa acqua 
ochupata del simulacro del sole e ognj parte 
del celo vede tutto. (T2)
The water surface without waves illuminates 
equaly the places impacted by the reflected 
rays of the image of the Sun in water.
La superfitie dell acqa sanza onde alumjna 
equalmente i loghi percossi dalli razi refressi 
dal simulacro del kequa sole nell acqa 
essendo-vn-sol-simulacro. (T3)
The image of the Sun is unique on the water 
sphere seen by the Sun. This shows itself to 
all the sky in front of it, and each point of that 
sky sees itself an image. What is seen in a 
place is seen in another, so that no part of the 
sky sees all of it.
Il simulacro del sole e vnico nella spera dell 
acqua veduta dal sole il quale i ssi si mostra a 
ttutto il cielo a lluj antiposto e ognj punto 
desso cielo vede per se vn simulacro e cquel 
ce vede luno nun sito e veduto dall altro nun 
altro sito in modo che nessuna parte del cielo 
lo vede tutto. (T4)
That image of the Sun will occupy more 
space on the water surface that is seen from 
the place more distant from it. I
Quel simulacro del sole ochupera piu spatio 
della superflue, dell acqa il quale sara veduto 
dal locho piu distante da lluj. (T5)
I found these statements obscure; particularly, T4. It is not clear to me if the water 
surface is considered to be wavy in this case also or not. There is more on this topic on 




















Ms F 40V TI DI, T2
Pool. Sea.
Why are pools formed close to the sea and 
why their great (water) expanses pour into 
the sea through such a narrow channel, 
whose sides are made by great 'argine' 
between them and the sea ?
The sea storms throw on the shore great 
amounts of sand which piles up all along 
such shore over the mouth of the pool and the 
rest. Once the storm ceases, the mouth of the 
pool remains closed by the aforesaid material 
thrown by the sea. The water that the pool 
receives from neighboring rivers, not finding 
more escape, goes up and acquires weight 
and 'potentia'. Thus it either breaks the 
'argine' placed between it and the sea, or, by 
flowing over the 'argine', it erodes that part 
of the 'argine' that it touches. It persists in 
that course for as long as necessary to 
remove all the material that prevented its 
discharge. Besides, it does not erode but 
what is necessary. At the beginning it erodes 
much, because the water pouring over the 
closure of the mouth is thin, but then it 
narrows down, because the flow is larger on 
account of increased depth. This is why the 
opening of such maritime pools is always 
narrow.
stagno mare
perche li stagnj son generati per esso al mare 
e perche le lor gran dilatation versano in mare 
per si stretto canale
dai lati del quale e ffatti si grande argine in fra 
sse el mare.(Tl)
le fortune del mare gittano a rriva gran 
quantità di rena la qual sinalza per tutta essa 
riva cosi sopra la bocha dello stagno come 
altrove e ciesato la fortuna la bocha dello 
stagnjo riman ciusa della predetta materia 
gittata dal mare e llacqua che Ilo stagnjo 
ricieve da circunstanti fiumj non trovando piu 
esito si ua inalzando e acqujstando peso e 
potentia e cosi o ronpe largine interposta in 
fra se el mare o ella trabocha di sopra e col 
suo versamento consuma tanto di tale argine 
quante essa tocha e tanto perseuera tal corso 
che ella sconbera dinanzi a sse tutta quella 
materia che proibiva il suo necessario 
issgonbramento e daltro non consuma se non 
tanto quanto bisogna e nel principio allarga 
assaj perche lachqa che versa sopra la cusa 
della bocha e ssottile e nel fine si ristrigne il 
corso di tale acqa perche tal corso se fatto piu 
grosso per lacqujstata profondità e cquest e 
Ila causa che tale usscita dellj stagnj in mare 















Ms F 41R Tl, T2 Dl-3
No water surface contiguous to the air will 
ever be lower than that of the sea.
The wave made in front of a body moving in 
the air, or in between the surface and the 
bottom of the water, is in the shape of half a 
sphere.
The wave that the moving body makes on the 
surface of the water is in the shape of half a 
circle while towards the bottom has the shape 
of a quarter of a sphere.
Why the motion of the water surface by the 
moving body shows a wave in front of the 
body but no wave when the body moves in 
between the water surface and the bottom ?. 
What is asked here, occurs because the 
surface of the water lies adjacent to the air, 
while the water in between the surface and 
the bottom is adjacent to the water above and 
the water below.
nessuna superflue dacqa che confìnj coll aria 
sara maj piu bassa che cquella del mare.(Tl)
Londa che ffa il mobile dinanti a sse in fra
llaria o infra Ila superflue el fondo dell acqa
he in figura di mezza spera
Londa fatta dal mobile nella superflue dell
acqa e in figura di mezo cerchio e in verso il
fondo a figura di quarto spericho
perche il moto fatto dal mobile nella superflue
dell acqa fa onda dinanti a sse e non fa onda
quando esso mobile si move in fra la
superflue del acqa el fondo suo
Questo che si richiede accade perche laequa
della superflue confina coll aria e llacqa che
sta in fra la superflue dell acqua el fondo suo
confina coll acqa di sopra e coll acqua di
sotto. (T2)
Tl is a statement that, in different forms, recurs in Leonardo's notebooks. I think that 
after all his work on fluid mechanics is analyzed and synthetized it may become perfectly 
clear that he learnt how to challenge such tenet of the old physics with a number of crucial 
experiments. Some of those experiments may have served also engineering goals that he 
had, but this is the obvious aspect, while the fundamental meaning they had for him is 
much more difficult to establish firmly [Macagno 1989].
T2 and Dl-3 are very interesting for further study, in spite o f some contradictory 
statements. I see here an effort to clarify preconceived notions and what the experiments 
show. Leonardo considered water as an incompressible fluid. He should have expected 
quite a different behavior for a body moving in the midst o f one fluid or the other. He 
seems well aware that a body - like a boat - moving in water is really at the interface of 
two fluids. We know now that compressibility effects in water are in fact quite similar to 
those in air, but I do not believe that Leonardo ever thought of water other than as 

















Ms F 41V Tl, T2-3 DI, T4
How is it that the Earth is neither at the center of 
the circle of the Sun nor in the middle of the 
world, but in the middle of its elements, its 
companions united to it. And for somebody who 
would be in the Moon when together with the 
Sun it is under us, our Earth together with the 
water element would seem to play the role that 
the Moon plays to us
come la terra non e nel mezo del cerchio del sole 
ne nel mezo del mondo ma e ben nel mezo de sua 
elementi conpagnj e vnjti con lei e chi stessi nella 
luna quan della insieme col sole e sotto a nnoj 
questa nosta terra coll elemento dell acqa parebbe 
e ffarebbe ofitio tal qual fa la luna a nnoj.(Tl)
Of the motion of the bird.
Whether the motion with continuous descent, of 
birds whose wings are motionless, is longer for a 
given inclination, or because they make 
frequently some reflected motion. And, if when 
they, as they fly, go from one place to another, 
whether it would be faster to make strong 
incident motions and then through reflection go 
up, and repeat the incidence successively.
del moto dell ucello
sei moto delli vcelli sanza battere alie con 
continuo discenso fia piu lungo per un oseruata 
obbliqujta overo per fare spesse volte alcun moto 
refresso e sse capi auendo col suo volare 
asstendersi da uno ad altro locho se uj sara piu 
presto a ffare moti furiosi incidenti e ppoi con 
refressione levarsi in alto e rifar nova incidentia e 
cosi fare sucessiuamente. (T2)
To deal with such subject you need to define in 
the first book the nature of the air resistance, in 
the second the anatomy of the bird and of its 
plumage, in the third the operation of the pens in 
the different motions, in the fourth the function 
of the wings and tail, without beating of the 
wings, with favorable wind (and) guidance by 
several motions.
Do the anatomy of the bat and use this to design 
the machine.
a parlare di tal materia ti bisognja nel p° libro 
difinjre la natura della resistentia dell aria nel 2°
la notomia dello ucccello e delle sua penne nel 3° 
la operation di tal penne per diuersi moti da sse
nel 4° la ualitudine de lalie e coda sanza 
battimento dalie con fauore di uento auersi a 
guidare per diuersi motj.
Notomizza il pipistrello e a cquesto tattienj e di 
questo ordina lo strumento. (T3)
Of swimming and flying.
Always, when two 'potentie' impact each other, 
the one with more velocity bounces back; and 
thus happens with the hand of the swimmer that 
impacts and finds sustain in the water; thus he 
makes his body move contrarily, and thus 
behaves the wing of the bird.
del notare o volare
senpe quando due potentie in fra loro si urtano 
quela che piu veloce, risalta in dirieto E cosi fa la 
man del notatore che vrta e ssapoga nell acqa e fa 
fugire il suo corpo in contrario moto e cosi fa 
lalia del ucel nell aria.(T4)
InT l ,w e  have one of the passages in which we find a challenge to the received knowledge. 
The Moon and the Earth, and even a drop o f water, are not different to Leonardo, in the 
sense that stratification o f densities around a point is not unique. In one experiment, 
Leonardo surrounds a grain o f sand with a small amount of water so that the drop contains 
the sand in its midst, as water surrounds our planet. Marinoni [1992] has referred to this 
passage in his recent paper in an article entitled 'El sol non si move'; the question surely 
















T2 is part o f many notes on the subject of the flight o f birds and machines. The 
interested reader could begin by consulting the work ofR. Giacomelli [1936].
The plan in T3 sounds very interesting. A. Giaquinta [1971 ] considered Leonardo 
as the first engineer who did work on bio-mechanics; this passage certainly reinforces 
his thesis. I
I find T 4 very interesting in establishing an analogy between the fluid mechanics o f 
the arm and hand of the swimmer and the wing of a bird.
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Ms F 42R Dl-2, 42V Tl-2
Of the waters that fall from the dams in the 
rivers, those ones with more powerful fall 
will not follow a straight course.
This happens because the water with 
powerful fall digs the ground in the place that 
it impacts and deposits it where its course 
becomes weaker which is under the reflected 
motion of the water. This motion being 
towards the sky becomes weaker and weaker 
so much that in the end looses all its 
'potentia' and, lacking 'potentia' in its 
reflection, it lets fall under it all the material 
picked up in the impacted place. After the 
flood, the water goes down and finds itself in 
between material that at the beginning was 
carrying, being thus in between the :argine' 
where it came down.
del acqua che chate delle chiuse de fiumj a 
cquelle parte sara serrato il retto corso che 
ssaran di piu potente caduta. 
questo achade perche laequa di caduta potente 
cava il terren del loco da liej percosso e Ila 
scarica doue il suo corso si fa piu debole che 
sotto il moto refresso dell acqua il quale 
essendo mosso in verso il cielo in ognj grado 
di moto si fa piu debole tanto cal fine perde 
tutta la sua potentia e mancandole la potentia 
in tal refressione ella lasscia caderre sotto di 
se tutte le grauita tolte dal locho da Ilei 
percosso e dopo tale inondatione laequa 
abbassa e trouasi chiusa in fra Ila materia che 
le prima condusse e in fra Ila argine donde 
ella disscese. (Tl)
Of the water that spills over the dams in 
rivers, only that one with weaker and slower 
fall will preserve its straight flow after that 
downpour.
This happens, because the water that moves 
slowly makes a weak impact. Hence, it 
follows that it picks up little from the bed that 
it traverses; thus it deposits little under the 
reflected water flow. Therefore, after this 
downpour , the 'argine* stays low, and all 
the water that comes down follows its course 
where the 'argine; is lower. Because of this, 
here there will be a straight course of all the 
water of the river together with the water of 
weak fall.
Dell acque che pe diluuj discende delle chiuse 
de fiumj sola quela seguira-suo sara riseruato 
il suo retto corso dopo esso diluio la qual fu 
di piu debole e llenta caduta.
Questo achade perche quella che lentemente si 
move fa deboi percussione onde ne seguita 
chella poco leua del fondo da lei percosso e 
per conseguenza poco pone soto il moto 
reffresso dell acqa onde per questo dopo tal 
luujo largine resta quj bassa e ttutta laequa 
che cade seguita il corso suo doue largine e 
piu basso e per questo quj fia il retto corso di 
tutta laequa del fiume insieme coll acqua di 
debole cadvta. (T2)
I believe that Dl-2 in Ms F 42 R were intended as illustrations for the notes on 42V . For 
Dl-2, Marinoni wrote 'Due schizzi di canali di fondo ondulato', but to a hydraulician the 
description seems too general. Ravaisson-Mollien, who usually shows more 
understanding of hydraulic engineering, seems to have missed also the meaning of this 
part of Folio 42 [Marinoni 1988, Ravaisson-Mollien 1889].
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Ms F 43R Tl-2, Dl-2
Of the things transported by intersecting 
waters, of which one water penetrates into 
another higher than the bottom of the other, 
that thing that will be in the deeper water will 
pass under the higher water, and the higher 
thing will pass with the water that crosses 
higher.
More precisely, the water dc has the bottom 
higher than the water ab and the things 
carried close to the bottom of the water ab 
will pass under the water dc and follow their 
straight paths together with the water that 
carries them. The things carried at the surface 
of the water will encounter the surface of the 
water db and change their straight course into 
a curvilinear one.
delle cose portate dall acqe queHe e che 
ssintersegano quella cess delle quali lua acqa 
mette nell altra piu alta chel fondo dell altra 
quella cosa che sara nell acqua piu profonda 
passera sotto lacqa piu alta e Ila piv alta 
passera per lacqa che intraversa piu ala. 
a dir meglio laqua d c a il fondo piu alto che 
llaccqua ab  e Ile cose portate -st*- vicjne al 
fondo dell acqua a b passeran sotto lacqa d 
c e seguiran lor retto corso insieme choll 
acqa che Ile porta e Ile cose portate in 
superfitie si sconterano nella superfitie dell 
acqa d b e fien mutato il retto corso in 
curuo. (Tl)
The things carried close to the bottom by the 
water follow a different path than those 
carried by the same water on its surface.
The light object is carried on the bottom along 
the line ad . The lighter object is carried 
along the line be at the surface of the water.
le cose portate dall acque vicine al fondo 
tortuoso fanno altro corso che quelle che tale 
acqa porta in superfitie 
lobietto lieue e portato sul fondo per la linja a 
d e llobietto puv lieue sara portato dalla 
superfitie dell acqa per la linja b c . (T2)
We have here in Tl DI and T2 D2, two similar discussions about transport phenomena 
for two different open channel flow configurations. In one there is the interaction of two 


















Ms F 43V T1
Of the things carried by the water that have a 
part in the air and a part in the water.
If the thing that is carried by the water is half 
in the air and half in the water, when the 
velocity of the air and the velocity of the 
water are equal, it will move with the first 
degree of celerity of motion.
If the air motion is slower than the motion of 
the water, being both of the same direction, 
the motion of the body will be slower than in 
the case of equal velocity of air and water. It 
will be so much slower the more the 
difference between the velocities of air and 
water.
If the air motion is faster than, and of the 
same direction as that of the water, the 
motion of the object will be faster and so 
much so the larger is the velocity of the air 
relative to that of the air ( water ?).
Let the velocity of the air motion be equal 
and opposite to that of the water; then the 
moving body will follow the motion of the 
water if it has more contact with water than 
with air, and the contrary, if it has more 
contact with the air than with the water.
delle cose portate dall acqa che an parte di se 
nell aria e parte nell acqa 
se la cosa portata dall acqa che ssia meza nell 
acqa e meza nell aria e che tale aria si mova 
con pari velocita alla velocita dell acqa allora
tal mobile sara in p° grado di presteza di 
moto
sei-moto dell-aria-sara-piu-tarda-eh . 
se laria sara piu tarda chel moto dell acqa che 
si move pel medesimo verso dessa aria allora 
il moto del mobile sara piu tardo che sse tal 
moti daria e dacqua fussino equali e tanto piu 
si tarderà quante tali moti daria e dacqua fien 
piu diferenti
sei moto dell ari fia piu veloce chel moto dell 
aria che ssi move pel medesimo asspetto 
allora tal moto dello obietto si fara piu veloce 
e ttanto piu quante tale aria fia piu veloce dell 
aria.
sei moto dell aria sara di pari velocita contro 
al corso dell acqa quale quel dessa acqua 
contro alla ttale aria allora il mobile seguirà il 
corso dell acqa selli ara piu contato coll acqa 
che coll aria el cotrario fara selli a piu 
contatto coll aria che coll acqua. (Tl)
Only in the last paragraph does Leonardo begin to introduce one o f the many parameters 
that must be taken into account in this rather complex phenomenon of a floating body at 
the interface air-water fin the case that both fluids are flowing. (See similar, although 
briefer, discussion in Ms F 65R Tl D1-2.)
In the next-to-the-last paragraph it seems obvious that the last word should have been 
'acqua' and not 'aria'. This, of course, is the least of the critical remarks one can level at 












Ms F 44R T1 Dl-5, T2 D6
Of the rotations of a leaf along different lines 
in the midst of the water. Such moving body 
turns around along different lines, up and 
down, rotating and not rotating. The same it 
does over the water width of the water 
carrying it. This originates in the different 
movements of the water which has different 
components and vortices. In it, put 
different objects of various shapes. This can 
be well experimented in the autumn with the 
diverse tree leaves that are transported from 
the surface to the bottom by the transparent 
water streams.
del uoltare che ffa la foglia per diuerse linje 
nella grossessa dell acqua il qual mobile si 
riuolta per diuerse linje nelle alto e basso 
voltandosi e non voltandosi e medesimo fa 
per la largeza dell acqa chel move e cquesto 
nasce delle varie mouentie dell acqua con uari 
corsi obliqui e reuertiginosi e quj si porrà 
obbietti di uarie figure e fian ben sperimentato 
nell altuno per le foglie delli alberi che con 
assai quantità son portate dalla superflue al 
fondo delle acque correnti e transparenti.(Tl)
It is asked whether the water ab, impacting 
the buckets of the wheel, is interacting (?) 
with the other weight of water which is in the 
impacted buckets, or whether it is 
augmenting the quantity by adding the 
'potentia' of the percussion.
If that were so, the thing would climb at the 
opposite part of the water higher than the one 
that falls. Take into account that impact is not 
weight, but moves ’potentia’ of weight 
almost equal to its own 'potentia'.
dimandasi se llacqua a b dando colpo sopra 
le cassette della rota sella sa accettare e 
convmerare choll altro peso dell acqua che 
nelle cassette dal lato percosso overo sella sa 
a gudicare per piu quantità agugnendovis la 
potentia della percussione 
il che se cosi fussi la rota alzerebbe dall 
opposita parte laequa piu alta che quella che 
chade con co sia chel colpo non e peso ma 
moue potentia di peso quasi equale all 
potentia di se medesima. (T2)
72 raises a problem that long preoccupied Leonardo. I  offer here a provisional 
interpretation because I found very difficult to figure out what he means. Within our 
present understanding of fluid mechanics, /  believe that Leonardo was adumbrating, 
however vaguely, what we put in the different terms o f the equations of momentum 




















Ms F 45R T1
Plan for the book.
To give a preview of the orientations of the 
waters that flow in the air and their impacts 
with different 'potentie', quantity, length of 
motion, variety of inclination, I will use an 
analogy with the four main winds; i.e., 
north, south, east and west. Using these 
directions, I will manage to give account of 
such water flows within the air and make the 
description brief and to the point.
If two waters, of equal thickness and 
different width, flow through the air along 
the oriental direction, without doubt, in the 
descent, one, the more 'potente', will cut the 
other.
Whether the waters, flowing through the air 
and equal in thickness, will meet. . .  
Whether the downward inclination will meet 
the upward inclination with angle . . . .
ordine del libro
per preporre li asspetti dell acque che 
germjnano in fra llaria e llor percussionj fatte 
con varie potentie quantità lungeze di motj 
varietà dobliqujta di-quantita io metterò per 
simjlitudine li 4 venti principalj eoe 
settentrione meridio oriente e occidente e con 
questi tali asspetti mj gouemero in dare notjtia 
de predetti motj dell acqa in fra llaria e cosi 
sara piu brieve e spedita tale desscritione 
se 2 agcque-dequal-grossezza-germjneranne 
in-fra-lariaa-oriente-e-ehella piu potente sia 
piu-a- piu alta.
se due acque dequal grossezza ed alteza 
inequale gremjnaranno in fra laria per la 
rettitudine doriente sanza dubbio lune nel 
discendere segera laltra e ffia la piu potente 
se laeque equali in grosseze germinanti in fra 
llaria sisconteran se lobliqujta declinante 
sisconterra coll obbliqujta surgente con 
angolo. (Tl)
This passage,according to Marinoni, continues in Ms F 44V, an opinion that I share, 
although I am not sure whether he is fully aware of the meaning of the notes on 44R and 
45R. Ravaisson-Mollien also saw some sort o f connection. Ms F 44V and 45R are 
surely related to Ms F 45V and 46R. Ms F 44 V, however, is not included in this 














Ms F 45V T l-4 Dl-3
be takes away from fc  and does not leave 
anything of itself.
This four experiments are enough to prove 
the four principal effects of the waters 
impinging one another in the midst of the air. 
In the first, the more inclined (water) 
penetrates the less inclined and carries with it 
the part that is impacted. In the second 
experiment, the less inclined penetrates the 
more inclined in part and carries with it the 
part that impacted.
In the third experiment, the water more 
inclined takes with it the entire less inclined 
water. The fourth does just the opposite since 
the less inclined part takes with it the entire 
more inclined part.
b c togle al f c e lluj non lascia njente di se. 
(Tl)
queste quattro dimostrationj son basstantj a 
provare li quattro pincipali effettj che fan 
laeque che ssi pe percotano luna laltra in fra 
llaria
Delle quali La prima quella che piu obbliqua 
penetra La meno obbliqua e Ila penetra in 
parte e porta con seco la parte percosa Nella
2a dimostratone La meno obliqua penetra la 
piu obbliqua in parte e Ila parte percossa porta 
con seco
Nella 3a dimostratione Lacqa piu obbliqua 
porta con seco laqcua meno obbliqua
integralmente La 4a fa loposito inpero che 
llacqa meno obbliqua porta con secho 
integralmente la piu obbliqua. (T2)
These are the four modes in which waters 
moving in the same direction penetrate one 
another following oblique lines toward the 
center of the world.
questi quattro sono lj modi come laeque 
movendosi a v medesimo asspetto si 
penetran luna laltra co linje oblique in verso il 
centro del mondo. (T3)
Several inclinations of equal size in the air 
and toward the east.
varie obbliquita e groseze a oriente co 
groseze equalj in fra llaria. (T4)
Ms F 45V and 46R form a unit. In T4, there is a word that may come in support of 
















Ms F 46R Tl-3 Dl-3
First. Of the 'inpeto' of the water (jet ?) in the 
air and the penetration of one into the other. 
Among the waters of the same size that one 
will be of more powerful motion that flows 
lower out from the vessel containing it,
de takes from ab without losing anything 
from itself.
Of the waters that impact each other in the air, 
the more 'potente' penetrates the less 
'potente' bending and taking with itself all 
the water falling upon it while the rest 
continues its natural course.
It is possible that, when water falls in the air 
upon water pouring out of a vessel into the 
air, the more 'potente' would obstruct totally 
the straight descent of the less 'potente' and 
they descend together for the rest of their 
flow in the air.
How? If the water that flows out of the 
vessel ab into the air with flow be is 
impacted by the water ce issuing from the 
vessel de with flow ef\ I say that the water 
ef will bend under the impact that it makes 
upon the water dc and will complete the rest 
of its course along the line fm  together with 
the water be and nothing of it will fall along 
the initial course following the line ef.
pa dello inpeto dell acqa in fra laria e 11a 
penetratione luno dell altro 
Lacqua di pari grosseza sara tanto piu potente 
di moto quanto ella versa piu baso nel uaso 
donde lera rinchiusa. (Tl)
d e toglie al a b sanza perdere nulla di se. 
(T2)
Delle acque che ssi percotano in fra llaria la 
piu potente penetra la men potente torcendo e 
portando con se tutta quell acqua che cade 
sopra di lej e Ila laterale el rimanente segujta 
il suo corso naturale
possibile he che llacqua che cade in fra llaria 
sopra lacqa che uersa dun vaso in fra llaria 
che Ila piu potente inpedisca integralmente il 
retto discenso de Ila men potente e 
llaconpagnj con seco in tutto il suo corso in 
fra llaria
Come se llacqa che germjna del uaso a b e 
uersa in fra llaria col moto b c e percossa dall 
acqua ce germjna del uaso d e pel moto e f 
dico che llacqa e f si piegera nella 
percussione da Ilei fatta sopra dell acqa d e e  
segujra il rimanente del suo corso per la linja 
f m insieme col acqua b c e njente di lei 
cadera pel corso da llej comjncato da le per la 
via e f. (T3)
In T2 we find again a word used by Leonardo in referring to water jets in Ms F 45R: 
'germjna'. Marinoni believes that the use o f this term shows that Leonardo, when 
considering water flowing out from an orifice sees water as a live thing that is born. But, 
were he more familiar with the present language in hydraulics and fluid mechanics he 
might believe that we also have similar conceptions. We still find expressions like "dead 
water", "free jets", "turbulent flow”, "white horses' ( for certain kinds of waves) . 
Science, and even technology, is full o f terms and expressions borrowed from the 
common language.
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Ms F 46V Tl-2 Dl-3, T3
How to pick up a log from the water easily 
and quickly.
Let Kh be the given log, b be the fixed end 
of a cord which goes around the log in n 
and returns to the hands of a man in c. Do the 
same on the opposite end of the log, and 
then introduce the lever /g, which acts on 
the middle of the log and at the same time ce 
pulls and /  is moved down. Thus the log 
will climb upon the margin mL while turning 
over the lever fg.
sia tirato vn albero dell acqa con facilita e 
presteza
K h sia il dato albero b sia il fermamento 
duna corda La qual uada a pigiare Lalbero 
in n e ttomj alle manj dell omo in c E1 
simjle facca dall oposita fronte desso albero e 
in questo tenpo sia fatto La lieua f g che 
pigli lalbero in mezzo e in un tenpo c e tiri 
he f abassi e cosi tale albero motera sulla 
riua m L uoltandosi per la lieua f g . (Tl)
a and b play the role of pawls, so that the 
column cannot fall back.
a he b fa lufitio del fattorino accia che ttal 
colonna non possa ritornare in dirieto. (T2)
Which one will darken more the Earth ?, a 
thick dark cloud or a quantity of water of the 
same thickness as the aforesaid cloud, with 
the same contact of either cloud or water with 
the bottom.
Quale scurera piu la terra o vna nubole grossa 
esscura che ssi interpongha in fra Ila terra el 
sole o vna quantità dacqua di grosseza equale 
alla predetta nugola tochando il fondo essa 
















Ms F 47R Tl, T2 Dl-3
Very few are the parts of flowing water, in 
between its surface and its bottom, that move 
in the same direction.
The water ab flows along the line of the 
object under the contrary motion cdb. The 
vortex has eroded the bottom under it and it is 
in that depth that the water ab flows and 
from there is carried out precisely with the 
velocity of the aforesaid vortex.
pocissime son le parti del acqve corrente che 
si trovan in fra Ila superflue el fondo suo che 
corino a un medesimo asspecto. (Tl)
lacqa a b corre per la linja dell obietto sotto il 
moto contrario c d b il quale mediante il 
retroso a cauato il fondo sotto se nella qual 
profondità corre la detta acqua ab  e di li e 
ssgonbrata colla medesima velocita che la 
reuolution del predetto retroso. (T5)
Tl is surely related to T2 and should not be taken as a general statement about any flow. 
The flow described in T2 D1 is around an obstacle in open channel flow. It should be 
studied together with other flows o f the same kind which induce horseshoe vortices 
around them .
In D ì, it is not clear to me how the flow proceeds exactly, but I believe that comparison 















Ms F 47V Tl, T2 Dl-3
How much air is necessary to raise weights 
of different material ?. How much water must 
enter the boat to sink it? Which air sustains 
more? the enclosed one or the rarified one 
like the one in the cupping glasses? or the 
common one or the condensed as it is done in 
the balls inflated by means of screws ? 
Without doubt, the one that 'resiste' less is 
the condensed, and then the common one, 
and then the rarified.
Quanta aria vole essere a lleuare diversi gravi 
indiv di uarie materie Quanta acqua entera 
nella barca a ffarla affondare Quale aria 
sostiene piu essendo rinchivsa o Ila rarefatta 
come si fa nelle copette o Ila comune o Ila 
condensata come si fa nelle palle gonfiate per 
forza di ujte sanza dubbio la rarefatta e poi la 
comune e Ila condensata manco resiste 
ciascun moto-e. (Tl)
Each part of the body of water falling from 
the river through the air follows the initial line 
of the 'inpeto' that led the water into such a 
fall.
ciasscuna parte della grosseza dell acqa che 
chade di fiume in fra laria segue la linja nella 
quale fu principiato linpeto che in tal caduta 
la condusse. (T2)
Tl must be correlated by the fluid mechanicist with other passages on the same question, 
either in this Ms or in others. I believe that 'resiste' is related to the buoyant force in each 
fluid.
The drawings Dl-3 appear to me as puzzling relative to the statement in T2, that the 
different water particles follow the initial 'inpeto'. All the pathlines in the three flows 
here depicted are difficult to predict if one starts with only the initial velocities at some 















Ms F 48 R T1 D1
How to produce beautiful displays of 
'panniculata' water by placing several 
obstacles in an uniform swift thin flow.
The high velocity water that impacts and 
surrounds the object exhibits two qualities, 
one, the first, is the ’panniculata' and 
incident, the other is 'reale' and reflected. 
a b are the aforementioned objects, of which 
b is girded by the water rst which at efmo, 
downstream, becomes 'panniculo' . The 
'reale' one is h.
per fare pelgli espectaculj dacqa pannjculata 
ponendo moltj vari obietti nuna corrente 
bassa equale e veloce
Lacqa che percote e cigne lobietto la qual sia 
di veloce corso fara di due qualità delle quali 
la prima fia pannjchulata e ncidente laltra sara 
reale e reffessa
a b sono li detti obbiectj delti quali b e cinto 
dati acqa r s t  e po si conuerte in paniculo 
che e e f m o La reale sara h. (Tl)
I have left w o  terms in the original form. Perhaps we could say 'striated'for 
'panniculata', but I have been unable to find an entirely satisfactory word. In describing 
Dl, Leonardo makes clear what is the 'panniculo' in the water surface pattern created 
by one o f the obstacles. This seems to comprise the necklace vortex as well as the 
accompanying waves. I believe that Leonardo use of 'reale' for a part o f the flow that 
looks more normal in its behavior may show the lack of an appropriate term. I consider 
this page a very interesting one, and designers o f 'jeux d'eaux' can surely derive 
inspiration from it. It shows also that Leonardo's studies of flows with high values of the 
Froude number, which are numerous, were not without interest to the artist within him. 
Although much less dramatic, this is a drawing that should not be forgotten when we 















Ms F 48V T1.3 D2-5, T2 DI, T4
Let us have a weight, between the surface 
and the bottom of the water, that is at rest at a 
given height over the bottom of the reservoir.
sia dato vn peso in fra la superfitie el fondo 
dell acqa il quale si fermj a una data alteza 
sopra il fondo del pelagho. (Tl)
To know how much a (body ?) moves per 
hour, take a potter's wheel, made as you can 
see, and place on it the instrument whose 
center goes over a circular line that turns 
exactly 5 'braccia', with a diameter of one 
'braccio' and 12/22. Then fix carefully the 
instrument and use the 'tenpo armonico'. Put 
a coat of turpentine inside the instrument, and 
then mark the height of the powder that stuck 
to the turpentine and see how many turns 
were completed by the wheel and in how 
many 'tenpi armonici'. If the wheel made 2 
revolutions in one 'tenpo (armonico) ', that is 
ten 'braccia' which is 1/300 'miglia'. Hence 
you will be able to say that such instrument 
makes a mile in 300 'tenpi'. Because one 
hour is 1080 'tenpi', this would be 3 miles 
and 180/300.
per apere quanto vn uada per ora piglia la rota 
de bochalari fatta come vedi e mettivi sullo 
strumento del quale il centro sia sopra vna 
linja circulare che volti di punto 5 br chel
diamjtro fia j°  br e 12/22 di poi ferma 
bene lo strumento e abbi il tenpo armonjco 
e inviscia dentro a ttale strumento con 
trementina e volta tal rota vnjformemente e 
ssegnja doue la poluere superiore e attaehata 
attaccata alla trementina e uedi quante volte a 
dato la rota e in quntj tenpi armonjci e se Ila 
rota a dato 2 volte in un tenpo che son dieci 
braccia eoe la trecentesima parte dun mjglio tu 
potraj dire che talle strumento se moso un
miglio in trecento tenpi e j a ora e 1080 tenpi 
che fare 3 miglia per hora e 180/3 
trecentesimj. (T2)
All the weight placed at the water level is 
made equal to as much water, taking into 
account the lightness of the air which is 
underneath and sustains it at such a height.
Of the waves.
Sometimes, the waves are faster than the 
wind and sometimes, the wind is faster than 
the waves. This is proven by the ships sailing 
the sea.
The waves faster than the wind may exist 
because they were generated by a strong 
wind which then died down while the waves 
still have great 'inpeto'.
Tutto il peso posto al liuello dell acqa e ffatto 
equale ad altrettanta acqa conputato la leujta 
dell aria che Ili sta di sotto chel sostiene in tale 
altezza. (T3)
dell onde
alcuna uolta son piu veloce londe chel uento 
e alcuna volta il uento e molto piu veloce che 
londa e cquessto provano i navili nel mare 
ua londe viu veloce chel uento possano essere 
per esser comjncate de gran uentj e luento 
poi essere alleuato e Honda auere riseruato 










T I -3 D2-3 T2 DI T4
ACQUA C FORCE ACQUA
ARIA ROTAT ARIA
HYDROS MEAS WAVE
BO SU INSTR WIND
BO FLO VISUAL BOAT
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INPETO
Leonardo describes in T2 D1 an instrument for the measurement o f the velocity of a body, 
most probably a vehicle. The instrument would be connected, to one of the wheels. It 
appears to be based on the rotation of a vessel containing a powder upon which centrifugal 
forces would act. Part of T2 appears to me as the description o f the calibration of the 
instrument. A similar device is described in the Codex Hammer [Macagno, 1988] . I f this is 
an idea of Leonardo, it may not be very practical, but the kinematics o f this instrument is 
interesting in that it relates the uniform motion of a vehicle to the rotation o f one of its wheels 
and this to the acceleration o f a uniformly rotating container. The weakest aspect, in my 
opinion is the reliance on the flow of a powder as compared to that of a liquid. Regarding the 
'tenpo armonico' , Prof. A. Marinoni has written an interesting article.
T1.3 D2-5 describe summarily experiments which can be found in other notebooks of 
Leonardo. In my opinion, some of these experiments are clear demonstrations of failures of 
water and air to obey one of the tenets of what was the received knowledge o f physics at the 
time of Leonardo. [See Macagno 1982, 1987,1989,1991}.
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Ms F 49 R Tl, T2 Dl-2, T3
Among the waters of equal depth the one that 
is narrowest will sustain the least weight on 
it.
dell acqua di pari profondità quella che sara 
piu stretta sosterà men peso sopra di se.(Tl)
A weight sustained in water by a boat sinks it 
in the amount that the water surrounding the 
boat acquires weight relative to the air that is 
in the boat; this is equal to the sustained 
weight
According to the above, the water that 
surrounds the weight placed upon the air in 
the smaller vessel does not weigh over such 
air as much as the weight upon it as it does 
the water in the larger vessel. This is made so 
high over such air that it sustains the weight 
that it becomes able to push up the air 
together with the weight, in the amount of the 
weight that pushes it down.
Tanto profonda il peso la barcha che Ilo 
sostiene in fra llacqua qnto lacqa 
che circunda la barcha acquissta peso sopra 
laria che e in tal barca che sia equale al peso 
sostenvto
per quel che detto di sopra laequa quj del 
uaso mjnore che circunda il peso posto sopra 
eli aria non pesa sopra essa aria quanto fa il 
peso che Ile posta di sopra come fa laqua del 
uaso maggore che ffatta tanta alta sopra a ttale 
aria che sostiene il peso che Ile potente a 
spignere laria in su insieme col pe che le 
posta di sopra quanto si sia tal peso a 
priemerla in gu. (T2)
The waters have more rotation from half the 
height down than in the upper half. This is 
because there are many objects on the bottom 
of the rivers while there are few above, 
except for objects resting on the bottom that 
are higher than such waters.
Le acque an piu reuolutione dalla meza alteza 
in gu che da essa meza regione in su e 
cquesto per li moltj obiettj che sono in fondo 
de fiumj e di sopra ne pochi saluo li obietti 
posti sul fondo che superano ese acque..(T3)
77-2 Dl-2 are notes on problems o f hydrostatics in which a simple form of 
conservation o f volume must also be considered. These notes, that seem to be rather 
obscure at first reading, have been analyzed in a paper in Raccolta Vinciana [Macagno 
1987].
T3 seems to deal with motions with rotation or circulation, perhaps with vortices in 
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Ms F 49V Tl-2 D1
How to load a great weight on a boat without 
hoists, levers, cords or some force.
sia caricato vn gran peso sopra v navilio 
sanza argani lieue corde o alcuna forza. (Tl)
To load any great weight of one piece over a 
strong enough boat is necessary to move it to 
the sea shore with its length parallel to such 
shore. Then make a channel which passes 
under such weight, and beyond in as much as 
is the half length of the boat which will carry 
the weight. The width of the canal must agree 
with that of the boat. The boat must be filled 
with water and pulled under the weight. 
Then the water is removed; the boat will raise 
enough to lift the weight from the ground. 
Then you will be able to pull the boat to the 
sea and take the weight to its destination.
per caricare ongj grandissimo peso vnito 
sopra resistente barcha fia necessario tirare tal 
peso alla riua del mare e dirizato colla lungeza 
al mare pel uerso della riua del so mare di poj 
si facca un canale che passi di sotto esso peso 
e ttanto di la quanto e Ila meta della 
lunghezza della barcha che debbe portare tal 
peso e similmete la largeza di tal canale sia 
fatto secondo la larghezza di tale barca la qua 
sia enpiuta dacqa e tirato sotto tal peso e poj 
cauata laequa il naujlio si leuera in anta alteza 
che leuera detto peso da terra per se 
medesima la qual poi potrai cosi carica tirare 




















Ms F 50R T3
Why there is water up in the mountains. 
From the straits of Gibraltar to the Tanai there 
are 3500 'miglia' ; i. e., one 'miglio' and 1/6 
assigning one 'braccio' per 'miglio' of 
descent to water moving with an average 
velocity. Now, the Caspian sea is still higher 
while no mountain in Europe rises one 
'miglio' over the surface of our seas. Hence 
we could say that the water in the summits of 
our mountains comes from the altitude of 
such seas or from rivers that flow in there 
and are higher.
perche lacqa e in su monti 
dallo stretto di gibilterra al tanai e miglia 3500 
eoe vn miglio e 1/6 dando vn br per miglio di 
calo a ognj acqa che ssi move o 
mediocremente e mar casspio e assai piu alto 
e nessun de monti deuropa si leua vn mjglio 
sopra la pele delli nostri marj adunque si 
potrebbe dire che llacqua che nelle cime de 
nosstri monti venjssi dalla alteza dessi mari o 
de fiumj che vi versano che son piu altj..(T3)
The river Tanai is the Don. [Ravaisson-Mollien 1889]. How could Leonardo not know, 
living in Italy, that there is water on the top of the mountains because of rain and snow ? 
Is he, in T3, reproducing the argument of somebody else ? We know that he made notes 
about writings and opinions he came across. In this case, did he do it with the purpose of 
arguing against?
There is another passage like T3 in this manuscript (See Ms F 68R T5). In 69R, the sea 















Ms F 50V T1
The natural motions of liquids in the midst of 
the air are faster and thinner at the end than at 
the beginning.
The semi-natural motions of the water in 
between the bottom of the river and the air 
will be of the same velocity provided the 
bottom of such river is straight, of uniform 
slope and width.
The accidental (forced ?) motions in the midst 
of the air acquire tardity as they become 
higher.
The semi-accidental motions that occur 
between the bottom of the canal and the air, 
over a bottom of uniform inclination and 
width, always decelerate but are longer that 
the simply accidental; because they find 
support on which it lays part of their weight.
Li motj naturali de liqujdi son in fra llaria piu 
veloci nel fine e piu sottilli che nel prencipio
Li motj semj naturali sei fatti in fra dalla 
acqua in fra 1 fiume fondo del fiume e llaria 
saran dequal velocita sei fondo del desso 
fiume fia equale-in diritto e hequale in 
obbliqujta e llarghezza
L moti accidentali fatti in fra laria in ognj 
grado daltezza acqujstan tardità
Le moti semjacidentali -sene-fatti in fra 1 
fondo del canale e llaria sopra fondo dequale 
obbliqujta e llargeza senpre si ua tardando ma 
fia piu lungho che senplice accidentale 
perche si ua apogando e scarica senpre parte 
del suo peso. (Tl)
I could not find the word 'tardità' in my Italian dictionaries, but 'tardity' is in my 
Webster, although it is listed as obsolete; I decided to resuscitate it, because, whenever I 
can, I try to convey the use of terms as similar as possible in the two columns. I f  we 
want to say in a modern form what Leonardo says here, perhaps a couple of mathematical 
formulas would do it, but that is not the point. In our way of expressing these statements, 
we would not use either the terminology 'moto naturale', or ' moto accidentale'. I am not 
sure I would know how to say "moto seminaturale' in modern parlance, but as all those 

















Ms F 52R Tl, T2
4th. If one 'potentia' moves a body in a given 
time over a given space, the same force will 
move in the same time one half of that 
moving body one half of such space.
4a Se j potentia move vn corpo in tanto 
tenpo vn tanto spado la meza virtu moverà nel 
medesimo tenpo la meta di quel mobile la 
meta di tale spatio. (Tl)
Local motion of the celestial airow.
If each moving body continues its motion 
along the line of its beginning, what is that 
makes the motion of the arrow or thunderbolt 
to be crooked and bending in all ways, if it 
happens in the same air ?
The above may be due to two causes. One is 
that the air condensing in front of the furious 
'inpeto' produces resistance; hence such 
motion is bent like the reflected motion and it 
is not rectilinear and behaves like the third of 
the fifth of "on waters", where it is shown 
that the air that sometimes comes out from 
the bottom of the marshes in the form of 
bubbles reaches the surface of the water with 
a curvilinear tortuous motion. The second 
mode of the zigzagging motion of the 
thunderbolt may be due to its material 
pouring out either to the right or to the left, or 
from above or from below. It is similar to the 
spark that jumps from the burning coal. If the 
coal exhales from one side splitting because 
of its dilating humidity , such burning splits 
the
coal particle and generates another spark 
which, as it is produced, impacts and pushes 
backward what is left of it. This, then, repeats 
the occurrence in different directions throwing 
into the air several sparks until it is consumed. 
I like better the first explanation because if the 
second were correct you would see a bolt 
generating many others as it does one spark 
that generates others.
moto locale della saetta celesste 
se ognj mobile segue suo moto per la linja del 
suo principio Qual cosa e cquella che ffa il 
moto de la saetta over folgore essere 
ffessuoso e piecabile in tanti asspetti essendo 
nuna medesima aria
Quel che detto nascie per po nasscere per dua 
lochi- cause delle quale nuna e che llaria che 
sse le condensa dinanti al suo furioso inpeto 
le faccia resistentia onde tal moto si uiene a 
piegare ed e di natura di moto refresso ma
non e rettilinjo e ffa a ssimjlitudine della 3a
del 5° dell acque doue mostra laria che essce 
qualche volta de fondi de pantanj in forma di 
sonagli viene alla superfitie dessa acqua con
moto fresuoso curujlinjo E 2° modo del 
moto fressuoso della folgore po nasscere 
chella materia della saetta esala ora a destra 
ora a ssinjstra ora di sopra ora di sotto e ffa a 
ssimjlitudine della favilla che salta de carbonj 
accesi che se Ilo carbone esala da un de lati 
esso si speza per lumjdo che dentro cressce 
essendo infocato speza
tal particula di carbone e genera altra faujlla la 
cual nel suo nascimento urta e spignje in 
dirieto il suo rimanente el quale rifa poj il 
simjle per piu versi partorendo per laria 
diuerse sentille in sin che se stessi consuma
Ma a me piace piu il p° oppenione perche sei
2° fussi vero tu uedresti a una saetta 
generarne molte si come tal fauila ne genera 
molte. (T2)
In T2, Leonardo obviously discusses the irregular path of the thunderbolt. I have chosen 
to give the reader o f the English version as much of the flavor o f the original phrasing as 














I found the second part ofT2 , in which Leonardo uses an analogy between 
the sparks flying away from a burning coal and the thunderbolt erratic 
behavior, very poorly written. I can see what the general idea is and also some 
interesting details like the pressure generated by some water content in the 
coal, but it is difficult to render a paragraph which does not follow formally a 
logical thread. Perhaps this is due to Leonardo realizing as he was writing that 
the analogy did not hold water !
The first explanation is much more interesting, not so much for being 
applicable or not, but for the thinking about what can make the path o f a 
projectile unstable. It would have been much more interesting if Leonardo 
would have used, e.g., an analogy with a falling leave.
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Ms F 52V T1 Dl, T2 D2
If he Earth would be spherical no part of 
would remain uncovered by the water sphere. 
No plane land will be find in which water 
would not take the spherical shape in the 
middle of such plane. Such water will never 
move toward the edges of such plain. Hence, 
over a perfect plane there can exist water of 
variable depth.
It is impossible to find a portion that is plane 
in any great 'pelagho'.
What appears as plane is a steep mountain. 
The low places of the bottom of the sea are 
perpetual while the contrary is true for the 
summits of the mountains. It follows that the 
Earth will become spherical and all covered 
by water and it will be inhabitable.
se Ila terra fussi spericha nessuna perte di 
quella sarebbe scoperta dalla spera dell acqa 
non si troverà terra piana che di sopra none 
stia laequa in figura conuessa stante in mezo 
dessa planitia e ttale acqua nonn ara mai moto 
in uerso li stremj di tale pianura adunque 
sopra perfetta planitia po essere acqua di uarie 
profondità
Impossibile e tremare alcuna parte piana nella 
superfitie di qualunche grandissimo pelagho 
quel ce qui par piano e erto monte 
perpetue son li bassi lochi del fondo del mare 
e il contrario son le cime de monti seguita che 
Ila terra si fara sperica e tutta coperta dall 
acque e sara inabitabile (Tl).
The thing carried by a water flow can be in 
the course of less 'potentia' ; if it is inclined 
downward, it will move toward the bottom 
thus moving along its inclination.
Of the things carried amidst the two waters, 
only the one that is between two currents of 
equal velocity will move without being turned 
up-side-down.
But the body which is amidst unequal 
currents will turn continually between below 
and above.
The object that moves in between equal 
currents will be devoid of lateral revolutions, 
and the converse.
la cosa che portata dal corso dell acqa po tene 
nel corso di mjnor potentia sella sara obbliqua 
al basso essa si moverà in verso i fondo e 
cosi si mouera pel verso della sua obbliquita 
delle cose portate in fra Ile due acque quella 
sol andera sanza essere rivoltata sotto sopra la 
cua sara in mezo a due corentj dequal moto
Ma cquella cosa sara di continua revolitione 
tra sotto e ssopra la cual fia in mezo a due 
correnti inequali
Quella cosa sara priuata di reuolutione 
laterale che ssi move in fra corrente equali in 
moto e cosi de conuerso. (T2)
Tl is about an ideal situation in which the bottom o f a great lake or sea is a portion of a 
perfect plane that intersects the planet, assumed to be spherical, as shown by Dl. I f one 
would stand in the center of anop, and march in the direction of a or p one would be 















Ms F 53R Tl-2 DI, T3-4 D1
Amount of the true 'oncia' of the water.
For the water which does not fail to have a 
proper depth relative to the surface, the 
quantity of water that spills through a given 
orifice will be in proportion to such depth.
Quantità della vera onca dell acqa 
dell acqa che non manca duna ordinata alteza 
nella sua superfitie tale sara la quantità del 
acqa che versa per un dato spirachulo nun 
dato tenpo qual e quella della data alteza 
desso spiraculo.(Tl)
I say that if b spills in a given time a quantity 
of water, then c will spill twice as much in 
the same time, because c has twice as much 
water weight above itself. Here the ratios of 
weights do not behave like in the case of 
things dense and whole that fall through the 
air. Water as it impacts with the air opens a 
continuous hole through it while the dense 
and solid thing falling though the air must 
open successively the air ahead which offers 
some resistance, and thus it is compressed. 
Hence it does not yield to the passage of the 
body of finite length as in the case of water 
which is of indefinite length.
Dico che se b versa nun tenpo vna qntita 
dacqua che c verserà due tantj acqua nel nel 
medesimo tenpo perche c a due tantj piu peso 
dacqa sopra di se e quj le proportionj de pesi 
non fanno come le cose dense e vnjte che 
Cagiano in fra llaria per questa percotendo 
laria fa vn continuo buso in quella ma la cosa 
densa e vnjta che disscende in fra llaria 
successiuamente sa aprire laria dinanzi la 
quale fa alquanto di resistentia e per 
consequenza si ujene alquanto condensando e 
per questo non cede il transito al mobile di 
termjnata lungheza come all acqa la quele e di 
lungeza indefinjta. (T2)
It follows that , if the layer of water ab is 
removed, the orifice c will, over the same 
time, lose 3 while d loses only one. This is 
because, if ca has 'potentia' 6, by 
removing ab, c will result with 'potentia 3, 
because one half of its depth has been taken 
away; in such a case, d which was of 
'potentia' 9, having lost ab which had 
'potentia' 3, results in having 'potentia' 6. 
Hence, by removing ab, c loses one half 
and d one third.
seguita che nun medesimo tenpo togliento 
via lalteza della acqa a b lo spiraculo c
perdendo 3 d sol perde j°  perce c a 
ppotentia. di 6 toliendolj a b e vera a 
resstare c in potentia di 3 per esserli tolto la 
meta della alteza e in tal caso d a che era in 
potentia di 9 perdendo a b cera 3 resta in 
potentia di 6 adunque mancando a b ci
perde la meta e d perde il 3°. (T3)
If the height of the canal decreases as the 
orifices pour out water at different distances 
from the bottom, the orifices that lose more 
water relative to the normal discharge is the 
one that is above another one.
Let us say that for the two orifices dc we 
remove all the layer of water ab. In this case, 
c looses half of its 'potentia' because ab is 
taken equal to be . The orifice d loses one 
third of its 'potentia' because ab is contained 
three times in ad.
Sei canale dimjnuissce lalteza nel uersare 
laequa per li sua spiraculj postj in diuerse 
distantie dal fondo suo allora quello spiraculo 
piu perde del suo ordinario esalamento 
dacqua che quel che di sotto a llu 
dicano che alli due spiraculi d c dimjnuissa di 
sopra tutta la alteza dell acqa a b in questo 
caso c perde la meta della sua potentia 
perche a b e posto equale al b c E Ilo 
spiraculo d perde il terzo della sua potentia 
perche a b entra 3 volte in a d. e cosi segue. 
(T4)
The flow phenomena discussed in Ms F 53 R are the water jets and the rate of flow that 
one can obtain from orifices in the wall o f a reservoir or in the side o f a canal. The 
considerations about the resistance encountered by the jets in the air are interesting, but 


















Here we have a case in which Leonardo failed to apply the experimental 
method he praised so often. It would have been relatively easy to measure the 
reach of different jets and to compare the volumes of water delivered over the 
same time by all of them to different buckets. Such a simple experiment would 
have contradicted his assertions on this page. Since the times o f Torricelli, at 
least, it is known that the law for flow through an orifice in the wall of a tank 
is not linear as assumed here by Leonardo.
In the block T3-4, T4 precedes T3. In this case, the order in which Leonardo 
organized his notes is not the same as the one adopted in describing the 
position they occupy on the page in this monograph. There is a connection 
between the first part ofT2 and T3-4.
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Ms F 53V T1 Dl, T2, T3 D2
Of the motion of the body of nonuniform 
inclination. Such body will always rotate 
when it is inside (below ?) the water surface; 
instead the body of uniform inclination will 
never rotate.
When the upper right current (edge ?) and 
the lower one of the object are impacted by 
an uniform current, the object turns laterally.
del moto della cosa di disunjforme obliqujta 
per lacqua dunjforme corso sandra senpre 
voltando essendo dentro alla superfitie dell 
acqa e quella dunjforme obliqujta maj dara 
vola
quanto la corente desstra superiore dello 
obbietto e la inferiore fia percossa da equal 
corrente esso obbietto fara -ra- moto-la la 
reuolutione. laterale.(TI )
Before you write about flying, write a book 
on the inanimate things that fall through the 
air without wind, and another book about fall 
within the wind.
When the bird moves to the east, with the 
’tramontana’ wind and having the left wing on 
that wind, it will be turned over unless under 
the 'inpeto' of such wind does not put the 
wing under it and throws itself in the 'greco' 
direction a n d .........
pa che ttu scriua de volatili fa vn libro delle 
cose insensibili che discendan per laria sanza 
vento e vnaltro che discendino col uento. 
(T2)
Quando lucello si move a llevante col uento a 
tramontana se e si troverà coll alia trami 
sinjstra sopra detto vento lui sara 
arroversciato se nel inpiti di tal uento esso 
non mette essa alia sinjstra sotto vento e si 
gitta per alquanto moto in verso grecho e sub .(T3)
/  have included the keyword for submerged body in the profile for Tl because the 
analogy with the flight o f the bird is implicit here. This is why 1 believe that when 
Leonardo wrote 'corrente' the first time in T2 he meant edge of the object. (See also T3 
). ' Tramontana ' is the north wind; 'greco' is the north-east wind. In T3,1 believe that 
' volatili' may be both birds and a flying machine. To me, it is plausible that Leonardo 
would consider necessary the knowledge of the aerodynamnics of rather simple objects to 



















Ms F 54R T1 Dl-4
Any water impacting an object divides itself 
into four different principal motions; i.e., 
right and left, high and low. The low one 
can damage the bottom.
0, acute angle, b, obtuse angle.
Of the four principal directions of the water 
(flow) after its reflection, the faster is the one 
reflecting along the most acute angle.
When the water incidence angle occurs under 
rather nonuniform angles, the concavity 
produced under the angle of incidence will be 
of least depth.
How: if the incidence of the water flow 
would be along the line de on the bank act 
the angles abd and dbc are very different; 
hence the percussion is weak in b, angle of 
the incidence where there is no reflection 
upward , no impact and no erosion of the 
bottom.
ognj acqa percossa nello obbietto si diujde in 
quatro mottj vari e principali eoe desto e 
sinistro alto e basso el basso e dannoso al 
fondo.
a angolo acuto b angolo ottuso 
de quatro moti principali che ffa laequa che 
ssi diujde nel suo refrettere quel sara piu 
veloce che refrettera per angolo piv acuto 
Quanto langolo della incidentia dell acqa sara 
fatta in fra angoli piu disformj la concaujta 
fatta soto langolo della incidentia sara di 
mjnore profondità
come se la incidentia del corso del acqa fussi 
fatta per la linia d e nell argine a c li angoli 
a b d  e d b c  son molti disformj onde la 
percusione e debole in b angol della 
incidentia onde non refrette in alto e non 


















Ms F 54V Tl-3 Dl-3
Among the nozzles placed at the same depth 
under the water surface in its vessel, the one 
with less contact with the water passing 
through will hinder the less the flow of such 
water
Let the orifices be equal: a square and b 
circular, I say that the water flowing through 
the circular orifice has less contact than the 
water flowing through the square orifice 
equal to the circular one, because the line 
circumscribing the square is longer than the 
one circumscribing the circle.
That nozzle will discharge more water in a 
given time which has larger dimension in the 
upper part than in the lower one.
fra le boche del acque poste in alteze equali 
sotto la superfitie dell acqua del suo bottino 
quella che a men contatto chol acqa che per 
lei passa meno inpedira il transito a essa
acqua sia le boche equali a Qt0 e b circulo 
dico che all acqua che passa per la bocha 
ciculare dara-riceued- ara men contatto che
llacqa che passa peiOto equale a esso circulo 
perche magore-1 piu lungha e Ila linja che
circuisce il Oto che quella che circuissce il 
tondo
Quella bocha verserà piu acqa in pari tenpo 
che ara magore soma di se da la parte 
superiore che di sotto vicina alla superfitie del 
pelaghe. (Tl)
In fact, the conclusion is that, given orifices 
of equal capacity (area ?) with their upper
edges at the same elevation, the one___
Of the equal orifices at the same elevation, the 
one with larger area in the upper part than in 
the lower one will give, over equal times, 
more discharge.
la conclusion dice in effetto che per se piu 
voce dequale capacita come poste co loro 
superiori stremj con equale alteza che quella 
bocha.
delle boche equali e dequale alteza quella 
verserà piu acqa in pari tenpo che ara-la-piu 
lare che ara magore soma di se da la lua 
parte inferiore e nella parte di sopra .(T2)
These four orifices are equal (in area?) and 
with their edges at equal elevation: a
discharges more from the middle down than 
by and the same for c relative to d. Here the 
round orifice discharges less than the square 
one. I
Queste quatro boche sono in fra loro equalj 
e co loro stremj postj in alteza equale a 
versa men che dal mezo in gu che b e men 
c che d
quj la buca tonda versa men quantità dacqa 
che Ila O ta ,(T3)
I found relatively easy to give an English version, but further study is needed to 
evaluate the accuracy o f the above statements o f Leonardo ; I am sure that a number of 
















Ms F 55R T1 Dl-2
Of the nozzles of equal shape, width, and 
height that one will discharge more water in 
equal time that is in thinner walls, or that has 
less contact with the side of the orifice. 
Hence a will discharge more water than b .
Of the nozzles equal and similar, installed on 
the inner side of the vessel under the same 
depth, that one will discharge more which 
comes down more as the water flows out of 
its wall.
a will yield more water than b because it is an 
orifice lower outside than inside.
delle boche dequal largeza figura e alteza 
quella verserà piu acqua.in pari tenpo che 
sara in piv sottile pariete over che ara piu 
lungho brieue contatto cho lati della sua 
bocha eoe verserà piu acqa a che b. 
delle boche equalj e ssimjlj poste da lato di 
dentro nel bottino con equale alteza quella 
verserà piu acqua che ssabassera piu di fori 
all uscir della sua pariete 
a per auere la bocha piu bassa di fori che di 
dentro verserà piu acqa che b. (Tl)
Until further study shows otherwise, I would say that 'boche equaj e ssimjli' means ' 
















Ms F 56V T1
Of the frictions of the heavens; whether it 
produces sound or not.
Any sound is caused by the air impacted by a 
dense body. If it is made by two bodies 
(rubbing each other ?) it is by means of the 
surrounding air. This friction consumes the 
bodies rubbing each other. Accordingly, it 
would follow that the heavens would not 
generate sound because there is no air among 
them. Would that friction truly exist, it would 
have cosumed them because of its immense 
daily velocity. However, if it would make 
sound it could not propagate because the 
sound of a percussion under water is scarcely 
heard, and little, or nothing, can be heard in 
dense bodies. Moreover, in polished bodies, 
friction does not produce sound; the same 
would happen, i.e., no sound produced, by 
the frictions of the heavens. Now, if the said 
heavens are not smoothed by their frictional 
contact, they must be globule-covered and 
rough. Hence their contact is not continuous; 
therefore vacuum is generated, but this 
cannot occur in nature. Hence it is concluded 
that friction would have consumed the 
boundaries of the heavens, and more so in 
the middle than at the poles because it has 
more velocity in the middle than at the poles. 
Thereafter it would not rub anymore, the 
sound would cease, and the dancers would 
stop, unless one of the heavens would turn 
toward the east and the other towards the 
north.
della confregatione de celi sella fa sono on 
no.
ognj sono si cavsa dal aria ripercossa in 
corpo denso e ssella sara fatta da dua corpi 
grauj in in fra lloro eli e mediante laria che Ili 
circunda e cquesta tal confregatione consuma 
li corpi conffegati adunque seguiterebbe che 
Ili celi nella lor confregatione per non avere 
aria in fra lloro non generassino sono e sse 
ttal confregatione pure auessi verità essi in 
tantj seculi che ttali celi son rivoltati essi 
sarebon consumati da ttanta inmensa velocita 
fatta in ognj gornata esse pur facessi sono 
esso non si può spandere perche il son fatte 
dellal percusione fatta sotto laequa poco si si 
sente e meno o njente si sentirebbe ne corpi 
densi ancora ne corpi politi la lor 
congregatione non fa ssono il che simjlmente 
acaderebbe non farsi sono nel contatto over 
confregation de celj E sse tali celi non sono 
politi nel contatto delle lor confregationj 
segujta essere globulosi e ruvidi adunque il 
lor contatto non e continuo essendo cosi e si 
genera il uacuo il quale e concluso non darsi i 
natura adunque e concluso che 
confregatione arebbe consumato li termjnj di 
ciascun celo e ttanto piu quanto esso e piu 
veloce in uerso il mezo che in verso i polj che 
piu si consumerebe in mezo che da poli e poj 
piu non si confregerebbe el sono cesserebe e i 
ballerinj si fermerebbono 
















Ms F 61R Tl, T2 Dl-4, T3
Of local motion of various granular materials. 
I say about the board impacted along different 
lines: the powder that is over the board is 
organized in different figures with mounds 
and monticles. This is due to . . . .
The powder that has been divided in several 
monticles in the impacted board, descend 
along the hypothenuse of the monticle and 
enters at its base and ascends along the axis 
toward the vertex of such monticle, and thus 
moves along a right triangle. This is caused 
b y -----
When the powder-covered board is hit in one 
side observe in what manner does begin the 
motion of the powder which leads to the 
generation of the aforesaid monticles and in 
what way the powder creeps up to the top of 
the monticle.
de moto locale de fressibile aridocoe poluere 
e ssimjlj
Dico La tauola battutta per diuerse linje la 
poluere che ssopra di quella si trova si riduce 
in diuersi figure di colli e di picoli monticelli 
e cquesto nasce da
La poluere che con vari monti si diujde dalla 
tavola battuta cade disscende dell ipotenissa 
di tali monti e entra sotto la lor basa e risure 
in tomo all assi alla parte su punta desso 
monte e cosi si moue con moto di triangolo 
ortogonjo
E cquesto nassce dal
Quando la tuola poluerosa sara battuta da una 
parte nota in che modo si principia il moto 
della poluere alla creatione de predetti monti e 
in che modo tal poluere si leua in alto al 
monte. (Tl)
The axis of the incident angle meets the 
bodies perpendicularly relative to any 
surrounding direction.
Lasis del angolo incidente . .  . termjna sopra 
li corpi per linja perpendiculare per qualunche 
asspetto a lui circunstante. (T2)
Describe the heaps of granular material, i.e., 
the generation of waves of the sand 
transported by the wind and of its crests and 
valleys, as it happens in Libia. (Of this) you 
can see examples in the great sand 
accumulations of the Po and Tesino and other 
great rivers.. I
desscriuj li monti de ffessibilj aridi eoe della 
creatione dell onde della rena portate dal 
uento e de sua monti e cholli come accade 
nella tibia lesenpro ne vedraj suiti rena gran 
renai di po o di tesino o altri gran fiumj. (T3)
I usually give the names o f rivers, mountains, etc. as written by Leonardo. (See 
Introductions in other Monographs on details about my approach on this and other 
points.) From texts and figures concerning 'fressibili aridi' I  have concluded that 
Leonardo uses such words to refer to any granular material ( sand, seeds, etc.) which, 
given certain conditions, can flow. In Tl, Leonardo describes, although he does not 
explain, the circulation flow that can be generated in granular material placed over a board 
that is then subject to vibrations. [See my comments on this notable experiment about 



















Ms F 62V T2 D2
Lead. Drop of dew.
In the well round dew drop one can imagine 
the different circumstances of the role of the 
water sphere, particularly how it contains the 
body of the Earth without destroying the 
sphericity of its surface.
Begin by making a cube of lead of the size of 
a grain of millet to which you attach a very 
fine thread with which you insert it in the 
drop. You will see that the drop conserves its 
roundness even if it is made larger by the 
volume of the cube enclosed in the dew drop.
pionbo gocca di rugada
nella goccola de la rugada ben tonda fia da
potere essere considerato molti vari casi dell
ufito della spera dell acqua com ella contenga
dentro a di se il corpo della terra sanza
destrutione della isspericita della sua
superflue
prima sia tolto vn cubo di pionbo di 
grandezza dun grano di panjco e con vn filo 
sottilissimo a cquel congunto sia somerso 
dentro a ttale gocola e vederassi tal goccola 
non mancare della sua prima retondita. ancora 
che essa sia fatta magore per tanto quant e il 
cubo che dentro a essa rugada si 
rinchiude.(T2)

















Ms F 65R T1 Dl-2, T2-3, T4, T5 D4
Of the things carried by water.
Among the things carried by water flows that 
one with a larger portion of itself in the air 
obeys more to the air flow than to that of the 
water. Conversely, the thing that has a larger 
portion of itself in the water will obey more 
to the flow of the water than to that of the air.
delle cose portate dall acqa 
delle cose portate dal corso delle acque quella 
che a piu parte di se in fra llaria piu obbedisce 
al moto dell aria che a cquel dell acqua e cosi 
de conuerso quella che a piu piu parte di se 
in fra laequa obbedirà piu al corso di tale 
acqua che a cquel dell aria.(Tl)
Observe the bends of the canals where the 
water is faster, underneath, in the middle, or 
above. W rite a book about this.
Vedi nelle piegature de canali dove lacqa e piu 
veloce di sotto in mezo o di sopra E di 
questo fa un libro. (T2)
The conduit through which the water is pulled 
up is receives less detriment than the one in 
which the water is pushed up. This occurs 
because the motor is above for the first and 
below for the second .
The higher the velocity of the water, the more 
it erodes the bottom under its friction. Where 
the water becomes shallower, it gathers 
velocity and erodes more the bottom.
la canna dond e tirata lacqa in alto riceue men 
detrimento ehed quella canno donde lacqa e
sospinta e cquesto aujene perche alla pa il 
motore sta di sopre e alla seconda esso 
motore sta di sotto .(T3)
dove lacqa e piu veloce piu consuma il fondo 
da lej confregato
doue laqua piu si strigne piu si fa veloce e per 
la passata piu consuma il fondo.(T4)
TI is an oversimplification of a complex situation which could be valid for a small special 
domain of the parameters involved, but it should be found wrong for most cases. See 
comments to Ms F 43V T1 in this monograph.
T3 seems to refer to pumps installed at either the bottom or the top of a pipe. /  am not 
sure o f what Leonardo meant by 'riceue men detrimento'; I tend to use the same­
sounding term to signal my uncertainty.
An example o f the effect described in T4 was observed in the model studies of the Alto 
Tunuydn Dam (Mendoza, Argentina), when it was discovered that a rather small 
discharge was more effective than a large one in removing sand from a sedimentation 
compartment [Gandolfo-Macagno 1940].
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Ms F 65V T1 Dl, T2, T3
An obstacle modifies always the natural 
pattern of the initiated waves.
The flow ab was of a given pattern; the 
obstacle encountered upon which it impacted, 
totally altered it and changed it into another 
configuration.
senpre lobietto muta lordine della natura delle 
principiate onde
la corente a b era dun ordine eli obietto che 
Ile riceve in percussione tutte le sconpiglia e 
converte nun altra figura. (Tl)
If you want to analyze correctly all the figures 
made by the waves in the water flows, 
examine clear water of small depth under the 
Sun rays. Under the Sun, you will see all the 
(lines of) shadow and light from those 
waves as well as of the things carried by that 
water.
se uoi ben gudicare tutte le figure dell onde e 
de corsi delle acque vedi lacqa chiara di picola 
profondità sotto li razzi del sole e vedraj 
mediante esso sole tutte le onbre e llunj delle 
dette onde e delle cose portate da essa acqa. 
(T2)
The water sphere increases and decreases 
noticeably or negligibly depending on the 
discharges into that water sphere being greater 
or smaller, more universal or less universal.
La sspera dell acqa cressce e 
disscresscie sensibilmente o insensibile 
secondo li magiori o mjnori o parte ov piu 
unjversali o meno vnjversali diluuj della 
acque rendute a essa spera dell acqua. (T3)
Tl surely refers to the waves originating at the beginning o f the widening of the canal as 
they propagate and interact with the system of waves generated by the obstacle placed 
against the bank (see D l).


















Ms F 66R Tl-3 Dl, T4 D2
All the water, that in fluvial flows slows 
down downstream from obstacles set in such 
flows, has no other efflux than through the 
contact with the flow of such rivers.
The vortices that turn backward are always 
those of the water with higher velocity.
tutta laequa che nelle corenti de fiumi si tarda 
dopo li obiettj dessi corsi non a altro esito che 
nel contatto della corente di si fiumj. 
senpre li retrosi che dell-aeqa che ssi voltano 
in dirieto son quelli dell acqa piu veloce.( Tl)
The vortices are always mixed with two 
waters; i.e. incident and reflected (water)..
And the vortices towards downstream the 
river are those of the water that slows down in 
the river flow.
Here the laws of the vortices in water do not 
fail, because the water that slows down turns 
backward and originates vortices that move in 
opposition to its own motion, as it happens 
also with the vortices of the faster water. 
Because of this, both the vortices from slow 
and swift waters become mixed and double 
their 'potentia'; but not totally, because when 
the slow vortex mixes with the fast one it 
becomes faster while the fast vortex, when it 
merges with the slow one, acquires 
slowness.
The submersion of the vortices in the swift 
waters will face the oncoming waters while in 
slow waters will be toward downstream. I
li retrosi senpre sono mjsti con due acque 
eoe incidente e refressa. (T2)
E Ili retrosi volti in verso la fuga del fiume 
son quelli dell acqua che si tarda nel corso del 
fiume. (T3)
Quj no mancha la lege dell acque ne sua 
retrosi perche laequa che si fa tarda si uolta in 
dirieto e ffa li retrosi in contrario al suo moto 
si come fe con li retrosi dell acqa piu veloce e 
per questo tal retrosj si della tarda come della 
veloce si mjsciano insieme e radopiano la lor 
potentia ma none integranmente perche il 
retroso tardo nel mjsciarsj col ueloce si fa piu
veloce che pa el retroso. veloce nell abracarsi 
e vnjrsi col piu tardo acquista tardità
La somersion de retrosi nell acque velocj sara 
contra all auenimento dell acqe e nel acque 
tardi sara in uerso la fuga di tale acqe. (T4)
I see in TI a statement that may be found to be very significant. If we have a captive 
vortex downstream from an obstacle ( suppose a flat plate normal to the flow direction 
with a very low Reynolds number) it seems that the liquid in the vortex will stay therefor 
ever enclosed in the separation bubble. That is however, a picture we get from 
continuum mechanics; molecular exchange will slowly take away water initially trapped 
and replace it with new material. If instead, we have a turbulent flow this will happen 
very quickly. Did Leonardo develop a picture of exchange like this in his mind ? Did it 
include an understanding of the role of the diverse vortices in this region of separation ? I 
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Ms F 66V T l, T2, T3 D1
Beginning of the book.
A drop is the portion that does separate from 
the rest of the water unless the 'potentia' of 
its weight is more than that of the link it has 
with the water to which it belongs.
The generation of the drop takes longer the 
slower is the motion intervening in its 
formation.
principi del libro
goccola e cquella che non si spicha dall altra 
acqa se Ila potentia del suo peso non e piu che 
Ila potentia della collegation ch ell a chol acqa 
chon che ella e congunta 
quella goccola piu tardi si genera che a piu 
tardo moto dacqa alla sua creatione.(Tl)
Of all the motions occurring at the surface of 
the water there is a counterpart at any depth 
below, and similarly at any place of its width 
This can be learned from the herbs growing 
on the bottom of the rivers.
tutti li moti che ssi fanno dall acqua nella sua 
superfitie ancora son fatti in ognj grado di 
basseza della sua profondità e ssimilmente in 
ognj parte della sua largezza 
e cquesto inparato dell erbe apichato al fondo 
de fiumj. (T2)
Because any 'inpeto' is dissipated by the 
motion of the moving thing in a time and over 
a length of path in any direction, the herb na 
which had dissipated its inpeto and was in an 
inclined position, became inclined under the 
thrust of the water prism nmao . This takes a 
out of its place and moves it with 'inpeto' 
towards b for as long as the 'inpeto' lasts. 
Once it is dissipated, the prism of water makes 
on this side what it did on the other, and this 
continues for as long as the moving thing 
exists.
Similar is the behavior down from the surface 
to the bottom and in any direction.
perche ognj inpeto e consumato dal moto del 
mobile con tenpo e llungeza di moto fatto per 
qualunche verso lerba n a che auea 
consumato linpeto suo e restaua obbliqua il 
conjo dell acqua n m a o la spigne etìi-e e 
cacca a del suo sito e Ilo moue con jnpeto in 
verso b e ttanto si move quanto dura tal 
inpeto e consumato che gl e il conjo dell aqua 
fa di qu a come di la fece e cosi segue quanto 
dura li mobili acanpagnatj
el simjle fa dalla superfitie al fondo e cosi per 
qualunche verso. ( T3)
In 77, the situation appears to be that of a drop dispenser. We conceive the hanging drop 
as one under the forces of surface tension and gravity. Leonardo put it in terms of 
'’collegation' and 'peso'. In this folio, Leonardo did not include a sketch of the drops. 
The pointed shape of a hanging drop, especially at the moment preceding its detachment 
from the dispenser may have inspired the shape we all know, because artists seem to 
believe that a free drop, i.e., one that is falling through the air also has that pointed shape 
in the upper side. Pointed shapes of drops are also observed when they slide down on an 
inclined surface, as our tears do [Macagno M. 1992].
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Ms F 67R T1 D1
The water falling through the air finds 
difficult to separate from its body. An 
indication of this is seen in the incurvation 
that it takes and the intertwining of two parts 
between which striated water interposes 
itself.
laequa che cade in fa llaria con dificulta si 
sepera dalla suo grosseza el segno di questo e 
mostro dalla incumatione eh ella genera el 
ragiramento dell una parte in tomo all altra fra 
Ile quali sinterpone laequa pannjculata. (Tl)
We explain phenomena like the one described in Tl D l by invoking the effects of 
surface tension on the water jet, but I think that many of the beautiful effects due to 
surface tension have received little attention from researchers too busy with utilitarian 















Ms F 68V-R TI DI, T2-5 D2
The vortex is always where the water flow 
separates from the angle that bends it.
How: if the water Sa is bent from a to d, 
the angle a divides it so that one part follows 
the ordinary course along ad and the other 
becomes a vortex along abc .
senpre il retroso dell acqa e dove la ssua 
corrente e diuisa dal angolo che Ila piegha 
come se llacqa S a fussi piegata dall a al d 
lagolo a la diujderebbe e vna parte 
seguirebbe lordinario suo corso per la via a 
d e llaltra parte si conuertirebbe in retroso per 
la via a b c .(68R Tl)
It is asked whether a river going through a 
lake modifies the uniform distance of the 
surface of the lake to the center of the world 
that existed before such river would go 
through the lake.
This is a nice question and one can prove 
that such surface does not preserve the 
uniform distance to the center of the world as 
it allows the transit of the river. Use the 
fourth that shows that the water does not 
move unless it descends. Here we need to 
know whether the river has the same width at 
the outlet and at the inlet; if so, it is necessary 
that such water be of uniform flow according 
to the seventh that shows that any river gives 
over the same time the same weight of water 
at any place along its length. Now if the river 
introduced water requiring one ’braccio' per 
mile, (Go to the recto.)
Domandasi se un fiume che passa per un 
lagho guasta la unjforme distantia che auea lu 
superfitie di tal lagho dal centro del mondo 
auanti che esso fiume passassi pel predetto 
lago
Questo e bel qujsito e mostrasi che ttal 
superfitie guasta lunjforme distantia dal 
centro del mondo pel dare transito al detto 
fiume per la 4a che mostra lacqa non 
moversi sella non disscende he quj 
bisosongnja intendere se lluscita di tal fiume 
a llargeza simjle alla entrata e sse cosi e egli e 
necessario che tale acqua sia dunjforme corso 
per la 7a che mostra chel moto dognj fiume 
con equal tenpo da in ognj parte della sua 
lungheza equal peso dacqa Ora sei fiume 
mettea acqa che uole a vn br di calo per mjglo 
volta carta (68 R T2)
being, as said, the width of the outlet equal to 
the width of the inlet, it is necessary that the 
entire river passing through the lake drop 
one 'braccio' per mile. Thus the water of 
such lake will have a surface with variable 
distance from the center of the world. But the 
water will have such a flow.........
essendo come detto la largeza della vsscita 
equale a 11a largeza della entrata, egli e 
necessario che ttutto il fiume che passa per lo 
lagho abia ancora luj vn br di calo per mjglio 
e cosi lacqa di tale lagho sasa colla sua pelle 
con distantia varia dal centro del mondo M 
laequa ara tal corso (T3)
That part of the water of the lake will the 
slowest that is the farthest from the very short 
line joining the inlet with the outlet of the 
river flowing through such a lake.
From this follows that the ’Tana’ sea, that 
borders the ’Tanai’, is the highest part of the 
Mediterranean sea which is away from the 
'Gibilterra' straits by 3500 miles as shown 
by the navigation chart; the descent is 3500 
'braccia', i.e. one mile and 1/6. Hence, this 
sea is higher than any mountain in Occident.
Quella parte dell acqua del lagho sara di piu 
tardo moto la qual si troua piu remota dalla 
linja breuissima che a lentrata coll uscita del 
fiume che passa per esso lagho. (T4)
Quj segujta chel mare della tana che confina 
col tanaj e Ila piu alta parte che abbia il mare 
mediterano il quale e remoto dallo stretto di 
gibilterra 3500 mjglia come mostra la carta da 
naujeare che a di calo 3500 br eoe j°  mjglo e 
1/6 che e piu alto adunque questo mare che 
monte che abbia loccidente. (T5)
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I have reversed the order in this folio because Leonardo 
wrote the recto as a continuation ofT2, which he began 
on the verso.
Tl describes a channel branching near the end of another 
as shown in DI. I would say that this a singular choice. 
This passage must be analyzed carefully to determine 
whether one takes Tl as a statement for the transient that 
results in a captive vortex or for a more or lees stable 
configuration.
T3 was left unfinished. The last sentence begins with a 
large capital M. Ravaisson-Mollien rendered the M as 
'Mais'. Marinoni left the M standing, and in a footnote 
indicated that could have been the name o f a lost 
manuscript. /  chose to render the M as 'but' because 
surely Leonardo wanted to say something about the 
water in the lake surrounding this 'river' going through 
it. D1 would be deceiving, unless one takes the sketch 
to represent a rather short rectangular lake; more like a 
canal entering and leaving a small basin. The fluid- 
mechanical problem is not a simple one, and all 
possibilities should be considered in a further study of 
this folio.(See also CA 201R and Ms G).
I do not see the connection between T5 and the rest; 
perhaps Leonardo considered that the river Tanai' 
flows all the way from the Tana' sea to the straits of 
Gibraltar. In Ms F 50R T3, the sea is given as the 
Caspian sea.
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Ms F 69R T1 D2, T2 Dl, T3 D3
Whether the earth covered by the water 
sphere is more or less 'grave' than when it is 
not covered.
I answer: that a 'grave' weighs more when it 
is in the midst of the 'lighter'. Hence the 
earth covered by air is more 'grave' than the 
one covered by water.
se Ila terra coperta dalla spera dell acqa e piu 
o men graue che essendo disscoperta 
rispondo che quel graue piu pesa eh e in 
mezo piu lieue
adunque la terra che sta coperta dall aria e 
ppiu grave che quella eh e coperta dall acqa.
(TI)
I say (about) the center of gravity of the 
pyramid placed at the center of the world, that 
its center of gravity will change because of 
being in part covered by water. I give as 
example two similar and equal cylindrical 
weights of which one is half in water and the 
other all in water; I say that the one half out 
of the water is more 'grave' as it is shown.
one half of the water sphere, 
imagine a straight line equal to the diameter 
of the water sphere, which in the middle of 
its length is tangent to such water sphere. It is 
asked what is the difference from one mile to 
another in the descent that such sphere 
experiences below that line.
Dicho II centro della graujta della piramide 
posta nel centro del mondo chella muterà 
centro di graujta essendo poi in parte coperta 
dalla spera dell acqa e done esenplo con due 
pesi colunalj equali e simjli dequali lun sia 
mezzo nell acqa e llaltro tutto in esa acqa dico 
che quel che resta mezo fori dell acqua e piu 
grabe com e provato . (T2)
mezza spera dell acqua
sia imaginata vna linja retta equale al diamjtro 
della spera dell acqa la quale col mezo della 
sua lungheza tocha la superfitie dessa spera 
dell acqua Dimandasi la diferentia che an 
ciascun mjglio lun dall altro nel discendere 
che fa la superfitie di tale spera che sta sotto 
la detta linja. (T3)
I believe that TI surely refers to received knowledge; however, it should not sound too 
strange to hydraulicians used to refer to the "submerged weight" of a body. This has to 
do with buoyancy force and the force of gravity on the body. I think that Leonardo was 
talking of "submerged weight".
The connection that Leonardo sees with the center of gravity pyramid partially covered 
with water ( in T2 ) escapes me; I believe the statement 'quel che resta mezo fori dell 
acqua e piu grabe' is wrong even if taken within Leonardo's notions about this question.
T3 seems to be essentially a geometric statement as Marinoni has suggested, but in fact 
it has to do with notions discussed in other passages which have a meaning within fluid 
mechanics; more likely perhaps within hydrostatics, but to a certain extent in connection 
to some conditions for water to flow or not to flow. T3 should be studied together with 














Ms F 69V T l, T2, T3 D1
How the Earth, playing the role of a Moon, 
has lost much of the light it had in ancient 
times in our hemisphere due to the lowering 
of waters as it is proven in the book 4 'de 
mundo e acque'.
come la terra facendo ofjtio di luna a perduto 
assai del lume antico nel nostro emisperio pel 
calare delle acque com e provato il libro 4° 
de mundo e acqe .(Tl)
Earth is 'grave' in its own sphere, and so 
much more the lighter is the element in which 
it is (contained ?).
The fire is light in its sphere and so much 
more 'grave' is the element in which it is.
No single element has 'gravita or levita' in 
its own sphere. If the bladder full of air 
weighs more in the scales than when it is 
empty it is because the air is compressed. In 
fact, it is possible to condense the fire and 
render it as heavy or heavier than air, and 
even heavier than water and as heavy as 
earth.
La terra e graue nella sua spera ma tanto piu 
quanto essa sara in elemento piu lieue 
Il foco e lieue nella sua spera e ttanto piu 
quanto esso sara in elemento piu graue 
nessuno elemento senplice a graujta e lleujta 
nella sua propia spera e ssella vescica ripiena 
daria pesa piu nelle bilancie che essendo vota 
quest e perche tale aria he condensata e 
condensare si potrebe il focho che sarebbe 
piu grave che llaria o equale all aria e forse 
piu grave che lacqa e farsi equale alla terra. 
(T2)
The usefulness of such striae is in making a 
fountain that shows the variety of 
configurations of such striae.
The striated water that comes out from a 
fissure in the concavity of the angle, such that 
it (the water ?) touches only one side of such 
angle, will show a pattern as shown in the 
drawing.
la ualitudine di tali pannjculj e nel fare vna 
fonte che gitti acqua con uarie figure di 
panniculi
laequa panjculata che essce per la rottura della 
concaujta dell angulo non toccando se non 
da un lato desso angulo fara figura come 
mostra il disegno.(T3)
/  would say that the sentence la  terra facendo ofjtio di luna' is meant in the sense of our 
planet reflecting the light of the Sun similarly to what the Moon does. I wonder whether, 
at the time of writing T l , Leonardo knew already for sure that there was much more area 
covered by water in one hemisphere than in the other.
T2 smacks o f received knowledge; an independent experimental knowledge about the 
difference in weight between the air inside the bladder and the buoyancy force of the 
outside air seems impossible to acquire by a man who may have run a large number of 
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Ms F 70R Tl, T2 D1
Why the center of the natural gravity of the 
Earth must be in the center of the world? 
Always the Earth is becoming lighter in some 
part of it; that lightened part pushes upward 
and causes the submergence of the opposite 
part in that much as it joins the center of its 
gravity to the center of the world. The water 
sphere remains with a fixed surface 
equidistant from the center of the world. 
Where the Sun hits directly, the Earth 
covered by the air becomes lighter. It lacks 
water and snow while in the opposite side 
rain and snow load the Earth and push 
toward the center of the world and push away 
from such center our lightened parts; 
however, the water sphere maintains the 
equidistance from the center of its sphere but 
not the gravity.
perche il centro della graujta na*e della terra 
debbe essere in nel centro del mondo e senpre 
la terra in qualche parte si ua leujficando e Ila 
parte leujfìcata spingne in su e sommerge 
tanta dall oposita parte quanto essa congiugne 
il centro di detta sua gravita al centr del 
mondo e Ila spera dell acqua tien ferma la sua 
superflue equjdistante al centro del mondo 
doue il sole e per diretto si leujfica la terra 
coperta dall aria, laeque e Ile neve le 
mancana e dal oposito le piogge e Ile neve 
ragravan la terra e spingala in uerso il centro 
del mondo e discosstan da esso centro le 
nostre parte leujficate e pure la spera dessa 
acqa osserua la equalita della distantia dal 
centro della sua spera ma non della graujta.
(Tl)
The water that pours out in a concave angle 
will be striated. The striae will prevail in that 
side of the angle that the water touches. On 
the opposite side, the striae will bounce and 
merge with the first like an open sheath.
Lacqua ehe-verso che per angolo concavo 
versa in fra laria fia panjculata il qual paniculo 
si contjnuera piu in quel lato del angolo dove 
tale acqua ara magor contatto e dal oposito 
lato il panjculo risalterà e fara conguntione al 
p° a modo di guaina aperta . (T2)
In many passages, one can see Leonardo concerned with the center o f the world and 
with physical phenomena which tend to displace it. He surely did not consider that such 
point was fixed in space. I have, as with some other topics, the feeling that there may be 
an influence o f received wisdom concerning the discussion on this page, but I have not 
researched this question yet.
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Ms F 70V Tl, T2, T3 DI, T4
The equinoctial sea rises under the heat of 
the Sun and acquires motion in all parts of the 
mound or part of the water that goes up to 
equalize and restore the perfection of the 
water sphere.
il mare sotto lo equjnotiale sinalza per lo 
caldo del sole e piglia moto da ognj parte del 
colle over parte dell acqua che ssinalza per 
raguallgliare e restaurare la perfectione alia 
sua spera. (Tl)
If an orifice in water with 16 'once' of 
descent per mile, gives me 16 measures of 
water, how much will give me the same 
orifice for 8 'once' of descent per mile.
The revolutions of transversal (helicoidal ?) 
vortices become wider and slow along their 
length.
The boilings of the reflected motions from the 
bottom of the rivers destroy the circulation of 
the longitudinal vortices.
se vna bocha dacqua mj-da in 16 once di 
calo per ognj mjglj mj da 16 mjsure dacqa 
quato me ne dara la medesima bocha in 8 
once di calo per mjglio. (T2)
Le reuolutionj de retrosi traversali in ognj 
grado della lor lungeza acqujstano largezza e 
ttardita
Li bollori de moti refressi dellacqe dal fondo 
de fiumj desstruggano le circulationj de 
retrosi lungitudinali. (T3)
The water of turbid seas and rivers is heavier 
than the other waters and therefore resist 
more the weights that they carry.
But the sea water resists more because the 
weight of the salt, mixed with it and 
dissolved, is inseparable from the water 
without heat that would evaporate the water. 
But the turbidity of the water separates with 
heat and stagnation of such water.
Lacqua del mare e de fiumj torbidi e piu grave 
che llaltre acque e per conseguenza piu resiste 
alii pesi da lloro portati 
Ma piu resiste laequa del mare perche il peso 
del sale che con lej e mjsto e liquefatto e 
inseperabile da lei sanza calor che disechi 
laequa Ma Ila turbine dell acqua si sepera col 
caldo e colla qujete dessa acqua. (T4)
I found Tl puzzling. Does Leonardo mean that the equatorial seas have lighter water 
because of heat and this produces a motion? I do not remember any other passage that 
could be compared with this one.
T2 seems to refer to water drawn from the sides of canals of different slope.
The second statement in T3 is perhaps a way of describing the interaction of turbulence 
coming from the bottom of the river with some organized vortices at higher levels. About 
13011011' see Ms F 34V Tl.
Taking T4 into account together with other similar passages, l  would say that the use of 
"resistenti a' here is a way of talking about the Archimedean buoyancy force.
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Ms F 71R Tl, T2 Dl-2, T3
The flow of water in the air follows for a 
while the direction of the sides of the nozzles 
from which it comes out. This is not so for 
the discrete quantity . This is shown by the 
stone thrown by the circular motion of a 
man's arm, that follows a straight motion. 
This is not done by the water due to its 
striation which for a long reach of the path 
binds together the water particles.
Il moto dell acqua fatto in fra llaria seguita per 
alquanto spatio la linia de latj che an li 
spiraculi donde discendano il ce non
jnteruene alla quantità discontinua la qual 
mostra il sasso gittato dal moto circunuolubile 
del br dell omo esso segujta moto retto il che 
non fa lacqa per causa della sua 
pannjculatione la quale per lungho spatio di 
moto conlegha tutte le parte dell acqa insieme. 
(Tl)
The signatures left in water by flows of 
water within water are more persistent than 
the signatures left by water within air. This 
happens because water within water does not 
weigh as proven in the fifth; only the 
'inpeto', that moves that water without 
weight, weighs until it is consumed.
The signatures of the water flows are more 
persistent where the water driven by the 
'inpeto' enters a pool of slower motion, and 
conversely.
The signatures of water in air are destroyed in 
the first part of the motion toward the Earth, 
because the inpeto is applied to the natural 
motion generated in the water.
Le inpressionj de moti fatti dall acqa in fra 
llacqua son piu permanenti chec le 
inpressioni che essa acqa fa in fra laria e 
cquesto achade perche laequa in fra lacqa non 
pesa com e provato nel 5° ma sol pesa 
linpeto il quale moue essa acqua sanza peso 
insino che esso jnpeto si consuma. (T2)
Linpresionj de moti dell acqua fieno piu 
premanenti doue laequa portata dall inpeto 
entra in pelagho di piu tardo moto e cosi de 
conuerso
Le inpressionj fatte dall acqa in fra llaria si 
destrugano nel p° moto che essi fanno in 
verso la terra perche linpeto si consuma nel 
moto naturale che si genera nell acqa. (T3)
In my opinion, Marinoni [1988] when explaining Tl, completely misses the point 
believing that there is a curvature in the nozzle walls that is transmitted downstream and 

















Ms F 71V T1 Dl-2, T2 D3, T3 D4
The water falls that intersect in the air become 
full of air in their reflected motion.
Of the water falls of equal size that impact 
each other in the air, the one coming down 
from the higher place in its vessel will 
coalesce with the course of the lower one and 
end its course with it.
Le cadute dell acqa che ssi intersegano in fra 
laria senpiano daria nello loro moto refresso 
delle cadute dell acque che si percotano in fra 
laria essendo dequal grosseza quella che 
discende di piu lato sito del suo bottjno si 
congugnera col corso di quella piu bassa e col 
lei finirà suo corso. (Tl)
The water fall, that afterward runs over a 
water table, will greatly erode the bottom at 
the end of such table.
That is so because the water jet, as it reaches 
the end of such table, goes down and then 
rises. The more it falls, the deeper it goes, 
because the fall becomes more 'potente' in 
greater than in smaller depth.
La caduta dell acqa che corre poi sopra 
tavolatj ronpe il fondo grandemente al fine di 
tali tavolati
Quel ce detto nascie che come la corrente dell 
acqua gugnje allo stremo di tale tauole essa 
cade e leua del fondo e cquanto piu lungho 
tenpo cade piu lungamente profonda perche la 
caduta si fa piv potente nelle magori 
profondità che nelle mjnori. (T2)
Any water, as it impacts the bottom, or any 
other object, branches out and runs in 
different directions.
Each water that goes up branches out at the 
surface and runs in different directions, and so 
much so the quieter is the pool.
Ognj acqua nel percotere il fondo o altro 
obietto si diujde e corre per diversi asspetti 
Ognj acqua che surge si diujde in superfitiè e 
corre a diuersi asspettj e tanto piu quanto il 
pelago e piu quieto. (T3)
The topic ofTl  seems to be discussed with more detail and with illustrations in Ms F 81 
















Ms F 72R T1 Dl-2, T2, T3
Of the boils, of the waters reflected at the 
bottom of the pool, a part falls back on the 
surface of the water, and there it repeats more 
incident and reflected motions. Another part 
falls back toward the first fall and there deeps 
down in it and returns up with lateral 
vortices. And another part falls back in the 
middle of the boils and flows away with slow 
flow from the center of its fall.
de Li bollori dell acqe refresse dal fondo del 
pelagho parte ne rericade ne la superflue dell 
acqa e peate e cqujuj rifa piu moti incidenti e 
refrefresi e parte se ne volta in verso la pa 
caduta e qujuj si somerge con quela e ritorna 
in su con retrosi laterali e parte ne ricade ne 
mezi de boloij e ssi spande con lento moto in 
tomo al centro della sua caduta. (Tl)
The simple motions of the waters are those 
that, with simple motions of any kind, 
behave in a simple way.
The composite motions are originated by 
several motions, and they are 'potentissimi' 
in different roles.
Li motj senplici delle acque son quellj che col 
suo senplice moto di qualunche sorte si sia 
senplicemente adopera
Li moti conposti son creati da vari motj e 
cquesti sono potentissimj in uari vfiti. (T2)
The wave is slower at the crest than on the 
sides.
The incident motion is faster than the reflected 
motion.
As they come together, the larger and smaller 
tardities of the waves, i.e., of the wave itself 
with its sides and crest, become identical with 
the common course of the river. This must be 
argued in the conclusion, i.e., it must be 
proved.
Londa e piu tarda incima che ne lati 
Il moto incidente e piu veloce chel refresso 
gunte insieme le magori e Ile mjnori tardità 
dell onde eoe dell onda in se co sua latj e 
sonmjta essa si fa equale al comun corso del 
suo fiume e cquesto sa allegare nelle 
conclusione eoe a prouarla. (T3)
The theme of DI and D2 is found in several of Leonardo's manuscripts. It has attracted 
the interest of some Leonardists, especially when dealing with drawings of the collection 
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Ms F 72V Tl, T2 DI, T3
If the water that springs out in the summits of 
the mountains comes from the sea, from 
which its weight pushes it up there because it 
(the sea ?) is higher than such mountains, 
why is such water particle entitled to rise so 
high having to penetrate the earth with so 
much difficulty and time ? Why it has not 
been granted to the rest of the water element 
to do the same, I mean the one bordering 
with the air which cannot offer resistance. 
Why the whole of it does not rise to the same 
height in that place ?. You who have found 
such an invention, go back to learn from 
nature, that you will find such opinions 
without base, although you made of them 
much ammunition together with the 'capitale' 
of the friar that you own.
se llacqa che surge pel lalte cime de monti 
viene dal mare del quale il suo peso la su la 
sospignje per essere piu alto dessi monti 
perche a cosi licentia tal particula dacqua a 
lleuarsi in tanta alteza e-no resta e penetrare la 
terra, con tanta dificulta e ttenpo e non e stato 
conceduto al resto dell elemento dell acqua 
fare il simile il quale confina coll aria la qual 
non e per resisterlj chel tutto non si eleuassi 
alla medesima altezza della predetta parte a 
ttu che ttale inventione trovasti ridona a 
rinparare naturale che ttu mancheraj di tali 
simjle oppenjonj del quale tu a fatto grande 
amunitione insieme col capitale del frate che 
ttu possiedi. (TI)
The water falling in a canal of width equal to 
its own width will dig a deep concavity under 
the water surface.
The water falling in a (canal) width large than 
its own, does not dig too much of a concavity 
under the water surface due to the vortices 
that reflect the water toward the concavity of 
such fall.
The water narrower than the one falling upon 
it will move up.
The water that scours the bed, where it digs 
either rapidly or slowly, sidewise, depthwise 
or narrowly. Book ninth.
Lacqua cadene in canale di largeza equale alla 
largeza dessa acqua che cade fara concaujta 
profonda dentro alla superfitie dell acqa 
Lacqua cadente in largeza magore che la 
caduta dettta non fara troppa concavjta dentro 
alla pelle dell acqua per causa delli renosi che 
refrettano laequa alla concavjta di tal caduta 
Lacqua piu streta che quella che Ili cade 
addosso sinalzera. (T2)
Lacqua che sgonbera il fondo dou ella 
ruina con presteza e tardità in largeza 
profondità o stretteza libo 9°* (T3)
Is Leonardo, inT l, arguing with the '’avversario' ? . I f  we make a sketch of a sea higher 
than a distant mountain ( high relative to the surrounding terrain) we may understand 
better this passage. It requires some time and effort to put oneself in the same way of 
thinking o f the time when this page was written. I consider my rendition provisional, as a 
number of others in this monograph, in preparation for further study. . /  leave to writers 
of anthologies to be so sure of what they read in Leonardo's notebooks; this monograph 
is the first step in establishing what kind of fluid mechanics really is to be found in the 
Ms F . Marinoni considers this passage 'misterioso'. According to him, 'capitale' is a 
volume of a book owned - I believe - by a friar.
In T2, Leonardo is comparing the scour due to a (nearly) two dimensional phenomenon 
to one that is truly three-dimensional. Not knowing the exact conditions of his 
experimental situation, it is hard to say whether he was correct or wrong in his 
comparison. The third statement in T2 is not clear to me.
Ravaisson-Mollien indicated that T3 was completed on 72R, but I agree with Marinoni 
that this is only a note about a topic included, or to be included, in Book 9.
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Ms F 73R T2-3 D2
Of the sea that to many simple-minded seems 
to be higher than the Earth that is its bed. 
Naturally, no part of the Earth uncovered by 
the waters will ever be lower than the surface 
of the sphere of such water.
db is a plain where a river runs to the sea. 
Such plain borders on such a sea. In truth, 
such uncovered land is not in the location 
of the equality. If it were, the river would 
have no motion. Because it moves, such a 
location should be called a beach rather than a 
plain. Thus, that plain db ends at the water 
sphere in such a way that if it were produced 
in continuous rectilinear shape in ba, it 
would enter under the sea. From this comes 
that the sea acd seems higher than the 
uncovered earth.
del mare che a molti senplici par pu alto che 
Ila terra che Ili fa lito
naturalmente nesuna parte della terra 
discoperta da laeque fia maj piv bassa che Ila 
superfine della spera dessa acqa.(T2)
d b e vna pianvra donde corre vn fiume al 
mare la equal pianura a per termjne essesso 
mare e perche in vero essa terra scoperta non 
ne nel sito dell equalita perche se cosi fussi il 
fiume non arebbe moto onde movendosi 
questo sito e piu tosto da essere detto spiagga 
che pianura e cosi essa pianura d b termjna 
in tal modo colla spera dell acqua che chi la 
producessi in continua rettitudine in b a 
essa enterebbe sotto il mare e di quj nassce 
chel mare c d pare piu alto che Ila terra 
discoperta. (T3)
T3 is not an easy paragraph; however, I think that it can be understood if broken in short 
sentences. D2 is very helpful because it shows that Leonardo was thinking - as in a 
number of other cases - in terms o f a nearly spherical planet. Many of us routinely look 
at rivers and other entities on the surface of the Earth as existing on a flat rather than 
spherical Earth. Note that d in D2 is a point much higher -relative to the planet - than b. 















Ms F 74R Tl, T2 Dl-2
The motion of the air will be less ahead of the 
moving body penetrating it, than it will be 
behind such body.
The air that fills the vacuum that the body 
penetrating such air leaves behind, has 
globally its velocity equal to that of the body. 
In fact, such air in vortical motion ( i.e., of 
circular motion in the form of eddies) has 
much larger velocity than that of the moving 
body.
It may seem that being the air velocity behind 
the body higher than that ahead of it, such air 
is the cause of the motion, but this is 
untenable because of the seventh.
7th. No moving body will ever have a 
velocity higher than the 'potentia' moving it.
Il moto dell aria fia mjnore dinanti al mobile 
che per esa penetra che Ila non fia dopo tal 
mobile
Laria che riempie il uacuo che di se lasscia il 
mobile che per essa aria penetra a il suo tutto 
dequal velocita a cquella desso mobile ma Ile 
parte dessa aria per essere reverticinosa (eoe 
di moto circulare in forma di retrosi) e molto 
piu veloce in se chel moto del predetto mobile 
Qui pare che per auere il mobile piu velocita 
daria dirieto a sse che dinanzi che ttale aria 
sia causa del moto di tal mobile ma per la 7a 
non po stare
7 egnj nessun mobile sara maj piv veloce che 
Ila velocita della potentia che Ilo move.(Tl)
The wave generated in the air ahead of the 
moving body penetrating it, does not move 
much ahead of the body, because this would 
be against the seventh, here the next to the 
last.
The air behind the moving body turns 
backward in those parts that circulate while in 
contact with that part flowing about behind 
the body
The air, that runs behind the body moving 
through it, is moved by the 'inpeto' applied 
to it by such body. As the great expanded 
wave impacts on the rest of the air, it returns 
backward with great circulation, which is less 
in its borders, and finally it comes to rest and 
does not follow the moving body.
londa che ffa laria dinanti al mobile che Ila 
penetra non passa quansi dinanti a esso 
mobile perche sarebbe contro alla 7a quj 
penvltima
Laria dirietto al mobile toma in dirieto in 
quelle parte in circulatione che confinano con 
quella che corre dirieto al mobile 
Laria che corre dirieto al mobile che p essa 
discorre he mossa dal inpeto appichetali da tal 
mobile la quale per la grande onda dilatata 
percotendo nell altra aria ritorna in dirieto e 
con gra circulatione che dimjnuissce ne sua 
stremj al fin si ferma e non segue esso 
mobile. (T2)
Considering also the two drawings Dl-2,1 think that the statements about air flow in Tl- 
2 are based on an analogy with the flow of water around an obstacle. Although Leonardo 
did some visualizations in air flow (see Ms F 74V T2), I would doubt very much that he 
could have observed air flow as well as he did observe water flow. He was wrong about 
the relative influence of the air compressibility on the flow pattern. In modern parlance, 
steady air flows with low Mach numbers are quite analogous to the flow of water at the 
same Reynolds number and low Froude number. How could a student o f flow  
phenomena at that time discover the limitations of an analogy between air flow and water 
flow? It would have been quite an accomplishment, and one can understand how 
Leonardo or any other could have been wrong about the use of such analogy.
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Ms F 74V Tl, T2 D1
Why the moving body follows the motion 
initiated by its motor ?.
No 'inpeto' can end immediately; instead it 
decays in degrees of motion.
According to the 8th, the air that initially 
went into the void produced by the moving 
body within the air, accompanies the body 
only for a while.
8th. The air that successively surrounds the 
body moving through it performs different 
motions.
That can be seen by means of the fine 
'particules' visible in the sphere (rays ?) of 
the Sun, when they come into a dark room 
through a window. If across those specks, 
we move a stone along the path of a solar 
ray, we can see the specks eddying around in 
the places traversed by the body as the air 
reenters them, as is proven in the 5th.
5th. No inanimate thing moves by itself; its 
motion is produced by others. The motion 
produced occurs in a very short time and in 
the space provided by 'necessita' as shown 
by the 4th.
4th. The air rushing to fill the vacuum in it 
due to the moving body, contains different 
velocities, densities and motions. Turn to 
next page.
perche il mobile segujta il moto principiato 
dal suo motore
Nessuo inpeto po termjnare inmediate ma si 
ua consumando a gradi di moto. (Tl)
Laria che prima fu dirieto alla bucha fatto 
dal mobile infra llaria pocho acconpagnja
esso mobile per la 8a
ga Laria che successiuamente circunda il 
mobile che per essa si move fa in se uari motj
Questo si uede nelli attimj che ssi trovan 
nella spera del sole quando per qualche 
finesstra penetran il locho osscuro nelli quali 
attjmj tratto un sasso per la lungeza di tal 
razzo solare si uede li attimj ragirarsi in 
tomo al sito donde dall aria fu rienputo 
la strada in essa aria fatta dal moble come e 
provato nella 5a
5a nessuna cosa insensata per se si move 
ma el suo moto e ffatto da altri el moto 
generato adopera breuissimamente quan nel 
tenpo e nello spatio che da necessita come 
mostra la 4a
4a Laria che si move al rienpimento del 
uacuo fatto di se in essa dal mobile a in se 
diuerse velocita e densità en motj 
volta carta. (T2)
Leonardo did not use punctuation marks as we do. I have cast Tl as an interrogative 
sentence, because the following sentence seems to me to be the answer.
InT2 we have one of the cases in which Leonardo visualized a flow by taking advantage 
of naturally existent conditions. This possibility has existed since all time, and one can 
conjecture that it was utilized by more than one researcher in the past before Leonardo, 
but probably he was the first to make a record of the experience. In connection with the 
comments for Ms F 74 R, note that, in this particular instance,.he could produce a 
relatively large Reynolds number but only a rather low Mach number /  have used the 
term 'particule' although I could not find it in the dictionaries at hand; it was however the 
best way I could think of conveying the flavor of' atjmtj'.
Regarding the notes in Ms F 74R-V, /  believe that in any further study it should be taken 
into account that in 74R Dl and 74V D1 there are lines all around the body (beginning 
upstream) that look like the waves one can see for certain Froude numbers in water flow 
with a free surface around an obstacle. Such lines would not be observable in air flow 
around the same body. This is what makes me believe that Leonardo was appealing here 
to an analogy between air flow and water flow, but missing somewhat the point because 
of lack o f something equivalent to a judicious matching o f our notions of Mach and 
Froude numbers.
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The 5th. in T2 mentions 'necessita'. Marinoni in the critical transcription, 
renders this word as 'Necessità', explaining in a footnote that it means "legge 
di Natura". I wonder if that was the meaning Leonardo wanted to convey in 
this sentence. The reference to the 4th. does not help to clarify this point. 
Perhaps, this is a moot question.
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Ms F 75V T1
The circular wave generated at the surface of 
the water contained in a vessel that has been 
impacted, ends at that line where it was 
produced by the motion of its motor.
Any moving body that generates a reflection 
ends its path along the line of incidence.
This occurs because the incident motion is of 
greater 'potentia' than the reflected motion. 
The one which is more 'potente' has more 
duration than the one which is less 'potente'. 
The incident motion is more 'potente' than its 
reflected motion because the percussion of 
the incidence exerted on a 'denso' (solid ?) 
body reduces part of the 'inpeto' attached to 
such moving body. This decrement leaves 
the reflected motion less 'potente' than the 
incident motion was. It is true that over each 
step of a motion the 'inpeto' of the moving 
body decreases anyway without percussion 
on a 'denso'. And it remains (the fact?) that 
percussion may reduce quite more. Note, if 
you measure the motion that such moving 
body would have accomplished without 
incidence, and if you measure also the 
motions implied in the jumping up and down, 
that the motion directly to a given point is 
longer than the one that was interrupted 
many times by incidences. This is for the 
same initial 'inpeto' for the two motions.
londa circulare nata nella superfitie dell acq 
inclusa nel uaso percosso finjsce per quella 
linia che la fu creata dal moto del suo motore 
onj mobile che genera refressione termjna il 
suo corso per la linja della incidentia 
questo achade per essere il moto incidente di 
magore potentia chel moto refresso e cquel 
che piu potente a piu durabilità chel men 
potente
sara piu potente il moto del mobile incidente 
chel suo moto refresso perche la percussione 
della incidentia fatta nell obietto denso 
consuma dimjnuisce parte dell inpeto 
congunto a esso mobile la qual dimjnuitjone 
non lassca potente tal moto refresso come era 
detto incidente benché in ognj grado di moto 
linpeto del mobile si dimjnujssca per se sanza 
percussion di denso e non resta che tal 
percussione noi dimjnuissca assaj piu inpero 
che sse ttu mjsuri il moto che tal mobile 
erebbe fatto sanza incidentia e mjsuri li moti 
nati di molti balzi tra ssu e gu e sara piu 
lungo il moto continuato a u medesimo locho 
che quel che ttante volte da le incidentie e 
interrrotto ancora chel principio dell inpeto in 
ciascun di loro fusino di potentia equale in 
fra lloro. (Tl)
The third paragraph in Tl is interesting. One could be tempted to render ‘potentia' as the 
modern term \energy ' in physics. Then this statement would assert that in any impact 
there is always some dissipation. This corresponds to concrete statements one finds in 
several places in Leonardo's notebooks; e.g.., statements like: The ball never bounces to 
the same height from which it was dropped.
At the end o fTl ,  Leonardo proposes a comparison between two motions of the same 
body. This seems to be an experiment that is easier as a "gedanken Experiment" than one 













Ms F 76V T1
Of the Martigana canal.
In building the Martigana canal, there is a 
reduction of the water from the Adda which 
is distributed in many places for service of 
the fields. A remedy to this is to make many 
drains for the water absorbed by the soil, 
which is not useful to anybody; and this does 
not deprive anybody because it is not taken 
from anyone. By making those drains, the 
water that was lost is regained and renders 
service to people. In addition, where no such 
canals existed before it was not possible to 
make such drains for lower places. Hence, if 
such canals are made in Martigana, the water 
absorbed by the bottom of the fields will be 
rendered to other fields by means of such 
drains; water that before was lost. And if the 
water would lack in Giara d' Adda and in 
Mucca, the farmers can build drains, because 
the water absorbed in some fields can be 
made to render service again.
del canale di martigana
facendo il canale di martigana e si 
diminuissce laequa all adda la qual e 
destribuita i molti paesi al serujtio de prati 
Ecci vn rimedio e cquesto e di fare molti 
fontanjli che cquell acqua che e beuta datta 
terra non fa serujtio a nessuno ne ancora 
danno perche a nessono e ttolta e ffaccendo 
tali fontanjlj lacqa che prima era perduta 
ritorna di nouo a rifare serujtio e vtile alli 
omjnj E doue prima tali canali non eran 
condotti non si potea ne paesi piu bassi fare 
essi fontanjlj Adunque diren che sse ttali 
canali son fattj in martigana chella medesima 
acqua beuta da fondo de pratj sara rimessa di 
novo sopra altri prati mediante talj fontanjlj la 
quale acqa pa era perduta e sse llacqa 
mancherà in giara dadda e nella mucca e 
paesani potran fare de fontanjli veduto che 
vna medesima acqa beuta da prati piu volte 
risente a ttale vfitio. (Tl)
In T 1,1 am sure Leonardo is referring to the Martesana canal, hut /  have decided to leave 
names as they were written by Leonardo. Only if I were writing a paper in which /  
discuss this folio would /  use the most probable modern form of the name of a canal, 
river, etc. This criterion is similar to the one that makes me leave some terms - like 











Ms F 77R T1 Dl, T2 D2, T3 D3
Between the current and the vortex there is 
sand.
Between the sand and the vortex there is a 
clean hole where the vortex rotates.
Within the vortex there are pieces of wood 
and other light things.
tra Ila corrente el retroso sta la rena
tra Ila rena el retroso sta valle netta donde gira
il retroso
dentro al retroso sta legnamj e altre cose lieuj. 
(Tl)
If the air is quiet, the thing carried by the 
water stream on its surface will be slower 
than the thing under that surface.
Where the water comes out over a level 
bottom and under a gate, it will erode the 
bottom downstream and upstream of such 
gate.
se llaria sara ferma la cosa potata dal corso 
dell acqa nella sua superfitie sara piu tarda 
che cquella ce sara sotto essa superfitie. (T2)
doue laequa essce per fondo equale sotto 
cateratte essa caua il fondo dinanzi e e dirieto 
a ttal cateratta. (T3)
It is not clear to me what Tl D l means. Marinoni indicates that 'valle netta’ means 
"avallamento sgombro' while Ravaisson-Mollien rendered it as 'vallèe nette'. I tend to 
look at D l as a plan view of a situation in which a water flow produces a vortex that may 
erode a layer o f sand beyond which there is gravel. Or, perhaps we are looking at a 
longitudinal cross-section and we have two horizontal strata, one of sand and the other of 
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Ms F 77V T2 D1
The periphery of the Moon is more 
illuminated and appears as more luminous 
because there it only shows the crests of its 
water waves, while the shady depth of the 
valleys of such waves does not alter the 
quality of the luminous part which is coming 
to our eyes from the crests of such waves.
li stremj della luna saran piu allumjnati e ssi 
dimosteran piu lumjnosi perche in quelli non 
apare se non le sonmjta dell onde delle sue 
acque e lie profondità onbrose delle valli di 
tale onde non alterano le spetie di tal parte 
lumjnose che dalle sonmjta desse onde 
vengano all ochio. (T2)
77 and T3 are related to T2 but do not contain any statement even remotely related to the 
science o f flow and transport phenomena. Leonardo seems to have assumed consistently 
that the Moon has its own four elements just like the Earth. The existence of water in the 














Ms F 78R T1 Dl-2, T2 D3
(Consider) the flat body carried by the current 
of the river in between the water and the 
bottom surfaces that encounters water that is 
slower than the water carrying it. If the body 
at that time is inclined relative to the 
oncoming flow of the river, it will 
immediately jump from the bottom to the 
water surface. If (instead) the inclination is 
towards the flow away from the water, as it 
encounters the slow water, it will immediately 
turn towards the bottom. And if such 
inclination is to the left or to the right of the 
width of the river, it will turn itself to the right 
or to the left bank of the river, and in this way 
it will behave for any direction.
La cosa lata portata dalla corente del flume in 
fra Ila superfitie el fondo de llacqua sella 
siscontra in acqua piu tarda che llacqua che Ila 
porta sella si troverà in quel tenpo obbliqua in 
verso lauenjmento del fiume inmediatate 
saltera dal fondo alla superfitie dell acqua e 
sse tale obbliqujta guarderà dirieto alla fuga 
dell acqua nello scontrarsi nella corente pigra 
subito si gittera in verso el fondo E sse tale 
obbliqujta guarderà a desstra o ssinjsta 
largeza del fiume essa si gittera a essa desstra 
o ssinjstra dessi lati del fiume e cosi segujra 
per qualunche asspecto. (Tl)
Water flowing upon an obstacle will slow 
down over a part of its cross-section like that 
of the obstacle. It will not slow down just at 
the contact of the obstacle but at a distance 
given by the rule of the fifth.
How: suppose the obstacle at the surface is 
one finger in thickness. The water ab will 
stop, or the motion will turn backward, 
flowing slowly over all of the length ab, and 
at the end it will encounter the current and go 
down. Find a rule for the length of ab.
Qua parte della grosseza dell acqua ritatrdera 
il suo corso per tanta grosseza quant e la 
quella del suo inpedimento e non si tarderà al 
contatto desso inpedimento ma tanto discosto 
a cquelo quanto dara la regola del 5° come sia 
lon inpedimento superfitiale groso vn dito 
laequa a b si fermerà over tornerà n dirieto 
essendo il moto tardo tutto lo spatio ab e nel 
termjne si conterà nella corrente e andra sotto 
ffoua la regola come debbe essere lungho a 
b . (T2)
I think that DI and D2 are insufficient illustrations o f the behavior of the flat body 
considered inT l. To make better sense ofTl  it should be carefully studied together with 
similar notes o f Leonardo in other manuscripts. I tend to consider that in Tl Leonardo is 
not asking a question (as believed by Marinoni) but making a statement as indicated by 
Ravaisson-Mollien s rendition o f this paragraph.
T2 may have some connection with Tl, if Leonardo was thinking in Tl of an encounter 
of the transported body with water slowing down due to the presence o f an obstacle, 
either an island or some hydraulic structure. 1 think that 'grosseza' in the contest ofT2 is 
what we call the cross-sectional area of the flow and of the obstacle. 1 do not know what 

















Ms F 78V Tl, T2-4 Dl-2
If a great part of the mountains would not 
have remained uncovered by the waters, the 
rivers would not have been able to carry to 
the sea so much fine sand, like that one that 
in high altitudes one finds mixed with 
animals from the sea and enclosing them.
abed are the dimensions of the current. 
cafb are the dimensions of the water 
reflected into a vortex.
se Ili monti non fussino in gran parte restati 
scoperti dall acque li fiumj li corsi de fiumj 
non arebbon potuto portare tanto di lita dentro 
al mare come quella che e in grande altura 
siueme mjsta colli anjmali marinj che da 
cquella furon rinchiusi .(Tl)
a b c d e Ila grosseza della corrente colla sua 
largeza
c a f b e Ila grosseza e llargeza dell acqa 
refressa in retroso. (T2)
Always the revolutions of the reflected water, 
as it returns to the current of its river, enter it 
more toward the lower part than the surface. 
This comes from the seventh stating that the 
current is speedier above than below; i.e., it is 
more ’potente' above. Because of this, it is 
less penetrated by the impact of such reflected 
water above than below.
The vortices generated by the impact of the 
reflected water in the course of the incidence 
are of two kinds. One kind is generated close 
to the bottom and rotates up and down along 
the river. The other kind appears at the 
surface and turns here and there over the 
width of the river. The lower is created as 
the boils fall back to the bottom, while the 
upper one is due to the circular motion that 
impacts the surface current.
senpre lacqa le revolutionj dell acqa refressa 
ne ritonare alla corrente del suo fiume la 
penetra piu nelle sue parte inferiori che nella 
superflue e cquesto nasce che la corente per la 
7a e viv veloce di sopra che di sotto e per 
conseguenza e piu potente di sopra e per 
questo e men penetrata della percussione di 
tale acqua refressa di sopra che di sotto. (T3)
Li rettosi creati dalla percussione dell acqua 
refressa eosuare nel corso della indente 
fieno di 2 spetie de quali lua spetie si genera 
in verso il fondo e gira tra ssu e gu per la 
lungeza del fiume laltra e nella superflue e 
gira tra qua e Ila per la largeza del fiume lo 
imferiore si genera dal ricasscare de bollori 
in verso il fondo el superfitiale dal moto 
circulare che percote nella corente 
superfitiale. (T4)
In T2, 'grosseza, largeza' probably mean depth and width of the bodies of water 
identified by Dl.
To understand passages like T3 and T4, we may need to have in mind that Leonardo 
thinks often in terms of an analogy with discrete systems of bodies which can impact 
each other. This is based in his drawing analogies between different kinds of motions and 
motions of different systems. Fluid-mechanicists are more used today to look at flows as 
describable in terms of the kinematics of a continuum. Only occasionally we refer to 
impact and to shock phenomena. It may help also to think in the transient that usually 

















Ms F 79R Tl-3
When the river floods laden with fine mud 
deposited it upon the animals living under 
waters in the neighborhood of marine beds, 
such animals remained stuck in such mud. 
Finding themselves under great weight of mud 
they inevitably died not having the animals 
they usually fed upon. With the passage of 
time, when the seas disappeared, such mud, 
drained from the salt waters, became stone 
and the shells of such molluscs, their bodies 
already consumed, were filled with mud that 
took the place of such animals. As all the 
surrounding mud became stone, also that mud 
that remained inside the somewhat open shells 
of the molluscs, and was connected with the 
rest of the mud around, became stone.........
Quando li dilluuj de fiumj intorbidati di sottil 
fangho lo scaricauan sopra li anjmali che 
abitan sotti laeque che abitan sotti laeque 
vicine alli litj marinj essi anjmalj rimaneano 
improntati de tal fangho e Ili amandosi assaj 
sotto gran peso di tal fangho era necessario 
morisi mancando loro li anjmali di ce essi 
nutrire si soleano e col tenpo abassandosi il 
mare tal fango scolato laeque salse si uene a 
conuertire inpietra e li gusci di tali njchi ga 
consumati li loro anjmali erano il loco di 
quelli rienpiuti di fangho e cosi nella creation 
di tutto il circonstante fangho in pietra ancora 
esso fangho che dentro a le scorze de njchi 
alquanto aperte era rimaso essendo per tale 
apritura di nichi congunto col laltto fango si 
uenne ancora luj a convertire in pietra. (T3)
77 and T2 (which I chose not to include in this monograph) give the characteristics of 
some animals o f which only the 'nichi' are mentioned in T3. In Ms F 79V and 80R 
there are more notes on the topic of this page. I have included only the first part ofT3 
because o f some tangential interest in the the role o f river floods and the associated 
transport phenomena in generating geological strata. There are some considerations 
about the air entrapped in the process of sedimentation that may be of interest to 
sedimentologists, but they seem to me somewhat removed from the purpose of this 
series of monographs. /  have included MS F 80V, however, because it is more directly 
related to the mechanics of transport phenomena.
At this point, I would like to comment that it is a pity that the idea of Profs. C has tel and 
Mar ani in 1982, of having a team of scholars working in the project that has brought us 
these excellent facsimiles o f the French manuscripts did not materialize. Professor 
Marinoni has done a wonderful work, but we must recognize that it is in fact limited in 
usefulness to the work on the diplomatic transcription. He could not have all the 
















Ms F 80V T2
Gravel
And how will we look at the gravel 
'congealed' in steps (layers ?) at different 
heights in the mountains. Because there is the 
gravel transported, due to different reasons, 
from different places by rivers.The gravel is 
in fact made of pieces of stone which have 
lost their angles after many turns, and 
different impacts and falls along the water 
streams that have led them to such place.
giara
he come mj mosterraj la giara congelata a 
gradi in diuerse alteze delli alti monti perche 
qujuj e di diuerse ragioni giare portate di 
diuersi paesi dal corso de fiumj in tal sito e Ila 
giara non e latro che pezi di pietra che an 
persi li angoli per la lungha reuolutujone e 
diuerse perchussionj e cadute cheli a uta 
mediante li corsi delle acque che in tal loco la 
condusse. (T2)
TI is about shells and T3 about leaves as part of sedimentary strata. Although very 
interesting, they cannot be included in a monograph focusing on the mechanics of flow 
and transport phenomena.
In T2, we have a reference to the 'flow' of granular material which is experiencing itself 












Ms F 81R Tl, T2 Dl-3.5, T3 D4, T4-5 D6
Of the waters falling along different paths on 
a flat place with little depth of water and 
uncovering with such fall the bed of such 
water.
The connection of the water (particles) is 
broken little or nothing by the impact.
dell acque che cadano sopra loco viano per 
diuerse linje in picola profondità dacqua la 
cual caduta scopra il letto dessa acqua 
la concatenation dell acqa poco o njente si 
sepera per percussione. (Tl)
ab is striated water and rebounds in c , or is 
attracted by the water m, or goes by itself to 
the water nm.
a b acqua pannjculata risalta in c o ella e 
ttjrata dall acqa m o ella vi ua da sse a essa 
acqa n m. (T2)
An empty space always develops under the 
board ab.
senpre si uota sotto lasse a b . (T3)
Measure how much, water falling on another 
water at different angles, can erode under the 
flat water surface.
In front of the incident water, the water 
rotates like the wheel of a mill.
mjsura quanto una caduta dacqua sopra dell 
altra acqa per qualunche obbliqujta possa 
cauare sotto la pele del lacqa piana. (T4)
laequa gira dinanti all acqa incidente come 
rota di molino. (T5)
Impinging jets and nappes are found in several of the manuscripts of Leonardo. I found 
some o f them early in my studies o f his notebooks, and found that myself and other 
fluid-mechanicists were skeptical about some of the statements and some of the sketches 
of the behavior of impinging jets. It was this one of the motivations for the development 
of the laboratory methodology in studying Leonardian fluid mechanics. One of my first 
experiments at the Karlsruhe Hydromechanics Laboratory in the middle seventies was 
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Ms F 81V TI DI, T2-3
Of the surfaces surrounding the waters 
pouring out into the air from a reservoir; 
their contacts, and also what is the water 
doing inside such surfaces.
Of the motions of the things falling with the 
water through the air, and, moreover, what is 
that they do in the reservoir.
della superfitie che circunda laequa che di 
pelagho versa in fra llaria e lloro contatti e 
acora quel che fa lacqa dentro a esse 
superfitie. (Tl)
de moti delle cose cadute insieme coll acqa 
che ssi move in fra llaria e cosi quel celle 
fanno in esso pelago. (T2)
Of the things floating in the middle water and 
how they sink together with such fall when 
they are in the middle of such middle water 
towards the fall and sink together with such 
fall which flows into the reservoir, impacts the 
bottom and breaks into pieces. Therefore, 
write about all the things that sink in any 
extremity of such middle water, which always 
submerges its extremes, because it is in the 
middle of all the reflected motions toward the 
bottom of its reservoir.
delle cose che galegian sopra laequa media e 
come esse si somergano quando esse si 
trovano dal mezo desa acqa media in verso la 
caduta e ssi somergan insieme con tal caduta 
che versa nel pelago e percote nel fondo e ssi 
ronpe in pezi siche scriuj tutti li effetti delle 
cose ce ssi somergano in-se in qualunche 
stremo di tale acqa media la qual senpre 
somergie elj sua stremi perche sta in mezo a 

















Ms F 82R Tl, D1
The thing that sinks more in water is less 
displaced by the wind impacting the part of 
such thing that is outside the water. This is 
against Batista Alberti who gives a general 
rule about how much a wind displaces a boat.
quella cosa ce piu si profonda nell acqua 
meno e mossa dal uento che percote quella 
parte dessa cosa che for dell acqa contro a 
batista alberti che da regola generale quanto il 
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Ms F 82V Tl-2 DI, T3 D2-4
Prove that the water sphere is perfectly 
round.
prova che Ila spera dell acqa e perfettamente 
tonda. (Tl)
Water, by itself, does not move unless it 
descends. If it moves by itself, it follows that 
it descends.
No part of the water sphere is for moving by 
itself because it is surrounded by water of 
equal height that encloses it and cannot go 
over it in any direction.
Here, on the margin, the proof is illustrated. 
Let abn be the water sphere, c be a quantity 
of water surrounded and enclosed by the 
water ab. I say, according to previous 
conclusions, that the water c will not move 
because it will not find descent due to the 
definition of the circumference. Note that a 
and b are at the same distance as c from the 
center. It follows that c remains at rest.
Lacqua da se non si moue sella non discende 
e mouendosi da se seguita chella discende 
nessuna parte della spera dell acqua e per 
mouersi da sse medesima per essere 
circundata da acqua dequale alteza che Ila 
rinchiude e non la po per nessun uerso 
superare
Qui in margine si mostra la pruova a b n  sia 
la espera dell acqa c sia vna quantità dacqa 
circundata e rinciusa dall acqa a b dico per le 
passate conclusione che lacquaq c non si 
muoera per non trovare discenso per la 
definjtion del cerchio perche a he b son 
remoti dal centro del mondo si come c 
sequjtache c resta inmobile. (T2)
Given a plane of water on the surface of the 
water sphere, the extremes will move toward 
the middle of such plane.
The spherical 'grave' placed on the water 
sphere where it is frozen will not move.
The spherical 'grave' placed in the extreme of 
the perfect plane will not stay there; it will 
immediately move toward the center of such 
plane.
dato vn piano dacqa nella superfitie della 
spera dell acqa li stremj correran si 
moueranno al mezo di tal piano 
il graue sperico posto sulls spera dell acqua 
dou eli e diacato non si muoera di sito 
Il grave sperico posto nello stremo del piano 
perfetto non ssi fermerà ma si moverà subita 
al mezo desso piano. (T3)
The water plane in T3 is a ‘gedanken Experiment'. D2 suggests that one has suddenly 
taken away a large segment of the water sphere leaving below a flat surface; the rest of 
the water will rush to reform a water sphere.
... ■ - /
To understand the experiment related to figure D3 one has only to think of a large lake 
that has become frozen when the water was perfectly still; it is somewhat less that a 
thought experiment !
I suppose, we should assume that the we have removed a large segment of the frozen 
















Ms F 83V T1 Dl, T2 D2
Let us consider two terrestrial bodies and in 
contact, with their elements, what shape will 
take those elements in contact ?
Given a spherical body in the place of contact 
of one fire element with the other fire 
element which weighs as much toward one of 
centers of the elements as it weighs toward 
the center of the other elements, such body 
will descend obliquely and land over the 
contact of the two terrestrial elements as it is 
shown the figure; and your motion will be 
oblique.
Dato che fussi il contatto di due corpi terresti 
co sua elementj che ffigura piglierebbono essi 
elementi ne lor contactj
Dato vn graue sperico nel contatto dell 
elemento del foco col altro elemento del foco 
che pesi tanto in verso lun de centri di talj 
elementi quanto in uerso il centro delli altri 
elementj questo graue discenderà per 
obbliquo e poserassi sopra il contatto de due 
corpi terresstj come mostra la figura el suo 
moto fia obbliqo. (Tl)
Let us consider the centers of two worlds 
without elements which are quite far one 
from the other. Let us have a homogeneous 
'grave' whose center of gravity be equidistant 
from both centers which is let fall. How will 
his path be ?
It will move for a long time along a path 
whose every portion will always be 
equidistant relative to the centers, and finally 
it will stop also equidistantly from those 
centers in the point of that path closest to 
them. Hence, that 'grave' will not come close 
to none of the centers of the two worlds.
Dato li centij di due mondi sanza elementj 
forte remoti lun dall altro e dato vn grave 
vnjforme del quale il centro della gravita sia 
equalmente distante alli due dettj centri ee 
quel di poi sia lasciato cadere tal graue qual 
sara il suo moto
andra lungo tenpo mouendosi con equa con 
moto del quale ongnj parte della sua 
lungheza sara senpre equalemente distante a 
ciascun dessi centri e in vltimo si fermerà 
equalmente distante a ciascun de due detti 
centri nel piu propinquo locho che abbia la 
linja del suo moto e cosi tal graue non si 
acostera a nessuno di tal centro de 2 mondi. 
(T2)
In studying some aspects o f this page, concerning questions not related to fluid 
mechanics, it may be useful to read Ms F 83R.
In Tl D l, Leonardo, on the one hand, seems to consider that each center m il prevail in 
determining their own spheres; while on the other hand clearly saying that a body in the 
neighborhood will respond to the two centers. I think that when Leonardo says that the 
motion will be oblique, he means relative to one or the other of the centers. Why did he 
not apply this same notion to any other particle in any of the two worlds ? Leonardo, 
who observed how two liquid drops coming close to each other coalesce, could have 
used the analogy for this 'gedanken Experiment’.
The thought experiment in T2 D2 should be related with another in the Codex Madrid I . 
190V. in which Leonardo wonders about a body dropped into a diametral bore going 
from one point o f the Earth to the antipodal point. [Macagno 1982]. He also considered 















Ms F 84 R Tl, T2, T3
Moon spots
Some say that vapors rise as clouds from it 
and come in between the Moon and our eyes. 
If this were so, such spots will never be of 
steady position or shape. Moreover, viewing 
the Moon from different angles, even if such 
spots would not vary their shape would 
change, as it happens with any thing looked 
at from different angles.
macule della luna
alcun disse leuarsi da essa vapori a modo de 
nugoli e interprsi in fra Ila luna e Ili ochi 
nostri il che se cosi fussi mai tal macule 
sarebon stabili ne di sito ne di figura e 
vedendo la luna in diuersi aspettj ancor che 
ttal macule non fusi variate e sse muterenbon 
figura come fa quella cosa che ssi vedi per 
piu versi. (Tl)
Of the world.
Any 'grave' tends to the low places. In time, 
the high placed things will all descend. Thus 
the world will become spherical, and 
consequently will be entirely covered by 
water, and the underground veins (flows ?) 
will be immobilized.
del mondo
oni graue attende al baso e Ile cose alte non 
resteran i loro alteza ma col tenpo tutte 
discenderano e cosi col tenpo il mondo 
resterà sperico e per conseguenza fia tutto 
coperta dell acqa e Ile vene sotterrane 
resteranno inmobilj. (T2)
Of the convex wave.
Whether the wave generated by the fall of 
water into a canal of uniform width and depth 
will be of long motion or not.
dell onda conuessa
Se londa creata per la caduta del acqua ne 
lacqua dun canale dunjforme largeza e 
profondità sara di lungho moto o nno
Of the concave wave.
Whether the concave wave of the water that 
suddenly (flows) under the gate opened in the 
channel of uniform width and depth is of 
long motion.
dell onda concava
se Ila cau onda concava creata dall acqua che 
subito del canale aperto di soto la caterata fia 
di lungo moto in canale dunjforme largheza e 
profondità. (T3)
There is more on the Moon spots on Ms F 85R, although nothing o f interest from the 
point of view of flow and transport phenomena.
Perhaps there is some relation between T3 above and D2 in Ms F 88R where the flow 
downstream a sluice gate is depicted. One problem is that the flow in 88R D2 seems to be 
quite unrealistic.
T4 is in Latin. According to Marinoni it is from Albert of Saxony. Tl appears to be an 
expanded form of this statement. One should take a hint from this page to be careful 














Ms F 86V T1 Dl, T2, T3
The water, that flows into a conduit of 
constant cross-section and fills the first 
horizontal part, will fill all the other parts, 
vertical or inclined, and will flow with equal 
velocity.
lacqa che corre per cana dequal vacuità e 
enpie tutta la prima sua parte piana enpiera 
tutte laltre parte diritte e obblique e mouerassi 
con equale velocita. (Tl)
The motion(s) of the heavy elements are not 
toward the center because of (desired ?) 
motion toward such center, but because the 
medium in which they are cannot resist 
(sustain?) them. When the body finds 
resistance in its (own ?) element, it does 
neither weigh anymore nor seek to go to the 
center.
Il moto delli elementj grauj non sono al centro 
per andare a esso centro ma perche il mezo 
dove essi sono no li po resistere e quando 
esso trova resistentia nel suo elemento esso 
corpo piu non pesa ne cerca piu dandare al 
centro. (T2)
In air, water weighs and opens and divides the 
air under it, and descends equally with all its 
parts along the shortest path toward the center 
of its gravity. It does not divide the air at the 
sides because it is not situated over them. 
Because of this, an opening of very short 
length is made in the air until it reaches what 
opposes resistance, which is water. Then, that 
water that fell in the water through the air does 
not seek anymore the center, and it does not 
divide the water as it divided the air. Hence, 
the 'grave' moves down where it does not 
find resistance and not to go to the center.
lacqa nell aria pesa e disscende per la uja piu 
brieue e diujde e apre laria che ljsta di sotto al 
centro della sua graujta con tutte sue parte 
equalmente e non diujde laria che llj sta da lati 
perche non e situato sopra di lej e per questo 
si fa vna buca per laria di breujsima lungeza 
fin che gugne a chi le resiste la qual 
resistentia essendo acqa esa acqua che cadea 
per laria in questa acqua piu non cerca andare 
al centro perche non diujde piu laequa come 
essa facea laria addunque si move il graue 
allo in gu dove esso non trova resistentia e 
non per andare al centro. (T3)
Tl is one more place in which Leonardo shows his grasping of conservation of volume.
In T2 and T3,1 think that one must consider that the use of 'resitentia' is different than 
in other places in Leonardo's manuscripts in which he is considering in fact what we call 
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Ms F 87R TI DI, T2
(Let us have) an oblong object, placed 
obliquely in the middle of a water current; 
even if the water impacts its plane side, it will 
go in larger amount to the side of the lower of 
such obliquity, i.e., more in a than in b .
lobietto laterato interposto per obbliqo nel 
mezo del corso del acq ancora che laequa 
percota nel suo lato piano essa andrà con 
magor somma inverso il lato desa obbliqujta 
piu bassa eoe piu in a che in b..(Tl)
Of the air.
When a body falls through the air, this 
becomes denser under it and ratified above it. 
As proved in the seventh, it is not 
inappropriate for the air to condense or rarify 
itself almost instantaneously (something not 
possible to the water which stays in its form). 
Hence, it is easier to the air, on the sides and 
above the body falling through it, to fill the 
vacuum that the moving body leaves above it, 
than it is to the air under it, which should 
flow bending on a long curved line toward 
the filling of such vacuum. This is 
impossible, according to the eighth, which 
shows that the 'inpeto' created in the air 
entrains the air with itself along the line of the 
creation of such 'inpeto'. Like the wind, that 
moves that much air as the duration of its 
'inpeto's motion, as one can see in the dust 
transported by such winds or in specs under 
sunlight when one blows into it. Hence, the 
air impelled by the 'inpeto' of the body 
falling through it escapes along the line of the 
motion of its motor, the lateral (air) becomes 
the lateral vortices; the air above descends 
upon the top of the body always filling the 
vacuum left behind by the body at any step of 
its motion.
dell aria
Laria sotto il mobile che per quella disscende 
si fa densa e di sopra si rarefa e perche come 
prouato nella 7a non essere incoveniente all 
aria il condensarsi e rarefarsi quasi nun 
jstante (il ce non si trova posibile nell acqua 
stando nella suo forma) egli e piu facile all 
aria laterale e ssuperiore al mobile che in fra 
essa discende rienpiere il uacuo da esso 
mobile sopra se te-ee di se lassciato che laria 
di sotto a piegarsi e per linaa curua e llunga 
moversi al rienpimento di tal uacuo ancora e 
inposibile per la 8a che prova che ognj inpeto 
creato nell aria move con seco essa aria per la 
linja della creation desso inpeto come il uento 
che ttanto move daria quanto il suo empito si 
move come si vede nella poluere mossa da 
ttali venti o nellj atimj nella spera del sole 
quando in quelli e ssoftiato ) adunque ( Laria 
sospinta dall enpito del graue che per essa 
disscende fugge per Ila linja del moto fatto dal 
suo motore e Ila laterale si converte in retrosi 
laterali e Ila superiore li discende di sopra 
senpre rienpiendo il uacuo che tal mobile 
lasscia di se in-e sopra di se in ognj grado del 
suo movimenato. (T2)
TI appears to be about an object fixed and surrounded by water flow, Leonardo seems to 
indicate that the greater part of the flow takes an unexpected direction. I do not see much 
of a connection between Tl and T2; the reference to water, it seems to me, is in T2 only 
to explain the difference between compressible and incompressible fluids. The body, 















Ms F 87V Tl, T2, T3
Begin by describing all waters in each of its 
motions
Then describe all its bottoms and their 
materials, while applying all the way the 
statements about such waters; do all that in 
good order because otherwise it will be 
confusive.
Describe all the patterns of the water waves 
from the larger to the lesser waves and their 
causes.
Scriuj in pa tutta lacqa in ciasscuno suo moto 
di poj desscriuj tuttj li sua fondi e lie lor 
materie senpre allegande le propositionj delle 
predette acque e fia buono ordine che 
altrimenti lopera sarebbe confusa. Descriuj 
tutte le figure che fa lacqa dalla sua magore 
alla sua mjnore onda e Ile lor casue. (Tl)
Air.
The 'inpeto' is much speedier than the water, 
because in many cases the wave leaves the 
place of its creation while the water stays 
there. This is in similitude to the waves made 
by the wind in May in the wheat fields; one 
can see the waves running through the fields 
while the plants stay put.
aria
linpeto e molto piu veloce che llacqua perche 
molte son le uolte che londa fuggie il locho 
della sua creatione e llacqua non si move di 
sito a ssimjlitudine dell onde fatte il maggio 
nelle biade dal corso de venti che ssi uede 
correre londe per le campagnje e Ile biade non 
si mutano di lor sito. (T2)
Air.
(As) the body falls through the air, there is air 
that moves in opposite direction to continually 
fill the room left by that body. The flow of 
that air is curvilinear because as it tries to go 
up along the shortest line it is impeded by the 
falling body. Hence, necessarily it must bend 
and then return to the body and fill the 
vacuum it leaves behind. If it were this way, 
the air will not condense under the speed of 
the body motion. Being this way, the birds 
could not sustain themselves upon the 
impacted air. But here, it must be said that the 
air is condensed under the body impact while 
is rarities above the body as it fills back the 
vacuum left by such body.
Turn to the other side.
aria
Il graue che disscende in fra llaria a essa aria 
che si move in contrario per riepiere al 
continuo il locho lassciato da esso grave e il 
moto dessa aria e curvo perche volendo 
montare per la linja breuissima e inpedita dal 
graue che discende sopra di lej onde per 
necessita bisognja che si pieghi e poi ritorni 
sopra esso grave e rienpia il uacuo da lluj 
lassciato E sse cosi fussi laria non si 
condenserebbe sotto la velocita del graue 
essendo questo li uccelli non potrebon 
sostenersi sopra dell aria da lloro percossa ma 
cquj bisognja dire che llaria si condensi sotto 
il suo percussore e che di sopra si rarefaccia 
al rienpiere del uacuo da esso percussore 
lassciato volta loposita facca. (T3)
InTl ,  Leonardo seems to have had in mind the effect of size on water wave's properties, 
but I do not recall any instance in his manuscripts in which one can pinpoint a knowledge 
of the difference between what we call now capillary and gravity water waves. It could be 
that careful study of all his sketches of water waves might reveal capillary wave patterns, 
but I am not too optimistic about finding clear evidence.
The analogy between the waves in a wheat field, or similar fields, has been widely 
quoted. It would be interesting to see if it is not an analogy already mentioned before 
Leonardo. It is very appealing, but it seems amazing to me that it would have remained 
















Note that the discussion about the air around a body in motion is found in many 
places in Leonardo's manuscripts. He believed that water was incompressible and 
that air was compressible. This is usually a good practical assumption, although 
water is also compressible. What can lead to much confusion is not to realize that 
one can ignore the compressibility of both fluids for low Mach numbers if the flow is 
steady. Of course, we should not expect Leonardo to have reached such a 
knowledge; but perhaps he could have reached the point of realizing that air moving 
very slowly was presenting patterns of flow indistinguishable from those of water in 
analogous flows. Incidentally, many students of fluid mechanics never reach the 
point of knowing when the compressibility o f water plays an important role, even in 
rather common instances of flow.
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Ms F 88R T1 Dl-3, T2, T3, T4
Book 9. Of the accidental 'surgimenti' 
(undulations ?) of water.
The wider water is separated from the 
narrower water by a sluice gate and the flow 
is from the narrower to the wider one. The 
water rushing out from below the gate will 
jump over the wider water and. in its coming 
down will scour the channel bottom in 
several places with different jumps.
Libro 9 de surgimenti accidentali dell acqa se 
con caterata la piu largha acqa fia diujsa dalla 
piu stretta e chel mototo dell acqua sia dalla 
piu larga stretta alla piu stretta largha 
laequa che surge sotto la cateratta saltera 
sopra all acqa piu largha el suo ricadimento 
cauera il fondo del canale in piu locho con 
diversi salti. (Tl)
Air.
The motion of air within air compresses itself 
and the air that impacts.
Air.
Air moved in a body (fluid ?) denser than 
itself is more compressed than if it were 
moving within air.
Air moving in a fluid lighter than itself 
becomes rarified.
Water moving in a fluid lighter than itself 
becomes rarified not in its quality ( volumne ?) 
but in amount of dispersion and striation .
aria
I moto dell aria fatto in fra llaria condensa se
e llaria che essa percote
aria
Laria mossa, in corpo piv desso di si si 
condensa piu che movendosi in fra llaltra 
aria.
Laria mossa in fra corpo piu llieus di se si 
rarefa. (T2)
Lacqa mossa in fra corpo piu lieue di si si 
ujene a rrarefare ne-con non di sua qualità 
ma in quantità di spargimento e di 
pannjculatione. ( T3)
The smoke that penetrates into the air, when 
thick and coming from great flames from 
humid wood, does not mix and seemingly is 
as denser above than in the middle. And 
more so when the air is cold. The smoke that 
is thin penetrates the air that is always warm, 
always becoming thinner. When powder 
penetrates the air, it is the thinner that rises 
higher.
Il fumo che penetra in fra laria segli e grosso 
e nato da gran fiama notrita da llegnje vmjde 
esso non si mjscia ma fa che pare piu denso 
di sopra che in mezo e piu fa quando laria e 
fredda el fumo sottile penetra laria senpre 
calda senpre assotiglandosi ( e Ila poluere che 
penetra in fra llaria la piv sottile piu si leua jn 
alto. (T4)
In Tl, it is important to note that the flow is from narrow water to wide water. D2 seems 
to have a distortion o f scales. There seem to be also a serious misrepresentation of flow 
upstream, close to the the sluice gate.
I think that in the first statement in T2 Leonardo is not wrong, but he did not realize that 
the air jets he could have been considering had too low velocity to produce the effects he 
expected to occur in a compressible gas. We must remember that he thought a bird 
beating the air with its wings could produce strong compression of the air. (See, e.g., 
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Ms F 88V T1 Dl-2, D3
It is possible that, lengthwise, in concave 
channels water flow with uniform depth.
posibile e che per canale concauo nella sua 
lungheza lacqa corra con equal 
profondita.(Tl)
It is impossible that, lengthwise, in convex 
channels water flow with uniform cross- 
sectional area (depth ?) even when the 
channel be of uniform width..
Inpossibile fia che per canale conuesso lacqa 
corra con grossezza equale ancora che tal 













Ms F 89R Tl, T2 DI, T3-4 D2-3
Describe what the water does, in any given 
case, in between the surface and the bottom, 
and what part of the water is slow or fast.
Of the lateral objects placed in the banks of 
meandering rivers.
Of the intersections, among themselves, of the 
waves reflected from the opposite banks of the 
rivers.
Of the height of the waves created by the 
intersections of other diagonal waves.
descriuj quel che fa laequa in ciasscun dato 
caso in fra la superfitie sua el fondo E qual 
parte dell acqa e piu tarda o veloce. (Tl)
Degli obbiectj lateralj posstj nell arginj de 
fiumj serpeganti. (T2)
Delle intersegationj che ffan londe infra loro 
essendo risai reffesse dall arginj opposite de 
fiumj
Della eluation che ffan londe create nelle 
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Ms F 89V Tl-4 Dl-4
Of the several widths of transversal obstacles 
placed in the middle of rivers.
Of the various protrusions by lateral objects 
placed in the banks of rivers.
Of the various obliquities placed in the middle 
of rivers.
Of the various proximities of the fronts of 
lateral objects placed in the banks of rivers.
delle varie largheze delle interpositionj 
traversali poste nel mezo delle largeze de 
fiumj. (Tl)
De uari sporti delli obbietti laterali possti nell 
arginj de fiumj. (T2)
Delle uarie obbliqujta posste nel mezo delle 
largeze de fiumj. (T3)
de uari aujcinamenj che ffan le fronti delli 





















Ms F 90R Tl-3 Dl-3
What waves are created on the given objects 
when no more objects of any kind are 
interposed. And be they as many as desired, 
small or large within the span of the width of 
the surface, where any minimal granicule 
generates a diagonal wave.
Que onde sono create sopra li datj obbiettj 
non uenterponendosi piu obbiettj di nesuna 
sorte e sie quante si uoglia picholo e massime 
ne termjnj della largeza della superfitie doue 
onnj mjnjmo granjculo fa onda colunale. (Tl)
Composite, concave and convex, objects 
placed in the banks of rivers.
obbietti conposstj concauj e convessi posti 
nell arginj de fiurnj. (T2)
Composite lateral objects and the wave 
patterns they generate.
obbiettj laterali conpossti e lie figure delle 
loro onde. (T3)
I find Tl contradictory. I think the basic notion was that even if one does not place any 
obstacle or protrusion there will still be diagonal waves in a channel. I learnt this from 
experiments in the Hydraulic Laboratory of La Plata University when we were running 
reception tests for newly constructed flumes. For certain slopes that produced flows with 
supercritical Froude numbers, even with very clean glass walls, there were many 
diagonal waves. I concluded that unevenness in the behavior of surface tension meniscus 

















Ms F 90V TI DI, T2-3 D2-3
If the diagonal wave will impact the vortices 
generated in the widened bank, then such 
enclosed vortices will be narrowed down and 
will acquire great 'potentia' in scouring under 
the bank and destroy it.
Se Honda colunale percotera li retrosi generati 
nel una de largine allargata, allora talj retrosi 
rinchiusi si ristrigneran e acqujstera gran 
potentia in cauare sotto largine e minarle. ( 
Tl)
Plan for the book.
Place at the beginning what a river of uniform 
depth and bottom can do when in its banks 
there are objects of any kind. Then place such 
objects by pairs. Then place then opposite to 
each other using the same variety of objects. 
Describe what the waters do as they intersect 
each other in the middle of the river and the 
impediment to the water reflected in the 
opposite bank. And finally describe what 
each of them does at the bottom, i.e., the 
erosion and deposit.
ordine del libro
ponj nel principio co che po fare vn fiume 
dequal profondjta e obliqujta di fondo nella 
sua argine doue si dia obbiectj di qualunche 
sorte Dipoj mettj essi obbiectj a due ad due 
poi gli metti a risscontro La opposita argine 
cholle medesime uarieta dobbietj e descriuj co 
che ffa laequa nello intersegarsi lluna choll 
altra nel mezo del fiume elio inpedimento 
chella da all acqa che refrecte dalla opposita 
riua E poi descriuj co che ciasscuna fa nel 
fondo eoe del Leuare e pporre. (T2)
In the incident motion, the side of the wave is 
fast and at the end of the reflected motion is 
slow. It follows that the motion of the valley 
of the wave is fast and at the crest is slow.
i lato dell onda nel moto incidente e veloce he 
fine del moto refresso e tardo seguita il moto 
della valle dell onda e nardo e veloce el 
culmjne de londa e ttardo. (T3)
In T3, the meaning of the statement is unclear to me being, obviously, a statement about 
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Ms F 91R Tl-4 Dl-4
However, if the widenings of the channel are 
not made opposite to each other, then the 
depth of such river will be uneven.
Ma sse li allargamenti del canale non saran 
fattj a risscontro lun dell altro allora la 
profondità di tal fiume fia zoppa. (Tl)
If the course of the river is narrowed down 
on one side, then a diagonal fast wave will be 
generated and the vortices that generate in 
between that margin and diagonal wave will 
cause undermining and destruction of such 
bank.
se il corso del fiume sara dan de sua latj 
ristretto allora si genererà vn onda 
semjcolunnale la quale sara veloce e Ili retrosi 
che ssi generanno in fra largine restretta e 
Honda colunale fia causa dell discalzamento e 
mina dessa argine ri sstretta . (T2)
If the banks have been equally narrowed 
down on both sides of the stream and opposite 
to each other, the diagonal waves will intersect 
and after the intersection will run down to the 
impact and destruction of the banks.
sell arginj fien da ognj lato della corente 
equalmente restrette e a riscontro allora londe 
colunale sintersegeranno e dopo tale 
intersegation disenderanno alla percussione e 
mina dell argine sue. (T3)
However, if the indentations of the banks 
will be at different stations, the upstream 
diagonal wave can get under the downstream 
diagonal wave.
Here in the discussion, it is necessary to 
specify the distances for the narrowing of the 
banks and for the widths.
Ma sse Hi ristrignjmenti dell argine saran piu 
bassi lun che llaltro allora londa colunale 
superiore e possibile entrare sotto la 
colunnale inferiore quj bisogna nel comento 
termjnare le distantie delli ristrignjmenti dell 





















Ms F 91V T l-3 Dl-3
The bank that is displaced to give more width 
to the channel is the cause of a sudden 
vortex, which will scour and dig at the foot 
of the bank and will cause its destruction.
largine che fia tirata in dentro per dare 
maggore largheza al canale fia causa di 
generare subito retroso il quale triullera e 
pprofondera il pie dell argine e fia causa di 
sua mina. (Tl)
This is proven by the first of the third, that 
shows that the river which acquires a sudden 
widening acquires also a sudden widening of 
water, and the water that widens sees its 
depth go down. Hence, a sudden current is 
generated which falls upon the widened side, 
it impacts it and divides itself into two 
vortices, of which the first is more powerful. 
How? cba, which is enclosed, throws itself 
straight down towards the bottom; according 
to the ninth, which says that the the vortex 
with lips less oblique but quite straight will 
be more penetrating.
pruovasi per la pa del 3° che mostra chel 
fiume che acqujsta subita largheza acqujsta 
ancora subita largeza dachua e llacqua che 
ssallargha ancora si uiene a bassare di 
profondità adunque si cenerà subita corrente 
la quale gittatasi addosso al loeho all argine 
allargata la percote e diujdesi in 2 retrosi de 
qualj il p° e piu potente come c b a  per 
essere rinchiuso si gitta in verso il fondo 
fortemente diritto e per la 9a che dice chel 
retroso sara piu penetrabile che ara li labri 
della sua bocha mancho obbliquo cquesto lara 
obliquo asaj diritto. (T2)
If the channel becomes suddenly wider, the 
water destroys the side.
If the channel widens both ways, vortices are 
generated on both sides; they end by joining in 
the middle of the width of such channel; this 
produces sudden large depth.
All these figures must result from experience.
Lacqua mina largine della quale il suo canale
acqujsta subbita largheza
sei canale acqujstera da ognj parte subita
largeza esso genera retrosi da ognj parte li
qualj se si congungan nel mezo della largeza
di tal canale essi fara subita e grande
profondità
Tuttj queste figure anno a usscire dalla 
ssperienza. (T3)
For the last sentence in T 3 , 1 tend to agree with Ravaisson-Mollien about the figures 
having to be confirmed by experiments rather than resulting from experience. However, 
perhaps Leonardo had already great experience in hydraulics, and he made predictions 
that he wanted to have then confirmed through experiments, and one should understand 

















Ms F 92R T2 Dl-3
The more the diagonal wave advances, the 
more if goes down and dilates and becomes 
faster.
londa semj colunnale quante piu si moue piu 
sabbassa e piu si dilata e piu si fa veloce. 
(Tl)
(Given) two unequal diagonal waves of 
which the larger comes first than the smaller, 
the smaller intersects the larger and passes 
over it. And this happens because the larger, 
which comes first, when it meets the smaller 
it is dilated and lowered, and the smaller, 
which is high (upstream ?), impacts the low 
(crest ?) of the larger. As it does this it finds 
no obstacle as high as itself, and it runs over 
(the larger? ) and erodes the opposite side, 
and continues its initiated 'inpeto'.
Le onde colunnali inequali -di gra- delle quali 
la magore nassce prima che Ila mjnore essa 
mjnore intersega e passa sopra la magore e 
cquesto acade perche la magore che pa 
nacque quand eli e a riscontro della mjnore 
ella se dilatata e abbassata e Ila mjnore che 
llurta essendo alta percote la basseza della 
magore e non trovando scontro alto come lej 
scorre sopra essa e mina dal opposita parte e 
sseguita il principiato inpeto. (T2)
But if, of the two unequal diagonal waves, the 
smaller begins upstream relative to the larger, 
then this follows its natural course and the 
smaller follows the course of the larger.
The same wave in size and shape will exist 
whether the object moves against the water at 
rest or the water against a fixed object.
ma se dell onde columnalj inequalj la mjnore 
nassce piu alta nel fiume colla magore segujta 
suo corso naturale e Ila mjnore segujta il 
corso dessa magore. (T3)
Tanto e ttal fia londa quanto lobbietto si 
mouera contro all acqua ferma quanto il 
moujmento dell acqa contro all obbietto 
fermo. (T4)
Stationary waves in water channels are a recurrent topic as one goes through the 
manuscripts o f Leonardo. In Ms F, see 19R and 20R-V.
T4 is a very interesting form of a principle so important for experimental studies of the 
stationary waves relative to a boundary. There are other forms of this statement in the 
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Ms F 92V Tl-4 Dl-4
Impact of diagonal waves.
(Given) diagonal waves which do not impact 
each other until the middle, the middle one 
will jump backward and pass over the part 
that does not impact.
semj colunale vitate
londe colunnale che ssi urtano e non si 
segano insino a mezo la meza che ssi vrta 
risalta in dirieto e passa sopra alla parte che 
non si vrta. (Tl)
When the two diagonal waves impact entirely 
with equal size and 'potentia', then they 
totally back away without mutual penetration
Quando le due onde colunnale integralmente 
Surtano con grandeza e potentia equale alora 
integralmente tornano in dirieto sanza alcuna 
Denetratìone luna nell alTra. (T2)
But if the diagonal waves are of different size, 
the larger and the smaller do not follow their 
laws because the larger does not bend and the 
smaller merges with the larger.
Ma se llonde colunnali son di grandeza 
inequalj la magore e la mjnore non oseruan 
lor lege perche la magor non si piega e 11a 
mjnore sunjssce con esa magore. (T3)
If the origin of the equal waves is one 
upstream from the other, their impact will not 
be with equal 'potentie'; hence the shape of 
the first will bend before than that of the 
second.
e ssei nasscimento dell onde equali sara piu 
ake prima lun cheli altro lj loro vrtamenti non 
fia fatto in potentie equali onde si piegera 




















Ms F 93V Tl-3 Dl-3
The water flowing within straight and smooth 
banks and bottom will not make waves of 
any kind.
What is said above happens because waves 
do not appear unless it is as reflected motion. 
The reflected motion is bom from the impact 
of the incident motion which is done on the 
particular object on the bottom or on the sides 
of the channel. If in such places there are no 
particular objects, according to what is said 
(above) no wave of any kind will be 
generated, because that water will (only) 
have minute undulations that do not rise 
much from the bottom, so that when they 
reach the surface they do not make waves.
Lacqua che ssi mouera infra argine e ffondo 
diritto e pulito non fara onde di nessuna sorte 
Quel che detto achade perche onda non si 
genera se non per moto refreso el moto 
refresso nas dalla percussione del moto 
incidente il quale e fatta nell obbietto 
particulare del fondo o de lati del canale e sse 
in es i lochi no sara obbietti partichulari per 
quel che detto e non si genererà onda alcuna 
essendo tale acqa fatta da mjnutj surgimenti 
che pocho si leujn dal fondo accio che 
venendo in superflue essi non faciessino 
onde. (Tl)
Simple diagonal wave.
The simple diagonal wave is generated by 
any minute object attached to the bank in 
which the water impacts. This generates a 
long wave in the shape of half a cylinder that 
crosses to the opposite bank along an 
inclined line, where it dies and is reborn.
onda semjcolunnale senplice 
La senplice onda semjcolunnale si genera in 
qualunche mjnuto obbietto congunto coll 
argine nel qual laequa che uj percote fa vn 
onda lungha che in forma di meza colonne 
che si diriza per obliquo all oposita riva e lj 
more e rinassce.. (T2)
Be the object a placed on the bank no of 
the channel nomp; I say that the water that 
will impact in such object will make a wave 
which, due to continuous creation, becomes 
continuous itself, and this would do for ever 
if it were not approached by the normal flow 
of the water in the channel. All that water 
impacts on the wave and pushes it all over its 
length, until it ends by moving it along its 
own flow.
These two figures below are interchanged in 
description and in making them. Put them in 
the main book.
sia lobietto a posto na largine n o del canale 
n o m p  dico laequa che percotera in esso 
obbietto fara vn onda la qual pe Ila sua 
continua creatione si fa ancora lei continua e 
cosi senpre farebbe se non fussi interrotta dal 
corso comune dell acqua che nel canale la 
quale tutta percote in esa onda e Ila sspigne al 
continuo in ognj grado della lungeza sua tanto 
chal fine la diriza col suo ordinario corso 
queste 2 figure di socto sono scanbiate nel 
dire e nel farle uaconcale poi al libro 
pricipale.(T3)
Tl should be compared with Ms F 90R Tl where miniscule causes of diagonal waves are 
discussed. The final considerations in Tl may be an expression of some undersanding of 
turbulent fluctuations coming from the bottom towards the water surface somewhat 





















Ms F 94R TI DI, T2 D2-3
On the water of intermediate velocity there 
will be minute ripples.
The water in between the middle surface and 
its bottom is not of the nature of the middle. 
This is so because that middle surface 
receives the impact of the incident and the 
reflected (waters ?). Both of them, because 
they are in contact with the air, fall upon the 
other water impacting it as a 'grave', and as a 
'grave' they penetrate into the water that is 
impacted.
in fra lacqa di mediocle velocita laequa media 
sara di mjnute grinze. (Tl)
Lacqua che sta sotto sinterpone in fra la 
media superfitiale el fondo suo non e della 
natura della media inpero che essa media 
superfitiale riceve la percussione da la 
incidente e dalla refressa che lluna e laltra per 
essere in confin dell aria cade sopra laltra 
acqa facendo percussione come di cosa grave 
e come grave penetra in fra llaltra acqua da 
Ilei percossa
The water falls first and (then) rebounds and 
becomes higher with its semicylindrical wave 
opposite to the (other) semicylindrical wave 
generated by the more inclined fall.
Why the water anc falls along a more direct 
path than the water bd ?
Lacqua chade prima resurge e ffassi superiore 
colla sua semjcollona ondosa all opposita sua 
onda semjcolonnale e che fece la caduta piv 
obbljqua.
perche lacqa a n c  cade per linja piu eb 
diretta che llacqua b d. (T2)
Maybe, in Tl, Leonardo is describing capillary waves. /  believe this is the only statement 
suggesting such a possibility I have come across so far in the study of his fluid 
mechanics. Leonardo may have depicted capillary waves in a number of his drawings 
without realizing that they were governed by a force different from the others. He seems 
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Ms F 94V Tl-2
My book aims at showing how the ocean 
together with the other seas, by means of the 
Sun, makes our world splendent like the 
Moon so that to the more distant (observers 
?) seems to be a star. This I will prove.
libro mjo sastende a mostrare come locean 
colj altri mari fa mediante il sole splendere il 
nostro mondo a modo di luna e a piu remoti 
pare stella e cquesto provo. (Tl)
Frigid and humid Moon.
Water frigid and humid.
Such influence gives our sea to the Moon as 
the Moon to us.
luna frigida e vmida
Lacqa e frigida e vmida
tale infruentia da il nostro mare alla luna qual














Ms F 95R TI DI, D3-4
Of the proportion of the water flow issuing 
from the bottom of a very long reservoir, the 
cross-section of which is hundred times less 
than the width and length of the reservoir. It 
is asked how much slower will be the flow in 
the reservoir than that of the channel of the 
same width as the orifice through which the 
water flows out of such reservoir.
della proportione che a il moto dell acqa che 
uersa del fondo dun lungissimo fosso lusscita 
della quale e cento volte piu streta che Ila 
largeza e profondità del fosso domandasi 
quanto sara piu tarda il moto dell acqa 
superiore del fondo chel moto della rozza 
fatta della medesima larghe della bocha dond 
esce lacqa desso fosso. (TI)
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